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BSTRODUCTION 
The rape of the earth in the name of'development" in which 80 percent of the world's 
resources are consumed by 20 percent of its people, will it one day be the cause of our 
nemesis'' 
Today the problem of protecting the environment and maintaining the balanced eco-
system has become a major task of all developing countries. Conditions infact, are moving 
from bad to v\ orse and more and more new problems are cropping up everyday and these 
problems are largely concentrated in and around urban areas. 
The concept of development has undergone significant changes resulting in 
multidimensional environmental problems. Steady degradation of the land, water and forest 
resources of the countrs', already affect the survival of several hundred of million of people 
across the country' and have the potential to affect many in the years to come 
The greatest environmental threat that faces India, arises from the failure to properly 
manage the natural resources of land, water and forests which between them constitute the 
basic life support systems of the community In India with the total geographical area of 328 
million hactares, one third of the available land resources of 266 million hectares with any 
potential for biotic production is lying almost completely unproductive. Another one third is 
degraded by varying degrees and is therefore only partially productive. The country has lost a 
great deal of its forest cover 1.5 million hectares are seriously affected by erosion, 7 million 
hectares by water logging salinity and alkalinity, 20 million hectrares by floods, our entire 
cultivated area is only 160 million hectares It will be seen that our degraded lands are more 
than all our arable lands put together. In a primarily agricultural country like India, land is by far 
the most valuable asset we have And yet we remain spectators to the steady destruction of 
our most valuable resources. 
The scale of urban development in India is quite alarming. Though India is a rural country, 
the size of its urban population (about 217 millions, 1991) is one of the largest in the worid. It 
is about 25 71 percent of the total natural growth and migration from rural to urban areas. The 
growth rate during 1981 -91 was 23 5 percent. Nearly 1.7 million people migrate from rural 
areas to the city every year in search for employment and other related economic activities. 
The number of cities of more than 1 million population has increased from 12 in 1981 to 23 in 
1991. 
Inspite of rapid urbanization, India is a land of villages and nearly 70 percent of its 
population even today lives in villages and are engaged in agricultural pursuits. But despite its 
essentially rural orientation India is changing and the impact of city development is being felt 
not only in the fringe areas but even at greater distances from the cities. So both the inhabitants 
and the natural resources of the region lying outside the city is affected by a series of 
environmental impacts coming from or influenced by city based activities or city generated 
wastes. On one hand cities demand a high input of resources such as land, soil, bricks, water, 
fijelwood, timber, cowdung cakes, straw, green fodder, food grains, vegetables, fruits, milk, 
human labour and all what the city population requires. On the other hand cities are also major 
centres for resource degradation water, sewage, solid-waste, industrial-waste etc. are usually 
disposed on areas around the city. Contrary to this, villages though self-suflScient in material 
goods have to look towards the towns for various services. There is influx ofboth skilled and 
unskilled male and female workers from the village to the dties. Evai women are seen migratir^ 
daily from the fringe areas to the city to work as household help. 
The more populous the city and the richer its inhabitants, the greater its demand on 
resources and in general the larger the area from which these are drawn-although at one time, 
each particular type of natural resources will have its own particular area of supply. The more 
expensive and lighter commodities such as fruits and vegetables, wood and metals may be 
drawn from areas hundreds of kilometCTS away or inported from other countries so is the case 
with lower value foods, if these are not easily produced locally. But the more bulky low-value 
materials will usually come from close by. The physical structure is fabric of the city, the 
buildings, the roads, railways etc. require large amount of material for their construction and 
the bulk of the structures are derived from localy available clay, sand, gravel and crushed 
rocks. This can be seen in the brick works, quarries, clay pits, sand and gravel pits in and 
around dties, all of AA c^h have environmental impacts. 
Cities are also major centres for resource degradation water needed for industrial process 
supplying to the residential and commercial buildings for transporting sewage and for other 
uses is returned to rivers, lakes or sea or in the nearby fields at a lower quality than that 
originally supplied. Solid waste collected from the city households and commercial/industrial 
centres are usually disposed oflFon land sites in the region around the city while much of the 
uncoUected solid waste finds its way into water bodies, adding to pollution. 
The demand for rural resources from the city based enterprises and households may 
limit their availability for rural households, for instance, still today wood and charcoal are 
widely used for cooking mostly by lower income households, city based demand often pere-
empt supplies formeriy used by rural inhabitants. Where once poor rural inhabitants gathered 
wood from what was regarded as common lands, now they are barred from doing so, as this 
is harvested for sale. Common land once used for getting wild produce and grazing is taken 
over by monoculture tree plantations where such gathering or grazing is no longer permitted. 
High demand for fiielwood from cities may be the major cause for deforestation and soil 
eroaoa 
The expansion of uiban areas or uiban activities pushes farmers from agricuhural land Productive 
agriculture is rq)laced by urban developments or by commercial venturs Agriculture is pushed 
into land less suited to such use which results in lower productivity. In many rapidly expanding 
cities there is no clear boundaiy which separates urban from rural. Many new factories, business 
and residential colonies developed in the surrounding rural areas Many of the rural inhabitants 
work part-time in the city. Three particular kind of city impact on the environment of the fringe 
areas deserves special attention: 
• Uncontrolled physical growth, 
• Solid, liquid waste disposal, air pollution and 
• Socio-economic, cultural and health impacts. 
OBJECTIVES: 
In the present work an attempt has been made to study the "Impact of development on 
the environment of the fringe areas of Aligarti city". The city has beoi selected as the study area 
because earlier work on various aspects of environmental problems has been conducted in 
large metropolitan cities and litde attentiw has been given to smaller dties Smaller cities could 
be described as "temples of modem India". More than 70 percent of the urban population 
reside in smaller cities having a population of more than 0.1 million (census of India, 1991). It 
was in the final decade of the 20 century that these small cities are setting new standards of 
economic effluence and quality of life. After the Green Revolution (early sixties) they have 
boomed with almost mind bongjing r^idity. They are no longer small by International Standard. 
They would qualify to be big cities if not mega dties. They are also fest developing big problems 
espedally in the periphwal 2»nes. The villages lying in the immediate hintoiand are most affected 
by the developing city. At present these villages are under tremendous strain and suffaing from 
many environmental problems, these problems should be identified and studied thoroughly. 
There are very few reliable studies relating to these problans. The hybrid westernisation of the 
metres appears to have made us ignore the real propellant of modem India - the small dties. 
Keeping in view the above fact, Aligarh dty was chosen as the study area. 
The present study has certain spedfic research objectives: 
1. To assess the development of Aligarh city from 1971 to the present-urbanization, 
urban landuse, city population, availability of amenities and facilities housing, water 
supply, health, education, marketing, transport and industries were taken into 
considCTation. 
2. To assess the demand of resources of Aligarh city - construction material, biomass 
. fiielwood, timber, food items, milk, vegetables and fiiiits, foodgrains and poultry from 
the niral areas. 
3 To study the general characteristics of the sampled villages of fringe areas of Aligarh 
city-general aspects of the villages, economic classification of the population, land 
utilization, adoption of agricultural technology and amenities and fecilities 
4. To assess the uncontrolled physical growth and associated impacts on the fringe areas 
of Aligarh city - expansion of city (from 1951 to 1996) loss of agricultural land, land 
degradation, loss ofbiomass all due to city expansion. 
5. To assess the liquid, solid and gaseous wastes generated by city based enterprises and 
consumers and its impact on the fringe areas of Aligarh city - liquid wastes, suUage, 
sewage system of the city, its disposal, deterioration of soil profile and groundwater 
quality. Solid wastes and its disposal, gaseous wastes due to vehicular traffic and 
industries. 
6. To assess the socio-economic, cultural and health impacts on the fiinge areas of Aligarh 
dty. 
DATA BASE: 
The data were collected from primary and secondary sources 
This study is mainly based on primary sources of data which have been collected through: 
(i). City survey, 
(ii). Survey of fringe areas, 
(iii) Household survey, 
(iv). Interview and discussion with the villagers and government officials. 
The field work was done by the writer during the year 1995 and 1996. For getting 
accurate information, the sampled villages lying in the fringe areas of Aligarh city (Total 130 
villages) were visited frequently. 
Data from secondary sources have been collected principally from the various government 
bulletins and offices of Aligarh city: 
(i). District Census Handbook of Aligarh (1961, 1971, 1981, 1991) published by 
Directorate of Census Operation, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh, 
(ii). Sa?/^/?7>#;Pa/r/Aa (Statistical Bulletin, yearwisefrom 1961 to 1996) published by 
District Statistics office, Aligarh. 
(iii). National Informatic centre (NIC), Anoopshahr Road, Aligarh. 
(K). Municipal Board, Bora Dowari, Udai Singh Jain Road, Aligarh. 
(v). JalNigam (Water Works Department), MalviyaMarket, Railway Road, Aligarh. 
(vi). Department of Civil Engineering, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. 
(vii). Statellite Imager}' of INS.AT-1B, False colour composite (FCC) Hardcopy of Janauary 
1996 on 1:250,000 scale. 
METHODOLOGY: 
The following methods have been used in the present study: 
1 To assess Aligarh city's demand of resources Sixty five villlages were identified on the basis 
of a sur\'ey of inflow of commodities like bricks, earth, fuelwood, cowdung cakes, milk, 
vegetables, fruits, food grains and poultr>'. The survey was conducted by monitoring the nine 
entry points at (Figure 2.1): 
(i) Sarsoul on the Grand Trunk Road 
(ii) Mukundpur on the Agra Road, 
(iii). Pala aisi on the Mathura Road, 
(iv) Nimrin on the Gonda Road. 
(v) Musepur on the Grand Trunk Road, 
(vi), Kuwarsi on the Ramghat Road. 
(vii) Manzoorgarhi on Anupshahr Road 
(viii). Panethi on Sikandra Rao Road, 
(ix). Bijona Khurd on Khair Road. 
2. To assess the city's impact on the Fringe areas- the fringe area was demarcated. The term 
fringe area was first used to describe the buiJt up area just outside the corporate limit of the city 
(smith. 1937) The term fiinge suggests a border which lies at the periphery of urban areas. It 
is an area of transition betweai the well recognised urban landuse and area devoted to agriculture, 
A simple procedure was adopted to demarcate the fiinge areas of Aligarh city (Figure 3.1, 
table 3.1): 
(i). A circle with radius of 1 Okms was drawTi from city headquarters. 
(ii) This circle was fiirther Subdivided into 5 zones taking a radius of 2kms: 
Zone I from 0* to 2kms 
Zone II from 2 to 4kms. 
Zone III from 4 to 6kms. 
Zone IV from 6 to 8kms 
Zone V from 8 to 1 Okms 
0* is the city headquarter 
A total of 130 villages were found to be lying in the fringe areas of the study area. 
3. The study is based on primary sources of data regarding the general characteristics of the 
130 sampled villages like the general aspects including the area, population, density, literacy, 
migration, economic classification of population (workers, non-workers, cultivators, agricultural 
labourers and other workers) Land utilization (.Area, land under vegetable cultivation, land 
under orchard and cash crop and food crops) adoption of agricultural technology (consumption 
of fertilizer, area under tube well iirigation, area under High Yielding Variety seeds, percentage 
area under mechanization and consumption of pesticides/insecticides), amenities and facilities 
(roads, drinking water, health facilities, schools and tele communication facilities). Loss of 
agricultural land due to various urban activities, degradation around the city like encroachment 
of residential/industrial purposes, formation ofborrow its, as a result of supply ofbricks and 
earth, loss of biomass, liquid, solid and gaseous wastes generated by city based enterprises 
and consumers (total generated capacity, and disposal sites, composition of solid wastes 
Movement of vehicular traffic at the the entrance of roads, their number, type etc.), socio-
economic cultural and health impact as a result of city development were drawn with the help 
of a questionnaire (Appendix ) from a comprehensive survey of the villages. The questionnaire 
was developed with the help of questionnaire use in a similar study conducted by the Aligarii 
Environment Study Project (AESP, 1994) and adopted to the present problem and situation. 
4. To map and monitor urban sprawl of Aligarh City from 1951 to 19% (Figure 4.2) was 
done with the help of 
0). Census of India 1951 -1996. 
Cii). Topographic sheet no 541/1,54E/13 for 1971. 
(m). Satellite Imagery of IRS - IB (FCC) January, 1996 on 1:250,000 scale. 
Change deduction and visual interpretation techniques were also considered for spraw 
lingofdty. 
5. Water samples were collected from ten selected stations of Aligarh City and the samples 
were tested for various trace elements like Fe, Pb, Cd, Ca, Mg and TH (total hardness) TDS 
(Total dissolved solid) and pH values etc at Zonal laboratory, Agra in the laboratory of Geology 
and dvil Engineering dqjartmoits, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. 
6. Simple percentages have been calculated for easy understanding of the data. 
Hypothesis: 
The following hypothesis are to be tested 
1. Cities demand a high input of resources and all the goods and materials that their 
population and oiterprises require. The more populous the dty the greater is the demand 
on resources and the larger the area from which these are drawn. 
2. Cities are major centres for resource degradation liquid, solid and gaseous wastes 
generated by city based enterprises and consumers have significant impact on the 
fringe areas. 
3. Uncontrolled physical growth impacts is most on the immediate fiinge area of the city 
As the bulk up dty area ejqiands agriculture may disqjpear or decline and development 
o 
occurs through legal and illegal action by various land owners, builders and real estate 
firms 
STl D\ AREA: 
Aligarh City is located in the western part of Uttar Pradesh It is situated along the Delhi-
Calcutta railway line, ] 26Kms from Delhi and 1,408 kms from Calcutta; Aligarh Citv' is located 
at 27''53' north latitude and 78°4' east longitude. The city is located in the Lodha block of Koil 
tehsil (Figure 1) and it lies almost in the centre of Aligarh district. It is the headquarter of 
Aligarh district which is one of the highly developed prosperous and agriculturally advanced 
districts of western Uttar Pradesh. AJigarh has grown to a big city from a very humble begining 
due to its site and situation. 
Topographically the district represents a shallow trough, sauce-pan shape like appearance 
with the river Ganga in the northeast and river Yammia in the north-west forming the highland 
peripheries (Figure 2a). A broad low lying belt is found in the centre of the district. .Aligarh cit>' 
lies in the central low lying tract between the Aligarh drain in the west and sirsa in the east 
(Figure 2b). A mound is located in the old part of the city and numerous ponds surround the 
city. The drainage system of the city is defective because there is lack of natural drainage due 
to the sauce-pan shape topography. The rain water collects in ponds and in the low lying areas 
since there is no outlet and most part of the city gets submerged during the rainy season The 
city gets its rain from the summer monsoon which is erratic and the climate is in tune with which 
normally prevails in the western parts of the Uttar Pradesh. The city experiences tropical 
monsoon type of climate. The temperature during the summer season is very high and sometimes 
it reaches upto 46°C while in winters it may fall upto 4°C 
The city covers an area of 68.69 sq. kilometers, of wWch only 59.24 percent is developed 
Of the developed area 50.05 percent is used for residential purposes, 30 11 percent for 
transport, 9.91 percent for industrial and commercial purposes, 3.10 percent for public utility. 
2.1 percent is under parks and open spaces and only 0.5 percent is used for recreational 
puposes. The city is divided into 40 wards and Spread over 15S Mohallas and has 69,797 
households. 
The total population of Aligarh city is estimated to be nearly 0.6 million (1997) It doubles 
every twelve years due to 6 percent growth rate of population of this, 2 percent is probably 
due to natural growth while the rest 4 percent is made up of migrants from the \'illages The city 
population increases by neariy 36,000 people annually, who need additional food, clothing, 
housing, water, sanitation, health care, education, employement, electricity and transport etc 
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Like other cities oflndia, Aligarh has a distinct demarcation between the old and the 
nev\ quarters. Delhi - calculta railway line separats the old and new parts of the city; the old 
part comprises of 27 \\ ards while the newly developed part of the city comprises of 12 wards 
One ward i e ward number 13 is common between old and new parts of the cit>' The old city 
which lies on the west of the railway line, presents a picture of decadence in the absence of 
proper drainage, the place emits a vile stunch. The putrid drains provide a heaven for flies and 
mosquitoes, the new area lies on the east of the railway line, appears remarkably clean as 
compared to its poor cousin. The new part comprises of the Civil Lines Area and the Aligarh 
Muslim University which used to spread over thousands of acres of land This area appears 
remarkably clean as compared to the old quarters. But now new residential colonies and 
innumerable shopping centres have sprung up, making it also over crowded Hardly any lawns 
and open space, are left gradually the outskirts of the cit>' are expanding into the rural aras and 
slums are developing at a rapid rate 
In the first quarter of 10th century cotton industry' develof)ed There were other industries 
also by the begining of 20th century like crude glass, and glass bangles. By 1907, brass and 
iron lock factories were firmly established and there were 27 lock factories in Aligarh City But 
now there are 250 units 
Moropholog>' of the City: 
On the basis of morphology Aligarh city has been divided into four parts: 
(i). The Upper Kot Area: This area historically and texturally represents the core and 
centre of the city. It is largely inhabited by Muslim working class and middle class 
people. Some of the families living here trace their history to medieval period and 
represent the social elite of the area. Household industries like lock, biscuit, muttry, 
building fitting and some other industries are \'ery common in this area This has improved 
the well being of the people, but on the other hand it has polluted the whole environment 
of the area, w hich has affected the health of the people 
(ii). Achal Tal Area: This area is inhibited dominantly by Hindus, which dates back to the 
tenth centun. In the later period, development of this area took place between A'/OTHAT 
chowk and the Madar gate. 
(iii). Civil lines Area: This area developed by the British in eariy 19th century. It is 
completely segregatd fi'om the first tw o The principle lines of development were along 
the Morris road, university road, Anupshahr Road, Rasalganj and Ramghat Road. 
All the aforesaid roads have a north-south trend This area was sparsely built having, 
large spacious houses with lawns infront and kitchen gardens in the back yard but it is 
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hcxrominy congested. It presents a refreshing contrast to the congested and dialapitated 
area ofthe old city. But now it is getting congested 
(iv). Peripheral Ring Area: This area has developed recently It does not make a well 
demarcated zone but it appears in the form of clusters Many of these areas, were, till 
recent past villages. These are the areas where dominance of one or other functions is 
seen This area i> developing at a ver\' fast rate Some of the new colonies which have 
de\ eloped are Dhorra, Bhamola Muafi. hk'w Sir Syed Nagar, Sasni (kite and 
/\\uir.si J cirni 
3. Personality of the Fringe Areas: 
.\n important de\ elopment in urban settlement during the past few decades has been the 
rapid expansion of population and builtup area into unincorporated suburb and in finger like 
trend of de\ elopment at the city margins has been made possible b\- mechanised transportation 
and extension of public utility services byond the city's limit, the process of accretion which 
takes place outside the city has generated a zone of transition between the rural and urban 
landscape popularly known as rural-iirhau fringe 
The district of .\ligarh spreads from 27=29' to 28= 11' North latitudes and 77°29' to 
''8=38' East longitudes. The greatest width from east to west is about 116 kms and maximum 
length from north to south is about 72kms. The district has been divided into five tehsils namely 
Koil. Sikandra Rao. Khair, Atrauli and Iglass These tehsils are fijrther sub divided into 17 
blocks namely Jaw an. Dhanipur, Lodha. .Akrabad, Sikandra Rao. Hasayari, Khair, Chandaus, 
Tappal. Mursan. Sasni. Atrauli, Gangeri. Bijauli. Iglass and gonda. spread over 1.391 villages. 
.-\ligarh City is located in Koil tehsil the study area which comprises of the fringe areas of 
.-Vligarh City spreads in Lodha. Dhanipur and Jawan blocks (Figure 1) ten kms from the city 
headquarter w as considered to be the fringe areas of the city by the author 
The topographic features of Aligarh district are similar to those found in other parts of 
the Cianga - Yamuna Doab. Physiographically, the district contains vast alluvial plains, having 
a gentle slope from north to south and southeast, and is drained by the river Ganga in the 
nothreast and Yamuna in the north west (Figure 3) has been prepared for the ready 
understanding of the topography of .-Vligarh district. 
From the low khadar of the danga river in the east, the level of the district rises sharply 
to the high uplands w hich crown the old flood banks of the river Ganga and then descends 
inland gradualK to a depressions, drained by AVm and ChhiyaNadi Beyond which, it rises 
again to the bank of the Kali Xadi .•\long the right bank of the Kali Kadi, is another sandy to 
silu belt of that stream. .Adjoining it. is a fertile belt of loam soil, which sinks gradualK' into the 
broad central depression. 
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Through the centre of the district, a broad belt oflow-lying land runs from north-west to 
south-east. This broad low-lying belt is infact the continuation of the low-lying belt which 
begins from the district of Meerut, passing through Gharziabad and Buland Shahr districts, 
enters Aligarh district from Koil tehsil in the north. The depression is narrow in the north gets 
wider towards the south and it eventually passes into the adjoining district ofEtah. It is believed 
to be a part of a very extensive low-lying tract which runs through the centre of the doab 
parallel to the river Gcuiga and Yamuna. This tract is characterized by imperfect drainage and 
numerous^/Vi in which the surface water collects. 
Beyond this depression, the surface rises again into a level plain known as western 
uplands. In the north-west, the general Characteristics of the doabs are maintaned, loam 
alternating with clay in the depressions and with lighter ground on the banks of the few drainage 
channels, till finally comes the high cliffs of the Yamuna. From here, the level drops to the 
Khadar of Yamuna. In the south-west of the district, sandy tracts vmh practically no depresaons 
are found. Topographically, the district represents a shallow trough (Sauce-panshape) like 
appearance. 
The fringe areas of Aligarh city lies in the central low lying tract. A pemsal of topographic 
sheet no 541/1 and 54E/13 (Figure 3) shows that the whole study area has, homogenous 
physical condition. It is a dead flat monotonous plain dotted by innumerable Jhils which are 
both seasonal and perennial. These Jhils are either natural depressions or are man made. 
M&n-made Jhils are formed in abundant, brick-kilns, in old canal beds and in depressions 
formed due to digging of fertile soils from the fidds. These soils are taken to the city and utilized 
for construction purposes. The south-western side is dotted by depressions. This was observed 
at Konchor on the western side of the fringe areas mud mounds have been observed. 
DRAINAGE: 
The Kali Nadi flows near the fringe areas and runs through a narrow valley marked by 
high bars. It separates the Koil tehsil from Atrauli tehsil. During the hot season it is not very 
significant but during the rainy month it becomes a river of considerable magnitude, then it over 
flows its banks makes some alluvial deposits. Nim Nadi is a small streams which joins the Kali 
Nadi. SengarNadi is the tributory of Yamiaia and it rises from the central depression. Originlly 
it rose from the great Adhaawi Jhil of the central depression. It flows south estword through 
the south-east comer of the Koil Tehsil. The river derives a considerable supply of water from 
lahtoi drainage cut excavated in the low-lying tract in east of Aligarh. It is usually dry during 
the summer months unless used as landscape but during the rains it becomes usefial river. Rind 
Nadi rises in the central low lying tract. It is a seasonal stream but during the rains it becomes 
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a river of considerable magnitude. It occupies a shallow alluvia] bed In heavy rainy season, the 
central areas are affected by inundation. Karon Nodi occupies the western portion of the 
district and during the hot weather seasons it remains dry but during raii^ season it becomes a 
river of importance. From it is observed that good drainage system is lacking in the fringe area 
There is absence of any major or minor river. The SengarNadi flows in the eastern border. 
This is only seasonal rivCT found here. Network of innumerable drains like Aligarh drain, Jqfari 
drain, Maheshupur drain, Mehrawal drain, Chherat drain, Lahioi drain etc is found here 
3iils are also quite common. Both natural and man made Jhils are found. The duefJhils are 
at Gurushi Karon, Ikri,Adhawan etc. Huge depressions at kanchor, Haibatpurpirtha in 
the north south eastern comer which are fiUed with water during rainy season is observed. 
Thus, this area since it is lying in central low lying tract is characterized by restricted drainage 
and water logging conditions espeially during the rainy season. 
SOILS: 
The survey recogniged 6 types of soils in Aligarh district. 
The soils of fringe areas of Aligarii city comes under the category of Aligarh type III and 
rV i.e. central low-lands and western uplands. 
In the eastern portion of the fringe area, the soils are sticky in nature and generally have 
clayey loam to loam texture The colour of these soils varies from grey, ash grey to dark grey 
The tract is underlined by a thick pan ofKankar occuring in mild cases in the form of nodules 
At some places this Kankar cements together bottom layers. Thest Kanker rocks are aften 
used in Aligarh for the construction of culverts, walls and for building purposes. The pwcentage 
of clay decreases with the inaease in depth. This shows that the impregrable sub-soil horizon 
doesnot allow the translocation of even the finest day particles. Hence, water logging conditions 
exists here and due to poor drainage, the soluble soidum salts are deposited on the surface in 
the form oireh. When one travels across this area, one witnesses, the grim light of white fidds. 
In the nerthom part of this tract, a considerable portion of the land has been thrown out of 
cultivation because of the appearence ofreh. Further south, this tract contains the most 
unmanageable soils which are locally called Chicknol, these soils are alkaline in nature and 
contain the well-known usar patches of the district. 
The western portion of the fringe area, is drained by an artificial drainage system known 
as GafidaNala. Here many other natural and aritificial drainage lines meet Therefore, the 
area is not affected by water logging and swampy conditions and due to this there is absence 
of large stretch of W5ar soils The soils are sandy in texture and brown or reddish browTi in 
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colour The area contains a number of sandy ridges The soil of these sandy ridges are locally 
called as hhur These soils present a thirsty appearence because the water holding capicity of 
these soils is low They are suffering from the deficiencies of organic matter and other plant 
nutrients. They are also deficient in clacium and clay due to excessive leaching since time 
immemorial. The lower horizons are also coarse textured. The water table is deep, iron may be 
seen in soil profile. Since the process of evaporation exceed, precipitation, the soils contain 
considerable quantities of soluble salts. For this reason, the soils are not acidic in reaction and 
the pH value of these soils varies fi"om neutral to slightly alkaline. 
CHAPTER SCHEME: 
The present work is divided into three parts spread over six chapters. In part one city 
development, in part two city's demand and in part three city's impact has been discussed. 
Part one is devoted to asses the development of Aligarh city fi"om 1971 to the present 
This part comprises of chapter one. In this chapter an attempt has been made to study the 
urbanization of Aligarh city, urban landuse, growth of city population and various amenities and 
facilities like housing, water supply, health, education, marketing, transport and industries. 
Part two is devoted to the assessment of city's demand. This part spreads over two 
chapters i.e. the second, the third ch^ter. Second ch^ter deals with the demand of Resources 
of Aligarh city. This includes the demand of construction material, biomass, milk, vegetables, 
fruits, food grains and poultry etc chapter three deals with the general characteristic of the 
sampled villages of fringe areas of Aligarh city, like general aspects, their area, population, 
economic classification of population, number of workers, non-workers, marginal workers, 
cultivators and non-cultivators, agricultural labourers etc Land utilization which include land 
undo" forest, vegetable cultivation, orchards, cash cn^s, and food crops. Adoption of agricultural 
technology like consumption of fertilizer, pesticides and insecticides, area under tube well 
irrigaation, area under Wgji yielding variety of seeds, and area under mechanisation arxl amenities 
and facilities in these villages like accessibility, drinking water, health facilities, schools, tele-
communication fecilities etc. 
Part three presents the crux of the problem investigated. In this part an assesmeni is 
made of the impact of city development on the fringe areas. This part comprises of three 
chapters. In chapter four an attempt has been made to assess the expansion of Aligarh city and 
its associated impacts on the fiinge areas like loss of agricultural land, land degradation, loss of 
biomass etc Chapter five deals with the solid, liquid and gaseous wastes generated by city 
based enterprises and consumers. Chapter six deals with socio-economic, cultural and health 
impacts on the fringe areas. 
Finally, a brief conclusion based on the results obtained has been presented. 
PART ONE 
CITY DEVELOPMENT 
CHAPTER ONE 
DEVELOPMENT OF ALIGARH CITY 
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The rape of the earth in the name of 'development' in which 80 percent of the world's 
resources are consumed by 20 percent of its people, will it one day be the cause of our 
nemesis'^  
The scale of urban development in India is quite alarming. Though India is a rural country, 
the size of its urban population (about 217 millions, 1991) is one of the largest in the world. 
It is about 25.71 percent of the total population. It is characterized by rapid rate of natural 
growth and migration from rural to urban areas, the growth rate during 1981-91 was 23.5 
percent. Nearly 1.7 million people migrate from rural areas to the city every year in search for 
employment and other related economic activities. The number of cities of more than 1 million 
population has increased from 12 in 1981 to 23 in 1991. Nearly 70 percent of the urban 
papulation live in smaller cities having a population of more than 0.1 million (Census of India, 
1991) 
Small cities of India, could be described as 'temples of modern India' Contrar}' to the 
popular notion that India has a few over crowded but commercially active metros surrounded 
by a vast countryside dotted with petitic idylic villages. The country probably boasts of the 
most thriving small citv' culture It was in the final decade of the 20th century that these small 
cities are setting new standards of economic effluence and quality of life After the green 
revolution (early sixties) they have boomed with almost mind bogling rapidity. They are no 
longer small by International standards. They would qualify to be big cities if not mega cities 
They are also fast developing big problems. There are very few reliable studies relating to 
these problems. 
In this chapter an attempt is made to assess the development of Aligarh city since 
1970-71. This chapter has been divided into four parts. In the first part a brief account of the 
process of urban development of the study area, changes in urban landuse and growth of city 
population has been dealt with. In the second part, the development of amenities and facilities 
have been studied while in the third part industrial development of the Aligarh city has been 
discussed 
1.1. URBANIZATION OF ALIGARH CITY: 
The process of urbanization which began with the Industrial Revolution has today become 
predominant feature of dev elopmental activities the world over, India being no exception to 
this 
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Aligarh is a historic town of North India that instantly evokes images of social and 
cultural abundance, enriched by deep rooted values. Inspite of its proximity to Delhi it is still 
not an emerging metropolis but rather it is a small city with all the vibrancy, enterprise and 
affluence which represents today's India. Till fifties Aligarh evoked images of a semi-pastoral 
town made famous as the home of Aligarh Muslim University but today's Aligarh is far removed 
from the idyll, its market are well stocked and it is witnessing as much of consumer boom as 
the rest of the country. 
Aligarh city is situated roughly in the centre of Aligarh district. It is about 130 kms 
away from Delhi. The Grand Trunk Road passed through the city. The location of the city is 
an important geographical factor which has influenced its development. Aligarh is a city of 
great antiquity, wrapping in its fold many dynasties and their rise and fall It is quite probable 
that a small proto settlement of the present city of Aligarh came into being much before the 
recorded history. One can pay evidence to conviction that the early townships evolved from a 
growing village of fiinctional diversity in its own esteem rather than the creation of a settlement 
on a virgin site. Origin of Aligarh goes back to pre history. The early histor>' of the region is 
fragmentary and uncertain. The antiquity of district itself is shrouded in mystery as it does not 
permit a mention in any literary' record before the 12th centurs' AD The growth of Aligarh 
city will be discussed under the following three periods: 
(i). Ancient historical evolution: 
(ii). Medieval period growth: 
(iii). Growth during the British period: 
(i). Ancient Historical Evolution: 
In the earlier part of its history the settlement may have beai associated with the kingdom 
of surasena which had its capital at Mathura. Explorations undertaken suggest that settlement 
in this region had begun around 1500 B.C (Siddiqui, 1981) Carbon datings of the household 
remains from the mounds make one believe that the ancient culture had established in this 
area around 1000 B.C. Hindu legends maintain that the ancient big town existed here which 
was then known as Koil or Kol after the name of an Asara King who was killed by Balarama, 
the Brother of Krishna (Fuhrer, 1969). In ancient text, Kol is referred to &s jhil (lake). 
Shallow lakes and depressions abound in this Ganga-Vamiina interfluve A settlement might 
have come up on the bank or vicinity of a Kol (Jhil I lake) which subsequently may have 
been named after it. The original name of the settlement, in all likelihood, is forgotten in the 
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ancient period Atkinson regards origin of Aligarh as a Buddhist Settlement following 400 
B.C. (Atkinson, 1875) Buddhist remain were discovered down the north western edge of the 
great mound (Upper ForX/Balai Oila). Around 2nd century A.D the area came under the 
possession of Mauryas, Sakas, Kushans and Naga rulers (Siddiqui, 1981). Archaeological 
remains of 5th to 9th century A.D. belonging to Gupta period and the Empire of Harsha have 
been recovered from Aligarh. In the 9th and 10th centuries A.D. the region remained under 
the control of Gujar-pratihar. 
One of the most ancient localities identified in AJigarh city is Achal Ta/ (tank) area in 
the southeast. It is evident that this area dates back to the 10th century AD. Achaleshwar 
temple beside the large masonary tank, is presumably the oldest place of worship in Aligarh. 
The massive dimenaon of the Achal ta/ suggests the existence of a full-fledged large settlement 
in the ancient period. 
ii. Medieval Period Growth: 
Medieval period spans from 11th to 18th century. As Aligarh seems to have lost much 
of its significance by the end of the ancient period, in the historical records of the early 
medival period it scarcely merits a mention as a place of some centripetal attraction The city 
and the region experienced a rejuvenation in the medieval period. 12th century' A.D. marks 
the arrival of Muslims in this re^on. In 1194 the fortress of Kol was taken over by ()utubuddin 
Aibek of the slave dynast>'. Balban one of the kings of this dynasty constructed minor (tower) 
in 1253 just close to the present Jama Masjid on the great mound. This magnificent tower 
which had architectural resemblance with Delhi's world fame Qutub Minor was probably 
demolished in 1862. 
From 1194 to 1526 Aligarh was ruled by Turks or Afghan kings of Delhi through their 
governor. During this period, four dynasties, namely the slaves from 1194-1290, Khilji's from 
1290-1320, Tughlaq's from 1320-1414 and Lodhi's from 1451-1526 contributed to the control 
and Construction of Aligarh. Umar Khan built the fort of Mohammadgarh in 1525 which was 
later known as Aligarh. All through the medieval period Balai Qila area or upper fort on the 
great mound remained the socio-economic and political hub. The fort was so formidable that 
it had atleast three concentric trenches around it for defence. These trenches, fort walls and 
bastion could be seen even today although they have been inhabited with the densest population 
in the city. The great mound of Aligarh, conceals beneath it many cultural realms of the past 
glor>'. The importance of Aligarh can be visualised in the fact that it had remained a walled 
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city all through the medieval period with four gates, namely Delhi gate, Turkman gate, Madar 
gate and Sasni gate During Akbars time kol was the capital of an administrative Sarkar, 
Akbar had granted special privilege to Rajputs as landlords of Kol (Siddiqui; 1981) In the 
18th century Sabit Khan was appointed Governor of Kol. He took great interest in the 
expansion and renovation of the city He constructed a fort named Sabitgarh i e. 1717 and 
repaired the old forts. He constructed the Jama masjid in 1724, constructed a market, built 
up a water supply tank near the high land Jama Masjid and linked it underground with a 
lowland tank which was just east of Nandan or Surjit Cinema Houses. During this time Kol 
was a prosperous, flourishing place 
iii. Growth During British Period: 
Marathas took over Aligarh fort in 1785 and appointed Count De Biogne as their 
Commander in this region. The French commander in 1791 made Aligarh his headquarter to 
look after his own interests. Princes of the surrounding states paid respect to victorious General. 
After De Biogne Maratha send general CuUier perron to take his place. De Biogne and cuUier 
perron are known to have improved the bastion of the fort and established cantonment outside 
the present Sulaiman Hall. In 1802 perron built a gerden for his residence which is still known 
as Saheh Bagh. In 1803 General lake conquered the town of Kol and made Saheb Bagh his 
headquarters. At the commencement of British rule, in 1804 the district was formally named 
as Aligarh. In 1842 a post office workshop was established by Dr. Patan, the Post Master 
General. The first Railway line in the district was opened up in 1863 fi-om Tundla to Aligarh 
The history of Aligarh mutiny during 1857 is celebrated with many days of valour By 30th 
June, 1857 a new government was established by Subedar Mohammad Ghous Khan with 
Nasimullah Khan incharge of city. 
From the preceding description it becomes clear that in each period a different area 
developed. Thus, there are fairly neatly delineated areas in the city. Chronologically speaking 
the ancient area, dominated by Hindus population, the medieval area, dominated by Muslim 
population, and the modem area of the British period inhabited by a mixed Hindu and Muslim 
population. 
These areas instead of losing their identity with time have retained it. There are other 
factors also which have strengthened this kind of segregation Communalisation of Indian politics 
and the spate of communal riots have strengthened the segregation on communal lines The 
city developed in difi'erent period under different rulers These areas grew independently of 
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each other They do not have a unified road system At places there are traffic bottlenecks 
and hazards 
1.1.1. Urban Landuse: 
Like other cities of India, Aligarh has a distinct demarcation between the old and new 
quarters. Delhi-Calcutta railway line separate the old and new parts of the city The city is 
divided into 40 wards (Figure 1.1) spread over 158 Mohallas and has 69,797 households. 
The old parts of the city comprises of 27 wards while the newly developed part of the city 
comprises of 12 wards One ward i e. ward number 13 is common between the old and new 
part of the city. Ward number 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 36 and 37 together forms the core and the 
nucleus of the city. This include the Upper Kot and the adjacent Achal Tal areas The middle 
zone comprises of wards numbers 3, 7, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22. 30, 31. 33, 34, 35 
and 39. This is not a perfect concentric zone but it extends more in the north and northeast. 
The outer zone is a loosely developed area lying on the fringes. Figure 1.2 shows ward wise 
population densities. The core region is very congested having the highest population densities. 
The middle zone, though contiguously developed is not compactly buih The outer zone is 
rather sparsely built and has the lowest population density Table 1 1 shows zone-wise area, 
population and density of Aligarh cit\' 
Table 1.1. Zone wise area and population of Aligarh city (1990-91). 
Area and population 
Population 
Percentage of City population 
Area (sq. km) 
Percentage of city Area 
Density (Per sq. km) 
Zones 
Core Area 
55,345 
11.6 
1.85 
5.4 
29,914 
Middle Area 
147,455 
30.7 
7.04 
20.7 
20,945 
Outer Area 
277,666 
57.7 
25.09 
73.8 
11,067 
Source: National Informatic Centre, Aligarh. (1996) 
The urban landuse of Aligarh City shows that city covers an area of 34.98 square 
kilometer of which only 61 percent of the area is developed while rest of the area is lying 
undeveloped. The urban landuse pattern shows that there is no clear cut demarcation between 
the landuse patterns but the functions are mixed. Table 1.2 (Figure 1.3) is showing the urban 
landuse of Aligarh city (1990-91). 
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Table 1.2: IVban landuse of Aligarh City, 1990-91. 
lirban Landuse 
1. Developed Land 
i. Residential 
ii Commercial 
iii Industrial 
K Public Utilit> 
\' Recreational 
\i Parks & Open spaces 
vii Administration 
\iii Transport 
2. Undeveloped land 
Total Area 
Area 
1 
2,098 0 
1,030.4 
127 1 
68 1 
147.7 
90 
43 9 
81.3 
590.5 
1,346.0 
3,444.0 
Percentage 
2 
6091 
49 ! 
6 1 
J . J 
70 
0.4 
2 1 
3.9 
28 1 
39.08 
Rank 
3 
1 
4 
6 
3 
8 
7 
5 
o 
Source: Aligarh De\elopment Authorit>' (1990-91), Aligarh. 
h is observed that of the total developed area 49 1 percent is under residential purposes, 
28.1 percent is under transport. 9.4 percent is used for industrial and commercial purposes, 7 
percent for public utility, 2 1 percent is under parks and open spaces and only 0.4 percent of 
the land is used for recerational purposes (Figure 1.3) Functional segregation has not been 
achieved although the process has started. Except for educational and industrial area all other 
zones are mixed to \arving degrees. Business activity has tended to segregate along busy 
traffic arteries and even along residential lanes. There are two educational areas The area in 
the extreme north i.e the university area and the other smaller in extent in the east is having 
post graduate colleges 
In most of the areas industrial activity is mixed v\ith both residential activity and business 
activitv' in various proportions Small household industries are located in houses and piecemeal 
production is carried out in the houses extensively in the old/ancient and medieval parts of the 
city There are exclusive residential areas w hich have developed of late in the peripheral 
zones 
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1.1.2. City Population: 
According to the census 1990-91, the total population of Aligarii city is 479,916. There 
was an increase of 27.17 percent from 1971 to 1981, 49.57 pwcent from 1981 to 1991 and 
146 percent from 1971 to 1996 (Table 1.3, Figure 1.4) now the city population is 0.6 
million. The population of Aligarii city is getting almost doubled every twdve years or roughly 
6 percent growth rate of population is observed of this, 2 percent is in tune with the average 
growth rate of population and rest 4 pa-cent are the migrants from the villages. As now neariy 
36,000 people are added annually to the population (Singh. A.L., 1992). 
Table 13: Population of Aligarfa city (1971-1996). 
Year 
1971 
1981 
1991 
1996 
Male 
1 
126650 
161475 
257390 
333450 
Females 
2 
125664 
159386 
223130 
287325 
Total Population 
3 
2,52,314 
3,20,861 
4,80,520 
6,20,775 
Decadal Growth rale of tot pop. 
Year 
4 
1971-81 
1981-91 
1991-96 
1971-96 
(%) 
5 
27.16 
49.75 
29.18 
146.03 
Source: (i). Census of India (1971, 1981, 1991) published from Directorate of Census, 
Lucknow, (UP), 
(ii). National Informatic Centre (NIC) Anupshahr road, Aligarh. 
ALIGARH CITY 
Decadal Growtii of Fopidation 
(1971-1996) 
150 
I I I 
100 
1971-81 1981-91 1991-96 1971-96 
Source: Directorate of Census, Lucknow, (U.P.). 
Fig. 1.4 
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II is seen that in recent decades the growth rate has been in the range of 25-35 percent 
In the last decade the highest growth rate of 50 percent was recorded The socio-economic 
compulsions have lead the unskilled illiterate, rural landless labour to migrate to the city in 
large numbers The growth of population in cities is largely a function of rural migration The 
rural land ownership structure is such that there is a large population of petty farmers with 
marginal holdings who lead a hand to mouth existence. There is a large population of landless 
labourer also. These two sections of village population constitute the potential stock of village 
migrants. A small population of land owners and prosperous farmers also migrate more for 
social rather than economic imperatives. The migration of labourers to the city is also reflected 
in the sex ratio. There are 868 females per 1000 males The sex ratio in 198 ] was the same 
and shows no change 
The ancient area is dominated by the Hindu population, the medieval area is dominated 
by Muslim population and the modem area of British period is inhabited by a mixed Hindu 
and Muslim population. 
The answer to congestion in the core area partly lies in history and other socio-economic 
factors. Hindu and Muslim population do not want to leave their respective ancestral areas. 
They find safety and a certain cultural affinity in their localities to v^hich they are emotionally 
attached. Thus, the community and caste consciousness contribute much to the congestion 
and densification of core and middle areas. There are other reasons as well. There is a large 
unorganised labour force which is employed on daily or temporar>' basis in odd jobs and they 
along with organised workers want to remain in the proximity of their work. Further, the rent 
control act weighs heavily in favour of old tenants who have been living for years on nominal 
rents. 
Table 1.4 shows the ward-wise population density of Aligarh city (1996). A perusal of 
this table shows that ward number 36 is having the highest density of population i e. 72,354 
persons per sq. kilometre. This ward includes that part of the city where the first settlement 
grew i.e. the upper Kot area. Settlement of this region has begun around 1500 B C. Upper 
Kot includes the Mohallas of Ouanoon Goyan, Khai Dora, Tamolipara, Madargale and 
Brahmanpuri. These Mohallas form the oldest part of the city. This is the main reason for 
the high population densit>'. Ward number 15 has the lowest densit\' of population i.e. 4071 
persons per sq. kilometre. This ward is situated on the outskirts of the city in the extreme 
north western comer. This is a newly developed area. It is the largest ward and it comprises 
of mohallas of Banna E)e\i, Tubewell Colony, Nagla Chooharpur etc So the highest population 
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Table 1.4: Ward-wise Population Density 
Ward 
Na 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
m 
Population 
Dcnsit) 
1 
36.91)8 
18.553 
28.953 
M.ax) 
\\GT. 
26.125 
10.014 
4.541 
.30.650 
6.113 
9.550 
13.()(X) 
17.153 
29.528 
4.071 
37.731 
55.794 
41.710 
29.485 
13.588 
Total A\. 
Area of the 
nan].s 
(sq. km) 
2 
0.45 
0.56 
0.28 
0..39 
I.IH 
0.28 
0.78 
2.58 
0.90 
3.03 
1.10 
1.26 
0.76 
0.25 
5.38 
0.22 
0.18 
0.20 
0 28 
0.18 
Rank 
3 
11 
23 
18 
13 
26 
20 
33 
39 
14 
37 
?4 
?<) 
24 
15 
40 
10 
4 
8 
16 
27 
40 
of Aligarh city (1996). 
WanJ 
Na 
21 
22 
13 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
.30 
31 
.32 
.33 
?4 
35 
.36 
37 
.38 
39 
40 
14141 
Population 
Density 
1 
59.818 
25.078 
26.142 
9J285 
35.705 
39.360 
44.555 
69.318 
13.485 
23.482 
16.367 
54.29 
75.32 
53J31 
10.440 
72.354 
51.106 
29201 
13.068 
12.418 
33.48 
Area of the 
Ward 
(sq.kin) 
2 
0.22 
0.56 
0.47 
0.88 
0.21) 
0.20 
0.20 
Oil 
1 15 
035 
058 
1.92 
085 
016 
07t) 
Oil 
015 
0.60 
0.57 
1.80 
Rank 
3 
3 
21 
19 
35 
12 
9 
7 
2 
28 
22 
25 
38 
36 
5 
32 
1 
6 
17 
29 
31 
Source: National Informations Centre, Aligarh (1996). 
density is in the centre and then decrease outwards. The lowest population density being at 
the fringes (Figure 1.2). 
1.2. AMENITIES AND FACILITIES IN ALIGARH CITY: 
The availability of amenities and facilities to the people in a spatial framework reflects 
the quality of life of that area. Higher the accessibility to the services, the better would be the 
environment. Aligarh city is well served by the basic amenities and facilities. 
Municipal board of Aligarh city was established in August, 1865 and Aligarh De\elopment 
Authority developed in the early nineties. These are the two very crucial departments which 
play a dominant role in providing all these amenities and facilities Data regarding the various 
amenities and facilities in Aligarh city like drinking water, education, market, housing, 
transportation and health has been collected and discussed here. 
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1.2.1. Housing: 
Nearly 49 percent of the total land of Aligarh city is used for residential purposes 
Residential areas of the city can be broadly separated into two, the eastern and the western 
parts, with the railway line making the divide, the eastern area consists of the old city, 
characterised by old house, narrow lanes which are lined with pett>' shops. East of the railway 
lines comporises of the new part, the ci\il lines area and Aligarh Muslim University area This 
became the residential areas of the urban elite. Elegant compact colonies with high quality 
spacious houses come up 
Aligarh city is expanding very fast it sprawled a lot during last three decades because of 
this many villages gets absorbed in city itself People purchased huge chunks of land for 
residential purposes and now they have developed beautiful colonies on such lands Kishcoipitr, 
Dodhpur, Begpur, Jamalpur, BhamolaMuafi, DhiirraMuafi, Jeewaiigarh, Devi Ka Nagia, 
Kwarsi are peripheral villages, but now they are densely inhabited by urban elites many industrial 
and residential Colonies have also come up like Firdous nagar, Hamdard Nagar, Shatahdi 
Nagar, Avantika Colony, Kundan Nagar, World Bank Colony and Suraksha Vihar in 
northern part of the city Mahfooz Nagar, Lodhipuram, Kumher Nagar, Indira Nagar, 
Prem Nagar, Prahhal Colony on the southern part of the city are under construction 
A perusal of table 1.5 and Figure 1.5 shows that the number of houses have doubled 
during the last thirty years. 
Table 1.5: Housing facilities in Aligarh city, (1996). 
Year 
1971 
1981 
1991 
1996 
Houses 
(Number) 
1 
32,787 
46,390 
54,113 
64,000 
Decadal Growth of Houses 
Year 
2 
1971-81 
1981-91 
1991-96 
1971-96 
Percentage 
3 
41.48 
16.64 
18.27 
95.19 
Source: Aligarh Development Authority (1996). 
The above table reveals that the number of houses are increasing rapidly and during the 
last twenty five years (1971-96). About 95 percent increase in the number of houses was 
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obserxed Housing condition were also studied Ihc o\erall housing condition in various areas 
in the city was arrived at on the basis of a composite score of 12 based on information 
regarding member of families living in one houses, ownership of the house. t\pe of construction, 
other uses of building, number of rooms, covered area, ventilation, place of cooking and 
water supply bathroom and latrine facilities House holds having scores greater than 9/12, 
6/12 - 9/12, 3/12 - 6/12 and 0 - .i/12 were considered to have best. fair, poor and very 
poor housing condition percentages of households having a score greater than 9/12 in each 
ward was taken as an indicator. On this basis the total city area was categorized Figure 1 6 
shows four area categorised having more than 70. 51-70, 31-50 and 10-30 percent household 
ha\ing the best condition. The pie diagrams shov\ the percentages of households having different 
scores for the total city and the four area categories There was no household having a score 
less than 3/12 and ward having less than 10 percent of the best households It in seen that 
wards 3. 4. 26 and 36 covering only 7.6 percent of the total population are in the top area 
category where about 75 percent of the houses have a score greater than 9/12. Rest of the 
city areas fall under lower categorv' where the 'best score households" are about 50 percent 
or less 
1.2.2, \ \ater Supply: 
The city depends on groundwater as source of water supply. Municipality operates 35 
tubewells The water is either pumped directly to the distribution system or supplied through 
overhead reservoirs Today city area is divided into 17 zones, central area comprising 8 
zones covering three founh of the population is provided piped water supply, Figure 1.7 
shows the status of water supply in various areas categories, piped water supply is available 
to fairly large proportion of population. 79 percent to 85 percent, except area category 3 
where the figure is 62 percent It is also seen that in each of the area categories significant 
proportion of household have to share the water supply source. It is as high as 65 percent in 
the area category 4 For the total city. 33 percent of the household share their water supply 
source on the basis of rated capacities of pumps and pumping hours, it is claimed that water 
is supplied at the rate of 200 liter/capita per day In actual practice however due to suppiv 
failures, machinerv breakdowns and distribution system leakages, the supply is much less 
Most of the area gets about 3 to 6 hours of supply every day 
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Figure 1.7 
Chemically the water can be classified as hard with hardness varying between 200-250 
mg^ as CaCOj. The total dissolved salts range between 500-600 mg/liter. Which is slightly 
above the limit of 500 mg/1 for potable waters fi-om aesthetic view point. 
An intensive, short term, water quality survey was carried out to assess the micro 
biological quality of the water supply. In all 104 water samples fix)m three zones, covering 13 
sampling points each for piped municipal supply water and hand pump water were analysed 
for total bacteria (nutrient agar 35/12 C plate count) and faecal coliform bacteria (multiple 
dilution tube, elevated temperature technique). Faecal coli form bacterial originates mostly 
from human foecal matter. Their presence in water is an indication of contamination with 
foeces which in turn indicates possibility of presence of pathogenic microorganims. The results 
of tte study are summarized in figure 1.8 and 1.9. The bacterial count in water fi-ee of organic 
contamination usually does not exceeds 100 per ml (1). WHO guidlines for drinking water 
quality specify that the faecal coliform count of water in distribution system should be 
0/lOOmI. It is seen that the water supply is badly contaminated with sewage. In the case of 
handpump water 65 percent of samples had a count of foecal coliforms of less than 2wpw/ 
100ml, while only 6 percent of municipal piped water samples had a count less than this limit. 
Counts of both total bacteria and foecal coliform are higher for piped water supply compared 
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to water from hand pumps, even though the aquifers for the former are much deeper and 
better protected. This indicates the extremely poor condition of the distribution system. The 
pipes are often leaking and submerged in sullage in drains and that spreading on ground 
surface. There is ingress of raw sewage into the distribution system when water pressure in 
the ppes is low or wh«i the supply is stopped Water is seldom chlorinated though arrangements 
for chlorination exist at some points in the distribution system 
1.2.3. Health: 
It is rightly said that 'Health is wealth'. The aggregate level of health in a community is 
therefore vital to social well beings. Health facilities in Aligarh city are of good standard and 
sufficient 
There are three important hospitals, namely Jawahar Lai Nehru Medical College (JNMC), 
Malkhan Singh Hospital and Gandhi Eye Hospital, Besides these hospitals, there are number 
of private clinics and nursing homes. 
Table 1.6 and Figure 1.5 shows the availability of Heakh facilities in Aligarh city. This 
table reveals that during the last 3 decades health facilities have increased more than 3 times. 
Table 1.6: Health facilities in Aligarh city (1996). 
Year 
1971 
1981 
1991 
19% 
Na of 
Doctors 
1 
49 
85 
1(>9 
175 
No. of 
Hospita ls 
2 
5 
7 
8 
No. of 
Private 
Clinics 
3 
9 
18 
.15 
5."^  
No. of 
Matemitj 
Homes 
4 
. • > 
5 
9 
Total no. 
of Health 
Facilities 
5 
61 
111 
156 
245 
Decaded growth in 
Health facilities 
Year 
6 
1971-81 
1981-91 
1991-96 
1971-% 
(Percentage 
increase/ 
decrease) 
7 
81% 
40.54 
57.05 
301.63 
Source: Chief Medical Officer, Aligarh (1996) 
1.2.4. Educational Facilities: 
Education is of atmost importance for the proper growth and development of the 
individuals h does not only shape the life pattern and living but also helps in shaping thinking, 
attitude and views of people. 
Aligarh is the seat of learning and there are many schools and colleges. It has one 
university i.e. the Aligarh Muslim University which established in 1920. As a centrally 
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administered University which has over 24,000 students on its rolls. It is situated in northern 
part of the city and covers an area of 4.3 km .^ 
Table 1.7: Educational development in Aligarh city (1996). 
Year 
1971 
1981 
1991 
1996 
Primary 
School 
1 
67 
125 
151 
160 
Junior 
Secondary 
Schools 
2 
4 
8 
14 
19 
Secondary 
Matriculation 
3 
9 
15 
18 
20 
Higher 
Secondary-
4 
3 
9 
11 
13 
Total No. 
of educational 
facilities 
5 
83 
157 
194 
212 
Decadal increase/ dec in 
educational facilities 
Year 
6 
1971-81 
1981-91 
1991-96 
1971-96 
(percent) 
increase/ 
decivase 
7 
109.63 
23.56 
9.27 
155.47 
Source; Inspector of Schools, Aligarh (1996). 
Table 1.7 and Figure 1.5 shows the growth of educational facilities in Aligarh city since 
1971, with the increase in Aligarh city population more demand for schools is felt. In 1971, 
there were only 3 Higher Secondary Schools which increased to 13 in 1996. The number of 
Secondary Schools also increased from 9 in 1971 to 20 in 1996, Junior School were only 4 
in 1997 and by 1996 there were 19. An overall increase is 155.42 percent between 1971-96 
was observed. 
1.2.5. Marketing Facilities: 
Aligarh City has good number of markets to cater to the requirements of the people. 
The city markets are always flooded in all the season and they provide all the basic items. 
Both whole sale and retail markets are found. There were few marketing centres for wholes 
sale and retail but in the last two decades a rapid increase in market facilities was observed. 
The central Business district of Aligarh encompasses Railway road, phapala, 
BarahdH'ori, and Chauraha Abdul Karim. Because of the Commercial establishments, the 
price value of the land is ver>' high. There is an amalgamation of both the wholesale and retail 
trade in this area, the bylanes of this area have mushroomed with humming business activity. 
Certain areas of the city are famous for wholesale and retail goods. The important ones are 
Mamubhanja area for hardware items, electronic and electrical goods, Phapala for 
pharmaceutical items, Paihar Bazaar for Sanitay items, Dhcniipur for vegetables and cereals, 
for Bamboos we have Baiiskimandi. 
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Table 1.8: Marketing facilities in Aligarh city, (19%). 
Year 
1971 
1981 
1991 
1996 
No. of 
Marketing 
centres 
1 
10 
21 
35 
65 
Decadal increase/decrease 
in marketing centres 
Year 
2 
1971-81 
1981-91 
1991-96 
1971-96 
Percentage 
increase/decrease 
3 
110 
66.66 
85,71 
550 
Source: Deputy Regional Marketing Centres, Aligarh (1996) 
Table 1.8 and Figure 1.10 shows the growth of marketing facilities. In Aligarh city since 
1971 marketing facilities increased from 10 in 1971 to 65 in 1996, and many more markets 
complex are under construction. 
In due course of time, the spread of markets has also acquired greater dimensions The 
frequent occurrence of communal riots of Aligarh has also played a vital role in segregating 
the markets centres, today the very existence of innumerable markets is the result of communal 
riots Every mohalla has a market like. Jamalpitr, Dodhpur, Ameernishan, Kelanagar and 
Ramghat Road are all the newly developed markets centres. 
1.2.6. Transport Facilities: 
Aligarh, being an industrial city has good transport facilities both roads and rails The 
cit\' has a good network of roads which are well developed. 
Aligarh is well located in terms of transportation, one national highway, the Grand trunk 
road running between Amritsar to Calcutta is passing from Aligarh, this road has been the 
most important agent helping in the development of the city. Recently big factories and other 
industrial establishment have sprung up along this road. The state highway link with the different 
districts, these are two in number i.e. the Agra road and the Mathura road The Tehsil roads 
connect the different Tehsil of the other district. Some of the important Tehsil roads are 
Anupshahr, Atrauli, Khair and Tappal road which provided the best facilities for the daily 
passengers to ply within the district. There are five important roads entering into the city, 
these are Atrauli road, Kasganj road, Gonda road, Khair road and Delhi road. Within the 
city there is a good network of roads Some of the well known ones are university road. 
Railway road, Morris road. Medical road, Mohd Khalique road, Anoopshahr road. 
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ALIGARH CITY 
Development of Marketing, Transport and Industries 
(1971-1996) 
1. Marketing 
00 
OS 
s 
1971-81 1 9 9 1 - 9 6 1 9 7 1 - 9 6 
2. Transport 
1971-81 1981-91 1991-98 1971-96 
3. Industries 
I 
1971-81 1981-91 1 9 9 1 - 9 6 1 9 7 1 - 9 6 
Source: Based on Field Survey, 1996. 
Figure 1.10 
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Raghuvecrpwi Road, Ramghat road, Jail Road, Udaisiitgh .Iain Road, Pan Dariha road, 
Phaphala road etc. 
Land for the purpose of transportation which covers ail the above mentioned roads is 
spread o\er an area of 590.5 hectare which comprises about 28.1 percent of the total land 
area of Aligarh city. 
There are four bus terminals in Aligarh city, namely, U.P roadways, Atrauli bus stand, 
Anupshahr and Khair bus stand. U.P. roadways is the busiest bus terminals, about 105 buses, 
for different routes run daily from here. These buses largely run for daily commuters 
.Aligarh city is having a Railway Junction. More than 25 express and mail trains daily 
pass through this railway station. About 15,000 commuter of Aligarh go to Delhi daily, to 
cater to the traffic problems 7 special EMU (electromotive unit) runs daily between Delhi and 
Aligarh 
Traffic flow of Aligarh city comprises a wide range of vehicles ranging from trucks, 
buses, cars, motorcycles, scooters, autorikshaw, bicycle, rikshaw etc.. There are 20 city buses 
and more than 45 auto rikshaw running on different routes to facilitate passengers. In recent 
times due to rise in the number of vehicles (table 1.9) the problem of traffic congestion, 
especialK in the morning and evening become acute one can see long traffic jams along some 
of the important roads Vke Doodfipur, medical road, near centre point on Marris road, near 
Gandhi eye hospital on Ramghat road, entire streatch of G.T. road of Aligarh city etc because 
of improper traffic controlling system the problem has aggravated further, city doesn't have 
flyovers, concept of ring road is yet to come. 
Roads are not in good shape, and they are less widen, having no foot path, at some 
places, roads are very narrow >^ch results into traffic jams, most of the city cross roads are 
de\oid of any signalling system. Only few cross roads have traffic controller, most of the 
roads are haxing potholes which creates problem especially in the rainy season. 
Table 1.9: Number of vehicles in Aligarh citj (1996). 
Year 
1971 
1981 
1991 
1996 
L4^dut> 
gatoHiw pown-rd 
IC a n . Thrc» U1llt»rsl 
1 
35 
82 
121 
192 
Beadduh 
diesd powened 
(Bus & Truck) 
2 
15 
45 
105 
151 
Motorcycles/ 
Scooters 
3 
215 
a)8 
910 
Total Na 
ofvdiidles 
4 
265 
959 
12.V, 
Decadal increase/decrease 
m total \«liicies 
Year 
5 
1971-81 
1981-91 
1991-96 
1971-96 
(Percentage) 
6 
177 
30.4 
25.44 
372.83 
Source Road and Tran^x)rt Office, Ramghat Road. Aligarh, (1996) 
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Table 1.9 and Figure 110 shows the number of vehicles in Aligarh city This table 
reveals that number of vehicles are increasing continuously. An increase of more that 300 
percent during last 3 decades was observed, which is quite alarming in context to environment, 
besides this rise in number of vehicles causing traffice jam at many places 
1.2.7. Industrial Development: 
There has been a rapid growth of industries in Aligarh city The number of industries 
located have occufned about 6.3 percent area of the total city's land The city has concentration 
of both large scale and small scale industries. Of the various industries, lock factory is the 
largest manufacturing undertaking of the city and is famous all over the world This industry 
provides employment to many people. Different types of locks are produced, and they are 
send to different cities and also exported to many countries, thus providing foreign exchange 
to the country. 
Besides lock industry, other industries are rolling mills, engineering industry, building 
fitting, electrical good industry, & chemical industry etc. 
Table 1.10. Industries of Aligarh city, (1996 
Year 
)971 
1981 
1991 
1996 
-
Small Scale 
Industni' 
Number 
1 
95 
439 
3316 
4050 
-
No. of 
water 
2 
585 
2851 
9641 
15375 
-
Decadal gronth 
Industrial 
Year 
3 
-
1971-81 
1981-91 
1991-96 
1971-96 
Percent 
4 
-
62.10 
655.35 
22.13 
4163.15 
. 
Large scale industr) 
Industrial 
Number 
5 
9 
11 
13 
25 
-
No. of 
Waker 
6 
956 
2165 
3985 
4665 
-
Decadal growth 
Industrial 
Year 
7 
-
1971-81 
1981-91 
1991-96 
1971-96 
Percentage 
8 
-
2 22 
18.18 
92.30 
387.97 
Source; Compiled fi^om Industrial Directory, DIC, Aligarh (1996) 
Table 1.10 and Figure 1.10 shows that the small scale industries of city increased 35 
times, whereas the large scale industries has increased 3 times since 1971 
Most of the industries of the city are small scale industries. A good number of small 
scale units of dair>', edible oil. Sugar, Cotton textile. Cotton gining, glass wares and allied 
products, handloom and wearing, ready made garments, hosiery, confectionay, wax candles, 
plastic goods, toy making, ayurvedic medicines, clinical and industrial thermometers, cycle 
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tyres and tubes, ploythene products, leather goods, soap making and brass wares industries 
etc have spring up 
On the other hand large scale industries are also found but they are few in number such 
as heavy engineering products, scooter and autorikshaw producing industry. Oil and rolling 
mills, ice and sugar producing Industries etc. 
Thus during last three decades, Aligarh city has developed tremendously in all respect 
wheather it is population, housing. Water supply, health, education, markets, transport or 
industries etc. Urbanisation is sweeping Aligarh cit>' in a big way. 
Population has almost increased 3 times, the number of houses has doubled, health 
facilities have increased 4 times, educational facilities have increased 3 times, marketing and 
transport facilities both have increased 6 times each since 1971. A very amazing picture has 
emerged in case of industrial development. Small scale industries have recorded 42 times 
increase in numbers and 28 times increase in the number of workers. Whereas, large scale 
industries has recorded an increase of 3 times in number and 5 times increase was recorded 
in the number of workers. Thus, it is seen that the small city of Aligarh is no larger small but 
by International standards it is a mega city setting new standard of economic affluence and 
qualit\' of it It is a fast developing city 
PART TWO 
CITY'S DEMAND 
CHAPTER TWO 
DEMAND OF RESOURCES OF ALIGARH CITY 
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Cities demand a high input of resources water, fossil ftjels, land and all the goods and 
materials that their populations and enterprise requires The more populous the city and the 
richer its inhabitants, the greater its demand on resources and in general, the larger the area 
frcrni which these are drawn - although at any one time, each partioilar type of natural resources 
will have its own particular area of supply. The more expensive and lighter commodities such 
as fruits and vegetables, wood and metals may be drawn from areas hundreds of kilometers 
away or imported from other countries. So some lower value foods, which are not easily 
produced locally. But the more bulky, low-value materials will usually come from close by. 
The physical structure of fabric of the city, the buildings, the roads, railways, airports, docks, 
pipe and large quantities of other construction material are derived from locally available clay, 
mud, sand, gravel etc This can be seen in the brick works, quarries, claypits, sand and gravel 
pits in and around most cities all of which have environmental impacts. 
The demand for rural resources from city based enterprises and households may limit 
their availability for rural households. For instance, fiielwood is still used for cooking and 
heating mostly by lower-income households, city-based demand often pere-empts supplies 
formerly used by rural inhiabitants. Where once poor rural inliabitants gathered wood from 
what was regarded as common land, now they may be barred from doing so, as the wood is 
harvested for sale. Common land once used for gathering produce and grazing is taken over 
by mono-culture tree plantations where such gathering or grazing is no longer permitted 
There is always an interaction between a city and the surrounding villages. The city acts 
as a diflRision pole and at the same time it is at the recdving end Reception of uiban influences 
in the village is often muffled by the villagers. Communication and transportation between 
village and city is largely influenced by the distance and their connectivity In Aligarh region as 
in many other areas of the country, there exits now a reasonably good network of all weather 
roads facilitating a greater interpersonal contact and interaction and movement of people and 
goods The electronic and printmedia have also penetrated in the villages and have exposed 
the villagers to new ideas, technology and trends. The over bearing mass of urban ideas, 
demands and ways of life is tending to over power the village The former complementary 
relationship between the village and the city is giving way to a rather ruthless relationship 
where the village is becoming an object to be exploited. 
In the previous chapter in which city development has been discussed it was observed 
that from 1951 to 1996 there has been 6 times increase in the city area and 146 percent 
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increase in population since 1971. More populous a city greater will be its demands from the 
rural area Rapid urbanization and industrialization is taking place in this city. 
In this chapter an attempt has been made to assess Aligarh city's demand of resources 
This chapter has been divided into three parts The first part deals with cities demand of 
construction materials, the second part deals with the demand of biomass while the third part 
deals with demand of food items. 
Sixt>' five villages were identified for investigating the interaction between Aligarh city 
and the surrounding villages on the basis of a survey of inflow of commodities like bricks, 
earth, fiielwood, cowdung cakes, milk, vegetables and fiiiits, foodgrains and poultry. The 
survey was conducted by nwnitoring the nine entry points around the city for 12 hours (Figure 
2.1). The entry point were at: 
1 Sarsaul on the Grand Trunk road 
2. Mukundpur on the Agra road. 
3. Palaaisi on the Mathura Road. 
4. Nimri on the Gonda Road 
5. Musepur on the Grand Trunk Road 
6 Kuwari on the Ramgjiat Road 
7. Manzoorgarhi on Anupshahr Road. 
8. Panethi on Sikandra Rao Road. 
9. Bijona Khurd on Khair Road. 
Table 2.1. Inflow of different types of goods from the villages to Aligarh city (1996). 
Number of types of goods 
1 
6 and Above 
4 to 6 
2 to 4 
1 and less 
Total 
Number of Villages 
2 
09 
30 
53 
38 
130 
Source: Based on field survey, (1996) 
Table 2.1. Shows the number of villages supplying goods to the city were categorised 
according to the number of diflFerent types of goods supplied Table 2.2 and Figure 2.2 is 
showing the intensity of above items. Villages within 12kms radius wae found to have greatest 
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interaction supplying more diffo-ent types of goods Table 2 3 gives the distance of the selected 
65 villages from fringes areas of Aligarh city where detailed survey were carried out to assess 
the interaction. 
Table 2.3. ViUages adopted for detailed survey categorised according to distance from 
Aligarh city (1996). 
Distance from Aligarh city 
1 
Upto 6km 
6-12kms 
More than 12kms 
Total villages 
Number of Villages 
2 
15 
38 
12 
65 
Source: Based on Field Survey, (1996). 
Table 2.4. summarizes the data collected from these villages. The values reported are 
averages for the villages in different distance categories 
Table 2.4: Supply of material per year from the fringe areas to Aligarh city (1996). 
Goods 
1. Bricks 
2. Earth 
3. Cowdur^cake 
4. Fuel wood 
5. Straw 
6. Green Fodder 
7. Milk 
8. Vegetable 
9. Foodgrain 
10. Chicken 
Unit in 
1 
(in million) 
(Percent) 
(ton's) 
(ton's) 
(ton's) 
(ton's) 
(Kit) 
(ton's) 
(ton's) 
(thousand) 
0-6 
2 
0.8 
14.0 
3.0 
20,0 
5.0 
3.0 
136.0 
131 0 
86.0 
0 1 
Village distances (km) 
6-12 
"> J 
098 
25.0 
12.4 
18.6 
16.6 
45.4 
177.0 
11.5 
86.0 
0.05 
More than 12 
4 
1.66 
25.00 
1.70 
8.50 
28.8 
7.66 
53.00 
38 
92.00 
-
Source: Based on field survey (1996). 
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2.1. DEMAND OF CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL: 
Rapid growth of population, industrialization and urbanization has resulted in the increase 
of city area. The Aligarh city is bursting at it seams. Concrete structures are taking over the 
lands which were once green or agricultural areas. So there is tremendous demand of 
construction materials which includes bricks, (mud) clay, sand, gravel etc. 
Table 2.2 is showing the different modes, i.e. bus, truck, tractor, three wheelers 
motorcycle, buggi, tonga, donkey, cycle and pedestrian of inflow of various good to Aligarii 
city. This table sunmiarizes the results of one day survey at the entry points of the city 
(Figure 2.1). 
The fringe areas of Aligarh city are dotted with brick Idlns. While traveling from the city 
to the countryside the area is today conspicuous by the presence of small and big brick kilns 
on both the sides. Due to urban sprawl, brick kilns are also found to be located inside some 
of the new residential areas. In due course of time they have become small but still they are 
existing. Brick kilns are not contained in any one particular direction but they are found 
widespread. Some villages having more than two brick kilns. 
Field survey revealed that bricks were coming to Atigaih city from about 49 brick kilns 
(Figure 2.3) located in the vicinity of the city. These kilns are not sufficient in meeting the 
demands of the rising population so new ones are bang made. Within 10 kms, around the 
city 33 brick kilns are located. In the village surveyed 63 hectare of land has been used for 
brick kilns, out of this, on 42 hectares of land active brick kiln are located. Rest of the area 
has been abandoned. From table 2.2 it is observed that the bricks are supplied to the city on 
trucks, tractors and buggies. One day survey on the nine entrypoint of Aligarh city revealed 
that bricks were coming from 36 villages on nearly 26 trucks (each truck has a capacity of 
2,500 pieces), 95 tractors (capicity of one = 1500 pieces) and 46 buggies (capacity of one 
= 500 pieces) on that day nearly 230,500 pieces of bricks were supplied to Aligarh city. 
From table 2.4 it is observed that per year supply of brides is more from the villages located 
more than 12km away from the city. As one comes dose to the dty, the supply decreases i.e. 
brick kiln lying within 6 km radius supplies an average 0.8 millions of brick kibi lying within 6 
to 12kms. Supply 0.98 million and brick kiln lying farther away than 12km supply or an 
average 1.66 million of bricks. 
Large quantities of earth are required in Aligarh dty to raise the plinth levels of buildir^ 
and roads etc. Earth is brought to the city by trucks, tractor and buggies. One day entry 
point survey revealed that the earth was coming from 23 villages on 29 trucks (capadty of 1 
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O 
2.4. The country side is doited with Brick-kiins. 
2.5. Large (|uaiitities of eartli is being supplied to the city for construction work. 
Labourers are seen dumping the earth in a newly developed colony Ramesh Vihar. 
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truck = 8 tonnes), 159 tractors (capacity of 1 tractor = 2 tonnes) and on 65 hughes (capacity 
of 1 bugg\ = 1 06 tonnes), (Figure 2.6). Count of vehicles bringing earth to the city from the 
surrounding villages showed that about 1000 m' earth was brought into the city. Excluding 
rainy season, on this basis the yearly inflow of earth comes out to be 265,000m'. Assuming 
that on an average the borrow pits are 1.5m deep, about 173,000 m' land areas are lost 
every year It was also observed that most of the earth came from 6 to 12 or beyond 12kms 
2,2 DEMAND OF BIOMASS: 
Urban demand for timber, wood pulp and fiielwood has led to the destruction of forests, 
figure 2.9 is showing the supply of fiielwood and timber from the fiinge areas of Aligarh city. 
About 35 percent of the city dwellers still use cowdung cakes and wood for cooking and 
heating. Timber is required for construction work Hence the extensive deforestation. There is 
hardly any tree left in the countryside. Women and childien are found cutting shrubs and 
collecting leaves for cooking purposes. As much as 133 metric tonnes of fire wood, 73 mt of 
cowding and 41mt of agricultural waste are burnt every year in India. The demand of fire 
wood is far outstripping the supply. 
A da\- survay at the nine entrypoints revealed that in one da\- fijelwood was coming to 
the city from 44 villages on 9 trucks (capacity' of one truck = 9 quintal), 11 tractors (capacity 
of one tractor = 40 quintals) 2 three wheelers (capacity of one three wheeler = 0.5 quintal), 
29 buggies (capacit>' of one buggy = 10 quintal) and on 7 cycles (capacity of one cycle = 
0.2 quintal) (Figure 2.9). A total of about 813.53 quintals of fiielwood come to the city per 
day. Forestry >ields greater retm to the farmers who live near the city, h was observed that 
maximum amount of fijelwood came from near by villages, this factor lessen the transport 
cost 
Table 2 2 and Figure 2.9 reveals that in one day timber was coming to the city from 20 
villages on 2 truck (Capacity of one truck = 90 quintals), 9 tractors (Capacitv' of one tractor 
= 40 quintal) and on 21 buggies (Capacit>' of one buggi = 10 quintal) A total of about 750 
quintal of timber came to the city per day 
Cowdung is an important source of manure but it is also a cheap source of ftiel. So 
instead of using it as a manure the farmers make cowdung cake, women and children specially 
girls are observed making cowdung cake One day field survey revealed that cowdung cake 
came from 25 villages on 1 truck (Capacity of one truck = 50 quintal), 4 tractor (Capacity 
J 
i~^-m!' 
^f # 
2.7. Firewood is still used by city dwellers for cooking. 
2.8. Timber is also coming to the city. A labourer is seen counting the 
logs at Mukundimr. 
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of 1 tractor = 25 quintal), 7 three wheeler, (Capacity are three wheeler = 1 quintal), 
17 /^/^ '?,w.v (Capacity of one = 10 quintal), 6 cycle (Capacity of one cycle = 0.2 quintal) and 
on 4 donkey (Capacity of one = 0.5 quintal). In this way a total of about 330.2 quintals of 
cowdung cake came to the city per day 
2.3. DEMAND OF FOOD ITEMS: 
As the urban population increases there is more increase of the demand for food items. 
Cultivable and cultivaled land both increase as the distance of the villages increase from the 
city. The supply of food items from the fringe areas to the city includes milk, vegetables and 
fruits, foodgrain and poulry. 
Milk is supplied from most of the villages i.e from about 48 villages, on 501 cycle 
(Capaicity of one cycle = 50 kg) 35 motorcycle (Capacity of one motorcycle = 100 kg) and 
19 three wheeler (Capacity of one three where = 100kg) thus a total of about 32,750 kilo 
litre of milk is supplied to city per day (Figure 2.10) 
Vegetable is also another important food items supplied from the fringe areas villages in 
bulk presently about 41 villages are supplying vegetable in different proportion on 17 buses 
(capacity of one bus = 100 kg), 11 tractors (capacity of one tractor = 500kg), 15 three 
wheeler (capacity of one = 500 kg), 7 hiiggis (capacity of one hiiggi = 400 kg), 19 tongas 
(capacity of one = 500kg), 89 cycle (each capacity = 25 kg) and 7 padestrian (capacity of 
one = 20 kg). Thus a total of 20,662 5 kg of vegetable is supplied to city every day 
(Figure 2.12). 
Foodgrain is also suplied in bulk from 43 villages, on 5 trucks (capacity of one = 150 
quintals), 39 tractors (capacity of one = 40 quintal), 17 three wheelers (capaicty of one =1.5 
quintal), 57 buggies (capacity of one = 10 quintal) and on 51 tonga, (capacity of one = 5 
quintal). In this way a total of 2,912.2 quintals of food grains are supplied by the fringe 
villages to the city (Figure 2.13) 
Fruits are also supplied by 25 villages on 4 trucks (capacity of one = 500 kg), 
11 tractors (capacity of one = 500 kg), 19 three wheelers (capacity of one = 150 kg), 35 
buggies (capacity of one = 200 kg), 9 tongas (capacity of one = 50 kg), and on 79 cycles 
(capacity of one = 20 kg) Thus a total of 19,380 kg fruits supplies to AJigarh city per day. 
Among the different poultry item, chicken consumption is most prominent among the 
city-dewellers especially during ceremonies Beside chicken, eggs are also supplied to city in 
good number, poultry items are supplied by 7 villages only (Figure 2.14). 
[^ Ace. No. " 
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2.11. Milk is supplied from most of the villages. A boy is seen bringing the 
milk from the village Taluspiir to the ci< .^ 
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A consideration of cities environmental problems which go beyond their boundaries 
is relatively unusual But cities are major centers of production and consumption Cities 
require large inputs of resources In the previous chapter we had seen that Aligarh City 
demands a high input of resources such as land, building materials (bricks and earth), 
fuelwood, foodgrains, \egetables, fruits, milk, poultry and all the goods and material that 
its population and enterprises requires All this is drawn from beyond their boundaries 
Cities are also major centers of resource degradation and the wastes they produce -
waste water, solid-industrial and domestic waste which are usually disposed off on land 
sites in and around the city. As development continues, as population grows and 
industrialization, and urbanization becomes more widespread, more natural resources will 
be consumed and ever increasing amount of waste in various forms will be produced, thus 
changing the natural environment of the fringe areas. 
In this part of the thesis an attempt has been made to study city's impact City's 
impact occurs outside the built-up areas and often outside the city boundaries Data for 
assessing the impact on the environment of the fringe areas were drawn from a 
comprehensive survey of 130 villages (Table 3.1, Figure 3.1) lying in the fringe areas with 
the help of a questionnaire (Appendix ). The survey was conducted to assess the city's 
impact. A simple procedure was adopted to demarcate the fringe areas of Aligarh city 
(Table 3.1, Figure 3.1). 
i. A circle with a radius of lOkms was drawn from the city headquarters 
ii. This circle was further sub-divided into 5 zones taking a radius of 2kms. 
1. Zone I from 0* - 2 kms. 
2. Zone II from 2 - 4 kms 
3. Zone III from 4 - 6 kms. 
4. Zone IV from 6 - 8 kms. 
5. Zone V from 8 - 10 kms. 
0* is the city headquarters. 
In this chapter an attempt is made to summarise the general characteristics of the 
villages lying in the immediate hinterlands around Aligarh City. This chapter has been dnided 
into five parts. The first part deals with general aspects, the second part deals with economic 
classification of population, the third part deals with landuse pattern, the fourth part deals 
with the adoption of agricultural technology and the fifth part deals with the availability of 
amenities and facilities in the fiinge area \illages 
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Table 3.1: Zone - wise list of villages lying in the fringe areas of Aligarh city (19%). 
Zone No. of 
Villages 
Name of villages 
Zone 
Zone III 4-6 
II 
30 
Zone - IV 6-8 41 
Zone V 8-10 48 
1 Elampurgarhia, 2 Alapurgarhia, 3 Ashrafpurjalal, 4 Bajeedpur 
Nadha, 5 Alhadpur Nivn, 6 Shahpur Kutub, 7 Chamolla, 
8 Rorawar, 9 Kasba Koil, 10 Gambhirpura, 11. Daulatabad. 
12. Ramgarh Panjupur, 13 Dhuarra Muafi. 14 Baraula jafarabad, 
15 Sarsaul, 16. Jatanpur Chikawati, 17 Rustampur Akhan, 
18 Tajpur Rasulpur, 19 Hardaspur, 20 Hayatpur, 21. Saleempur 
Maufi, 22 Ibrahimpur, 23 Haibatpur phagoi. 24 Amarpur Kondala, 
25 Talaspur Khurd, 26 Khnya Khawaja, 27 Dalara Nirpal, 
28. Dayanatpur, 29 Badholl Fateh, 30. Naugawan, 31. Haji pur 
Chohatta, 32. Rustampur, 33. Pariyawali, 34 Bhadesi muafi, 
35. Kuwarsi, 36. Wajidpur Qiam. 37. Dhampur, 38. Sidhauli, 
39 Alinagar, 40 Bhikampur, 41 Ahmadpur Amarkhan. 
42. Palamazra Kastauli, 43 Alampur Subakra, 44 Maheshpur, 
45. Barheti, 46. Mehrawal, 47. Ilyaspur mehrawal, 48. Sikander 
pur Bhakrali, 49. Lekhrajpur, 50 Lohara pisawan, 
51. manzoorgahri, 52. Alampur Subakra 53 Shahpur Karib Jirauli, 
54. Ahmeadabad, 55. Atalpur, 56 Kesharpur JafrJ, 57. Karaulia, 
58. Dhaura Plan, 59 Chandanpura, 60. Govindpur phagoi, 
61. Mahva Khira, 62. Jahangira bad, 63 Sidharpur, 64. Bhakrauli, 
65. Ajitpur Asna, 66. Rustampur Saket, 67. Mukundpur, 
68. Chilkaura, 69. Devsaini, 70. Sukhrawli. 71. Mahua Khera, 
72. Nagia Bhai Big, 73 Pala aisi, 74 YaKutpur, 75. Nijhawan 
Borna, 76. Rahmatpur Garmai, 77. Kamalpur, 78. Jora warnagar, 
79. Boner, 80. Chirauli daud Khan, 81. Isanpur, 82 Hajipur 
Fateh Khan, 83. Haibatpur sia, 84. Mirzapur Sia, 85. Rathgawan, 
86. Sia Khas, 87. Cherat Sudal, 88. Sikanderpur, 89. Hetampur, 
90. Rasulpur Devsaini, 91 Baraisubhan ga^hi. 92. Bahnkri Khas, 
93. Bhajivanpur, 94. Bijawan Khurd, 95. Bijana Bujay, 96. Bulak 
Garhi, 97. Khera Khush Khabar, 98. Musepur Kanb Jirauli, 
99, Jirauli Dor, 100. Lodha, 101. Amarpur Nahara, 
102 Sarmartpur, 103. Badhaula Haji, 104. Digsi, 
105 Harnarainpur, 106 Akbarpur, 107. Bhaimti, 108. Noorpur, 
109. Asnaiti, 110 Kaithwarhi, 111. Laigarhi, 112. Husainpur Bujurg, 
113 Sahranpur, 114 Asi, 115 NagIa Jhau, 116. Manoharpur, 
117. Mainath, 118. Mukutgarhi, 119 Sarmastpur, 120 Talaspur, 
121. Darapur, 122. Pikhalauni, 123 Kishangarhi, 124. Dhirdharpur, 
125. Bahampur, 126. Khanger, 127. Ghasipur, 128 Morepur Jalal, 
129. Maibatpur, 130. Karchor 
Source: Based on Field Survey, (1996). 
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3.1. GENERAL ASPECTS OF THE SAMPLED VILLAGES: 
All the villages lying within the radius of lOkms were surveyed A total of 130 
villages were found to be lying in this area No village was found in zone I i e within 
2kms radius from the center of the city This part has become fully urbanized There were 
11 villages in zone II (2-3kms) 30 villages in zone III (4-6kms), 41 villages in zone V 
(8-lOkms). As one proceeds outwards from the city center to the rural areas, the number 
of village increases (Table 3.2 and Figure 3 1) the city has eaten away all the villages 
within 2kms radius, very few villages are left in 2 to 4kms radius i.e. only 11. These 
villages are neither fully rural nor urban Same picture is observed in zone III and IV In 
due course of time the city will expand and all the villages will be eaten away by the 
expanding Aligarh cit> 
Regarding the area of the villages, a perusal of table 3 2 and figure 3.2 reveals that 
as one proceeds outwards from the city centre to the rural areas, the area under villages 
increases This figure corresponds with the number of villages which also increases as one 
moves outwards It is about 8.17 percent in zone II, 14.18 percent in zone III, 17 54 
percent in zone IV and 60.10 percent in zone V. This shows the decrease in area under 
villages with the proximity to the city center 
The population figures of the sampled villages shows an increase as one proceeds 
from the city center outwards to the rural areas Of the total population of all the villages 
lying in the finnge areas of Aligarh city, it was observed that in zone II, 11.32 percent, in 
zone III, 29.03 percent in zone IV, 28 percent and in zone V, 31.63 percent of the 
population live But the average population per village presents a different picture The 
average population per village in zone II (1.688) is more than in other zones (zone III, 
(1,586), zone IV (1.119), zone V (1.080) This shows the high density of population in 
\illages lying close to the city This may be due to the fact that there is continuos per day 
migration from rural to urban areas. NligrantsE^to the city in the morning, do their jobs 
and return to their respective villages in the evening. Living in villages is much cheaper 
than living in cities. These villages lying in the immediate fringe areas have developed a 
separate mixed charaaer neither the> are fully urbanised nor they are fiilly rural Regarding 
literacy it was obserx'ed that people staying near the city are more educated than those 
staying farther away this is mainly because of the availability of educational facilities in 
Aligarh city. People living near the cit\' are more aware of the importance of education. 
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Tablr 3.2: Ceneral aspects of the sampled villages lying in the fringe areas of Aligarh 
city (19%) 
OENERAL ASPECTS 
Numbe- o' t'>« -^lUage^ 
Lying 'n \^i l^ige a'eat 
2 Tola' area C ihese 
villapss ma' 
3 Tola' poDLiiai'or of 
thebe ^liiage^ 
* Average poDula!:on 
per villager 
5 L'terate 
e C o r n c c l . , . ! . 
a Conrwcteo Dy Bus 
b Connected by Rai-
ZCDCI 
Number 
1 
,^ 
:ir35 5£ 
16 567 
1686 
5 3'< 
n 
2 
Parc«nt*ge 
Co tofaf 
2 
e<'-
e : 7 
1132 
1 0 M 
6 5 
8 3 
ZONE! 
Number 
3 
30 
5 6 K 7 6 
47 592 
1 sse 
1«700 
27 
9 
Percentage 
to total 
4 
23 07 
14 16 
29 03 
28 04 
23 3 
37 6 
ZONE IV 
Number 
i 
41 
6946 76 
45 885 
1119 
14 367 
36 
7 
Percetftage 
to total 
e 
31 53 
1754 
28 
27 7 
31 
29 2 
ZONEV 
Number 
7 
46 
23797 5 
51 843 
1080 
17 347 
42 
6 
Percentage 
to totatf 
I 
37 
60 10 
31 63 
33 5 
36 2 
26 0 
TOTAL 
130 
39 562 
1,63 887 
1.260 
51 788 
116 
24 
Source Based on field survey, (1996) 
52. ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION OF POPULATION OF THE SAMPLED 
MLL^GES: 
The city of .Aligarh is situated in an agriculturally prosperous district. The economic 
classification of population shows that about 27.4 percent of the total population are the 
main workers, 2.6 percent are marginal workers and 7 percent are non-workers (statistical 
Bulletin. 1996) The category- of main workers includes cultivators, agricultural labourers, 
household industries workers and other workers. Among the main workers, about 52.1 
percent are culti\ators. 28.1 percent are agricultural labourers, 1.8 percent are engaged in 
household industries etc. Table 3.3 and Figure 3.3 shows economic classification of 
population living in the fiinge areas of Aligarh City (1996). It is observed that about 28 
percent are main workers in zone II 26 percent in zone III, 24 percent in zone IV and 
Table 3.3: Economic classification of the population of the sampled villages lying in 
the fringe areas of Aligarh city 1996. 
1, 
2. 
3 
4 
s 
Economic Classification 
Percentage of workers to total poptlation 
Percentage of non-workers to total population 
Percentage of cultivation to total workers 
Percnlage ol .Agricultural labourer^ to total workers 
Percentage of other worker to total workers 
ZONE II 
2 - 4 km 
1 
28 
72 
18 
21 
61 
ZONE III 
4 - 6 km 
2 
26 
74 
27 
26 
47 
ZONE IV 
6 - 8 km 
3 
24 
76 
42 
28 
.10 
ZONEV 
8 • 10 km 
4 
22 
78 
48 
.12 
20 
Source: Based on field survey. (1996) 
22 percent in zone V This shows the influence of city on the population of fiinge areas 
villages Decline in the percentage of workers is directly influenced with the distance fi'om 
68 
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the cil> because of the proximity of city to zone llnd. percentage of main workers is 
greater in this zone as compared to other zones But percentage of non-wori<ers is highest 
in zone Vth i e 78 percent and least in zone llnd i e 72 percent Zone llird and IVth has 
74 and 76 percent non-workers. 
An increase in the percentage of cultivators was observed as one proceeds from 
the city centre outwards. Zone II has 18 percent cultivators zone III has 21 percent, zone 
IV has 42 and zone V has 48 percent cultivators Same pattern was seen in the case of 
percentage of agricultural labourers Zone II has the least 21 percent as compaied with 
zone 111 which has 26 percent, zone IV' having 28 percent and zone V having 32 percent 
Nearly 3 times increase in the percentage of cultivators was observed fi-om zone 11 to 
zone V But in the case of agricultural labours only marginal increase was noticed. This 
may be due to the fact that since agricultural labourers are not occupied all the year 
round, they migrate to the cit>' in search for non-agricultural employment. Due to the high 
cost of living in the city they prefer staging in the periphery areas. 
Regarding the percentages of other workers a declining trend was observed from 
zone II to zone V. It is 61 percent in zone II, 47 percent in zone III, 30 percent in zone 
IV and 20 percent in zone V This shows that people living near the city are engaged in 
other occupation like in industries, manufacturing, construction work etc This shows the 
influence of cit> on the occupation of people living in its fringe areas. 
3.3. LAND UTILIZATION IN THE SA,MPLED VILLAGES: 
Land is very important natural resource and its proper utilization is very much essential 
table 3 4 and Figure 3.4 is showing the land utilization in the fringe areas of Aligarh city 
(1996). 
Table 3.4: Land utilization in the sampled villages of the fringe areas of Aligarh city 
(1996). 
LAND UTILIZATION 
1 Number of villages 
2 Percent to total area of villages (Hectares) 
3 Percentage of land under forest to total area 
4 Percentage of culturable waste to total area 
5 Percerrtage of area under non-agricultural 
use to total area 
6 Percentage of cultivated area to total area 
7 Percentage of area under vegetable cultivation 
to cultivated area 
S Percentage of area under orchards to cultivated area 
9 Percentageof area under cash crop to cultivated area 
ZONE II 
1 
1 
12.94 
(3.236) 
-
9 
38 
53 
14.54 
1428 
3716 
ZONE III 
2 - 4 km 
2 
30 
22 46 
(5615) 
-
8 
-E 
76 
10.42 
1429 
26 69 
ZONE IV 
4 - 6 km 
3 
41 
27.78 
(6,942) 
-
t) 
B 
75 
8.89 
28.57 
24 83 
ZONE V 
6 - 8 km 
4 
48 
36 80 
(9,196) 
0009 
f) 
•B 
75 
6.02 
42.85 
20.16 
TOTAL 
8 - 10 km 
5 
I X 
1GX0 
(24969) 
1590 
4500 
14 
Source: Based on field sur\'ey, (1996) 
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A decline in cultivated area is observed only 53 percent of the total areas is under 
cultivation in zone II while 78 pwcent of the total area is under cultivation in zone 111. This 
shows intensive cultivation of perishable items like vegetable in this zone. To meet the 
city's demand vegetables are being cultivated just near the city. The percentage of area 
under vegetable is more in zone II i.e. 14.54 percent, than in zone III (10 42 percent) 
While in zone IV it is 8.89 percent and in zone V it is 6.02 percent. This again shows that 
farmers produce according to the demand of the city. Perishable item are produced in 
close proximity to the city. Percentage of area under cash crops like sugar cane, gram etc. 
is higher in zone II i e. 37.16 percent and as one proceeds outwards, area under cash 
crop declines. Again this shows the demand of the city being fulfilled fi"om the villages of 
the fringe areas. 
An increase in the area under non-agricultural areas and decrease in cultivated area 
was observed as one proceeds towards the city center This also shows that there is an 
increase in urban activities. Aligarh district has a diversified cropping pattern and a wide 
range of crops are grown. There are three main agricultural seasons. During the Kharif 
season, maize, rice, sugar cane.yowor, hajra, cotton, pulses, fodder are grown. During 
the Rahi season wheat, grain, barley, oilseeds, pulses, peas and mustard is grown while 
during the zaid season green fodder and pulses is grown in both the season. 
Regarding the cultivation of food grain it was observed that area under food grains 
increased as one proceeds from the city centers outwards in the rural areas. Area under 
wheat, hajra. maize, jowar, barley and pulses was higher in zone V. This shows that 
since foodgrains are not perishable items far off rural areas could be allocated to it and 
there it will be transported to cities (Table 3.5, Figure 3.5) 
Table 3.5: Area under food grains in the sampled villages of the fringe areas of Aligarh 
cit>(1996). 
PERCENTAGE AREA UNDER FOOD CROPS 
TO TOTAL AREA 
1. Percentage of land under wheat 
to total cultivated area 
2. Percentage of land under bajra 
to total cultivated area 
3. Percentage of land under maize 
to total cultivated area 
4 Percentage of land under jowar 
to total cultivated area 
5. Percen'age of land under barly 
to total cultivated area 
6 Percentage of land under 
putes to total cultivated area 
ZONE II 
2 - 4 k m 
1 
2.5 
12.92 
20.10 
9.70 
4.81 
3.10 
ZONE III 
4 - 6 km 
2 
3.90 
19.23 
30.10 
12.13 
5.21 
5.10 
ZONEIV 
6 -Sk in 
3 
3.10 
19.11 
31.00 
12.00 
5.10 
6.13 
20NEV 
8 - 10 km 
4 
3.21 
20.13 
29.00 
11.30 
5.23 
6.79 
Source: Based on Field survey. (1996) 
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3.4. ADOPTION OF AGRICILTI RAL TECHNOIXKiV IN THE SAMPLED 
MLIAdLS: 
Auricultural technology was ushered in this district from early sixties This district 
was selected for Intensive AgriculturaJ District Programme (lADP) in 1961 \\ith a vieu to 
accelerate the food production by providing the farmers with all the requisite inputs The 
result was that the district made rapid strides in agriculture High growth rate was recorded 
in agricultural production and productivity 
In early sixties, fanners were scared and doubted the use of technology ^vhile the 
educated farmers were attracted towards its mass media, visit by farm scientist, 
demonstration helped in changing attitude of the farmers The new technolog> comprises 
the use of better irrigation facilities. Use of fertilizers, use of high yielding \ariety seeds, 
mechanisation and use of pesticides and insecticides The technological break through 
brought about spectacular increases and changes in agricultural production 
A perusal of table 3.6 and figure 3 6 shows that there is intensive use of agricultural 
technolog>' in areas King adjacent to the citv It does not mean that farmers li\ing in farofF 
rural areas do not use technolog\" They also use modem inputs but not to that extent as 
the fanners of zone Ilnd, just to satisf\ the demand of the cit>. intensification of agriculture 
is practiced To get bumper harvest from the land especially to fijlfiU the demands of 
rapidK increasing population, the near by \illages use maximum technology The fanners 
of zone Ilnd are applying hea\"\ doses of fertilizers i e about 427 27 kg per hectare 
About 83 08 percent of cultivated land is under high yielding \ariet>' seeds. 97 percent of 
land is under tube well irrigation. 52 percent under mechanization and the average 
consumption of pesticides and insecticides is 450 gm per hectare. This shows the high 
intensity of adoption of technology in the fi"inge areas All this is done just to fulfill the 
urban demand of food and rural anxiets- of getting good returns 
Table 3.6: Adoption of Agricultural technology in the sampled villages of the fringe 
areas of Aligarh Cit> (1996). 
AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY 
1 Percentage of cultivated area to total area 
2 Average cor)umption of fertilizer (kg'ha) 
3 Percentage of area under tubevwil irrigation to 
total cultivated area 
4 Percentage of area under HYV seeds to 
culbvated area 
5 Percentage o' area under mechanisation to 
cultivatec area 
6 Average consumption of pestcides and 
insectcides (gm/ha) 
ZONEH 
1 
53 
427.27 
97 
63.oe 
52.0 
450 
ZONE III 
2 - 4 km 
2 
76 
236 66 
74 
76 96 
4510 
400 
ZONE IV 
4 - 6 km 
3 
76 
17121 
64 
71 
40.2 
250 
ZONEV 
6 - 8 km 
4 
75 
145.83 
ffi 
6510 
37.17 
200 
Source: Based on Field Sun e>. (1996) 
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3.5 AMENITIES AND FACILITIES IN THE SAMPLED VILLAGES: 
Availability of amenities and facilities in villages reflect its level of developments and 
its fijture prospects. It is very difficult to assess all the amenities and facilities; but here 
only essential ones ha\e been considered i e pucca roads, drinking water facilities, health 
facilities, schools and tele-communication facilities (table 3.7 and figure 3.7). 
Table 3.7: Amenities and facilities in the sampled villages of fringe areas of Aligarh 
city, (1996). 
RAooc of AiwniiWS 
•nd 
FicHiliM 
1 Roads pucca 
(metalled) in km 
2 Dnnking water 
a Tap water 
b Hand pump 
c Wells 
3 Health facilities 
a Hospitals / clinics 
b Pnmary Health 
centres 
c Doctors 
d Para medical 
c Child welfare 
centre and 
maternity centre 
i School 
a Junior Basic 
School (JBS) 
b Senior Basic 
School (SBS) 
5 Telecommunication 
facilrties 
a No of telephone 
subscnber 
b No of PCO's 
c No of Post Offices 
ZONE II 
Hun*w 
1 
463 
179 
73 
23 
6 
12 
10 
27 
7 
19 
13 
56 
13 
3 
r i l l Mini i 
tDlBtil 
2 
2189 
100 
14 42 
17 
20 00 
1132 
1369 
2125 
10 00 
1472 
1413 
39 28 
39 39 
5 88 
ZONENI 
Nunker 
a 
527 
85 
31 
0 
32 
21 
33 
11 
29 
19 
33 
9 
l 
>«ll.wiU|n 
to total 
4 
23 88 
-
16 70 
22 79 
30 00 
30 18 
28 76 
25 98 
1666 
22 48 
20 65 
23 57 
27 27 
2156 
ZONEiV 
Nun*tr 
( 
579 
139 
39 
6 
29 
20 
37 
19 
38 
27 
27 
6 
19 
rwr tiitim 
tatoW 
c 
26 24 
27 47 
28 67 
26 66 
27 36 
27 39 
2913 
28 78 
29 45 
29 34 
19 28 
1816 
37 25 
ZOMEV 
Nuii*w 
7 
617 
209 
43 
7 
33 
22 
30 
29 
43 
33 
25 
5 
18 
Pwcwiliiys 
tototil 
t 
28 
-
41 30 
316 
23 33 
31 13 
3013 
2362 
44 00 
33 33 
36 
1785 
1515 
35 29 
TOTAL 
• 
2 206 
506 
136 
30 
106 
73 
127 
66 
129 
92 
140 
33 
9 
Source: Based on field survey, (1996). 
Roads and that two pucca or metalled roads play an important role in the development 
of villages. The villages of the fringe areas are well connected having pucca roads. In 
zone Ilnd about 21.89 percent of metalled roads were found, followed by 24 percent in 
zone III, their proportion is 29 and 27 percent in zone IVth and Vth. This shows that all 
the villages of the fringe areas are well served by metalled roads These villages are well 
connected. 
Water is required for man's survival Regarding the drinking water supply. It is seen 
that zone Ilnd has municipal tap water This again shows the city influence on its immediate 
hinterland. There is no tap water facility in other zones. There is marked increase in the 
percentage of handpumps and wells as one proceeds outward from the city. 
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According to one saNing health is weahh Table 3 7 and Figure 3 7 shows that about 
20 percent hospital and clinics are available in zone llnd, their percent share in zone Ilird 
is 30 percent, 26 percent in zone IVth, 23 percent in zone Vth Presence of primary 
health centre also varies, in zone Ilnd it is 12 percent, whereas, it is 31 percent in Vth 
zone Doctors, child welfare centre and other paramedical professionals were also found 
in different zones I in different proportion 
Schools were also found in all zones About 14 percent junior basic schools and 15 
percent senior basic schools were found in zone llnd, whereas it is 33 percent of junior 
basic schools and 35 percent for senior basic schools in last zone it is low in zone llnd 
because neighbouring villages usually send their children to schools located in city rather 
than in villages. 
Most of the fringe villages are also well served by all types of telecommunication 
facilities. About 39 percent people have telephone connection in llnd zone, it is 23 percent 
in zone III, 19 percent in zone IV and 17 percent in Vth zone. About 39 percent villages 
has PCO's facilities in zone llnd, 27 percent in Ilird zone, 18 and 15 percent in zone 
IVth and Vth respectively. Besides majorit>' of the villages has post offices facilities in all 
zones. ' 
Thus, it was observed that the villages lying within lOkms. radius of Aligarh cit>' are 
highly influenced. The urban impacts are feh even in far off villages It could be aptly 
concluded that, these villages are no more rural but still they are not even urban But it 
could be said that they are emerging as urban centres. The immediate zone has a high 
density of population, high literacy rate, high percentage of workers, good netw ork of 
metalled roads, hospitals, schools and telecommunication facilities. As one moves outwards 
towards the rural areas increase in cultivated land, percentage of cultivators, agricultural 
labourers and food grain production is observed. Higher percentage of area under vegetables 
and cash crops is found in the immediate neighbouring villages The intensity of cropping 
and the use of agricultural inputs like tube weU irrigation, fertilizers and high yie'.ling variety 
seeds is much higher in zone II and in zone III. This is mainly due to urge of the villages 
to satisfy the needs of urban dwellers. It could be ver\- aptly concluded that this survey 
reveals that all the 130 villages lying in the fringe areas of Aligarh city are fiilly feelings the 
fanes of urban influences. 
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PART THREE 
CITY'S IMPACT 
CHAPTER FOUR 
UNCONTROLLED PHYSICAL GROWTH OF ALIGARH CITY 
AND ASSOCIATED IMPACTS OS THE FRINGE AREAS 
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This cliapter is in continuation with the previous chapter where the general charactenstics 
of the villages lying in the fringe areas of Aligarh city have been discussed Survey of the 
fringe area revealed that there were 130 villages within the 1 Okms radius from the city 
centre About 11 villages were found lying between 2 to 4 kms radius, 30 villages were 
found iMng between 4 to 6 kms, 41 villages were found lying between 6 to 8 and 48 villages 
were found lying between 8 to 10 kms radius. As one proceeded from the city centre 
towards the rural areas an increase in the number of villages, area of villages, cultivated area, 
area under orchards, brick kiln and borrow pits was also observed. But as one proceeds 
from the fringe areas towards the city centre, an increase in the area under non-agncultural 
use, area under tube well irrigation, and vegetable cultivation was observed There was 
decrease in cultivated area because now this land is being utilized for residential or industrial 
purposes The economic classification of the population showed that villages lying in the 
vicinity of citv area are more populated have higher literacv' rate and have more number of 
workers. While an increase in the number of cultivators, agricultural labourers was also 
observed in the outer fringe areas 
This chapter is included in the third part where an attempt has been made to study the 
city's impact In this chapter an attempts is made to study the uncontrolled physical growth 
of Aligarh citv- and its associated impacts on the fringe areas This chapter has been divided 
into four parts The first part deals with the expansion of ,4]igarh cit>' The second part deals 
with the loss of agricultural land due to cit\' expansion. The third part deals with the land 
degradation around the city and the fourth part deals with loss of biomass due to city 
expansion. Data has been collected through field survey 
4.1. EXPANSION OF ALIGARH CITY: 
The rapid and phenomenal growth and development of urban areas has been a topic 
of concern to the planners the world over. Today, with rapid urbanisation and industrialisation 
there is an increasing pressure on land, water and environment. As a consequence, the cities 
are expanding in all directions resulting in large scale urban sprawl and changes in rural 
landuse pattern The spatial pattern of such changes are clearlv' noticed on the urban fiinges. 
This unscientific development and growth of cities has brought about loss of productive 
agricultural lands, forest cover, loss in surface water bodies etc 
4.1.1. Growth of Aligarh Cit>': 
Like other cities of India, Aligarh had a humble beginning as a trading centre, its 
earlier name was Kol (referred to as lake) Aligarh is a city of great antiquity, wrapping in its 
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fold many dNnasties and their rise and fall Its origin dates back to about 1500 B C when a 
Buddhist settlement existed here 
The next period of history is the anaent penod when the development of the city took 
place around a Hindu temple at the bank of a small lake called 'Achat Tal'. 
After a gap of couple of centuries when nothing was known about the history of the 
area, from the end of 12th century Muslims made there appearance at the scene and 
exercised their control over the area. All through the medieval period, expansion and 
renovation of the city has taken place. It had remained a walled city all through the medieval 
period with four gates, namely, Delhi gate, Turkman gate, Madargate and Sasni gate. 
Thus, throughout medieval period, Alig3rii developed tremendously and remained an important 
administrative, industrial and agricultural town. 
After the final collapse of Muslim rule in mid 19th century, the city passed into the 
British hands and during this period too city has witnessed a large scale development, which 
includes opening of post office in 1842 and the first railway line between Aligarh to Tundla 
in 1863. The main highlight of entire British regime over the city is that they try to develop 
the city in a planned manner, they developed a seperate area of residence and administration 
to the north and north east of the city. Thus, in each period different area developed and 
now we have three fairly neatly delineated area in the city. Chronologically speaking the 
ancient area dominated by Hindu population, the Medieval period, dominated by Muslims 
and modem era of British inhabited by a mixed Hindu and Muslim population. 
The growth of city started slowly earlier, but now the process of industrialisation and 
urbanization has accelerated the growth and development Industries, research and training 
centres, educational institutions, state and central government offices have come up in the 
past four decades. All these activities have led to a continuos development and physical 
growth of Aligarh city. 
Thae is a design in the expansion of Aligarh city, the city is crisscrossed by nine inter 
city metalled roads. First the development taken place by the side of the roads and when 
they have spread to sufficient distance from the centre of the city, the houses start being built 
along arcs connecting the two adjacent roads. 
A perusal of table 4.1 and figure 4.1 reveals that the population has shown an 
increase of 344.88 percent and area has shown an increase of 521.72 percent in forty five 
years from 1951 to 1996 (Figure 4.2). Apart from its normal growth there has been 
migration from outside the city due to industrialisation and other economic reasons The 
population growth during all the decades has been stable ranging between 30 to 50 percent 
population growth experience a sudden drop (27.17 percent) during the decade 1971 -81 
and a high increase (49.76 percent) during the decade 1981-91. 
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TaUe4.1: UHKin t^m1h:p(>pidatkiii, area and doisityBiAiigarfa city fitmi (1951-96). 
Year 
1951 
1%1 
1971 
1981 
1991 
19% 
Papulation 
Pbpubtieii 
1 
1,41,610 
1,85,020 
2^2;314 
33),861 
4,80,520 
630,000 
Area 
Pop-densiy 
peiVsqlmi 
2 
2,816 
8,410 
7,554 
8^27 
11,148 
9,170 
Growth rates ( B percentage) 
Aiean 
sqkm 
3 
11.05 
22.00 
33.45 
39.75 
43.10 
68.70 
Year 
4 
1951-61 
1961-71 
1971-81 
1981-91 
1951-% 
Popuhtjon 
5 
30.65 
36.37 
27.17 
49.75 
344.88 
Area 
6 
99.09 
52.00 
18.83 
842 
521.71 
Siource; i Census of India 1951 to 1996, Directorate of census, U.P. 
it Spatial extent of Built up area of 1951,1961, 1971,1981 obtained from survey 
of India topographic sheets Buih up area extent of 1991 and 1996 was interfreted 
from SPOT and Indian Remote survey (IRS)-IB. 
AUGARH CITY 
,-' Uiban Growth: Popubtioa and Area 
' " (19%) 
600 
m 
I 
1951-61 1961-71 1971-81 1961-91 1951-96 
DFbpulation HArea 
Source; Based on Field Survey, (19%). 
Figure 4.1 
The city's built up area which was 11.05 sqkm in 1951, increased to 68.70sqkm in 
1996. The decadal growth rate of area shows that highest growth rate in a r^ was during 
the decade 1951-61(99.09 percent) and during the last five years 1991-96(59.39 percent). 
The growth in area experienced a sudden drop during the decade 1971 -81 (18.83 percent) 
and 1981-91(8.92 percent). The Aligarh Municipal Board was established in 1865 and the 
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ALIGARH CITY IN 1951 
SOURCE 1 ALIGARH GA2ATTEAR 
2. INDIAN TOPOGRAPHIC SHEET NO. 541/1 AND 54E/13. 
3 CENSUS OF INDIA, 1951 
FIG. 4.3 
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ALIGARH CITY IN 1971 
SOURCE: 1. CENSUS OF INDIA 1951 AND 1971 
2 INDIAN TOPOGRAPHIC SHEET NO 541/1 AND 54E/13 
FIG. 4.4 
R4 
ALIGARH CITY IN 1991 
SOURCE; 1 INDIAN TOPOGRAPHIC SHEET NO. 541/1 AND 54E/13. 
2. CENSUS OF INDIA, 1951, 1971 AND 1991 
FIG. 4.5 
ALIGARH CITY IN 1996 85 
SOURCE 1. CENSUS OF INDIA, 1951, 1971 AND 1991. 
2 SATTELITE IMAGERY, INSAT-IB, LISS II, FCC, 19TH AUGUST. 1996. 
FIG. 4.6 
Rf. 
Aligarh Development Authoritx was formed in the year 1991 Thts has helped in bnngmu 
other developed areas and the municipal limits under an admmistrative control. 
The urban growth in 1951 (Figure 4.3 )showed that the city was mostly confined 
within the 2ians radius in the east, west and the southern parts while in the north the city 
area has fomied a bulge extending upto 5kms radius. This bulge was along the Anupshahar 
Road and Ramghat Road. After two decades i.e. 1971 (Figure 4.4) it was observed that the 
city had spread in all directions covenng almost the whole 4kms radius. While in the north, 
the bulge was still there which extended beyond 5kms radius growth was experienced along 
the Anupshahar Road and along the G.T. Road. By 1991 (Figure 4.5) urban growth was 
found to be almost equal in the east, west and southern portions covering fully the 4kms 
radius. Except for in the northern portion where the bulge was still there along the Anupshahar 
Road where urban sprawl had spread upto Tkms radius and along the Ramghat Road and 
G.T Road it has reached the 6kms radius. But just after 5 years i.e. in 1996 the picture of 
urban growth (Figure 4.6) shows a rapid spread. The city has covered the 6kms radius in 
the eastern side along the G.T. Road, on the western side along the main Northan Railway 
line coming fi-om Kanpur and along the Hathras Road. A bulge was seen on the Iglass 
Road, little development was observed along the Gonda and Khair Roads. The bulge in the 
north along the Ramghat Road upto Tkms radius has increased Along the G.T. Road going 
to Delhi it has spread upto 8kms. The cit\' developed in a dispersed and low density pattern 
leaving pockets of vacant land CM" underdeveloped land within itself While along the Anupshahar 
road rapid growth in area was observed, the city has sprawled upto lOkms radius So, it 
was observed that the urban growth intensified along the main transportation corridors i.e. 
along the G.T. Road on Kanpur side, Hathras Road, Northern Railway line fi-om Kanpur to 
New Delhi, G.T Road going to Delhi, Anupshahar Road, Northern Railway line going to 
Bareilly and Ramghat Road, in almost all direction. But urban growth was apparent along 
the Anupshahar Roads ad Ramghat Roads in the north. Lowest urban growth has taken 
place in the Southeast along the Hathras Road. The developmient along the main transportation 
lines has created wedges within the built-up area, with vacant lands, wiiere the process of 
intermittent infilling occurs leading to contiguous urban sprawd over a p«iod of time 
4.1.2 Urban Landuse: 
Landuse refers to man's activities and uses which is carried on land. The landuse 
pattern of the city reflects how the various physical, social economic and other fectors have 
illustrated in the past and hence a study of the existing land uses is essraitial for an>' fijture 
planning. The urban landuse for Aligarh city is shown in table 4.2 and figure 4.7. 
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Tabic 4.2: Distribution of land area under various urban uses in Aligarh city in 
1951. 1971 and 1996. 
T>7)c<»fLand 
1. IX:\clopod land 
2. I 'ndoxclopcd hind 
Dcxclopcd land 
1. Residential land 
2. C'onuiicicial Land 
3. ludustrial land 
4. Rcciealional land 
5. Transpoil land 
6. Parts isi open spaces 
7. Public utilit\ 
8. Admiuistratiw land 
l'>5l 
Arva 
(Ha) 
1 
542 65 
562.:>5 
24645 
35 
21) 
4 
173 
16 
43 10 
24.») 
11,05 
Percentage 
of 
2 
5<)76 
49.24 
50.76 
43.85 
6.2 
3.55 
07 
30.'78 
285 
7.66 
4.41 
ino 
1^71 
Area 
(ha) 
3 
1842 
1503 
1842 
832 
93 
68 
12 
564 
45 
147 
81 
33,45 
Percentage 
of 
4 
53.42 
46.58 
53.42 
45.16 
505 
3.69 
0.6 
30.68 
2.44 
7.94 
4.44 
10(1 
1996 
Area 
(ha) 
5 
4070 
28IX) 
4(170 
.^ 435 
430 
252 
35 
2169 
145 
213 
290 
6.869 
Percentage 
of 
6 
59.24 
40.75 
59.24 
5<).05 
6.25 
3.66 
05 
30 11 
211 
3 10 
4.22 
100 
Source: Muntcipal corporation. Aligarh de\elopment Authority (19%). 
A perusal of tab'.- 4.2 shows that the city area has increased more than 6 times i.e. 
from ll.OSsqkmin 1951 to 34 48sqkm in 1971 and to 68.69sqkm in 1996. In 1951, out of 
total city area 50 percent land was de\ eloped, whereas in 1971 it was 53.42 percent, and 
in 1996 it is 59 24 percent. 
In 1951. out of total city area i.e. 11 .OSsqkm, 43.85 percent was used for residential 
purposes, which increased to 50 05 percent in 1996. About 30.78 percent land was used 
for transport purposes in 1951, and in 1996 it was only 30.11 percent. This decline in 
transport area is the result of encroachment of transport land for residential purposes. The 
land used for industrial and commercial purposes is only 9.75 percent in 1951, which went 
upto 9.91 percent in 1996. No thrust is gi\en yet to increase the area under parks and open 
spaces and it remained same in 19 >1 and in 1996. 
Residential areas of the city can be broadly separated into two parts the eastern and 
western, with the railway line making the divide, the eastern area consists of the old city', 
characterised by old houses, narrow lanes which are lined up with pettx' shops. Rooms are 
used as workshops. East of the railway line comprises of the new parts, the civil lines area, 
charactensed by ha\ ing educational institution like Aligarh Muslim University; colleges and 
schools, administrative offices and residences. Elegant compact colonies with high quality 
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spacious houses came up Gradually the outskirts of the city is expanding into the rural 
areas, many of these areas were till recent past, villages well outside the city limits but then 
the sprawling city swallowed their lands Villages hkeKi.shaiymi: I^kihptn; Begjmi; Jamalpw; 
Dhiinamuqfi etc witnessed in mute silence their transformation. Many new industrial areas 
and residential colonies have also come up like Firdoiis na^ar, HamdarJ nagar, Shatabdi 
nagar, ADA colony, KiinJan nagar. World Bank colony and Suraksha Vihar in the 
northern part of the city Mahfooj nagai; Lodhipurani, Kumher nagar, Indira nagar, 
Prem nagar, Prabhat colony on the southern part are the newly built colonies. Thus, we 
find that since 1951 a sea changes has taken place in urban landuse and city of Aligarh is 
heading for a rapid urbanisation. 
42. LOSS OF AGRICULTURAL LAND DUE TO EXR4NSION OF ALIGARH CITY: 
Uncontrolled physical growth impacts most on what might be termed as an immediate 
hinterland around the city. This cannot be described as urban or suburban and yet much of 
it is no longer rural. Within this area, agriculture may disappear or decline as land is bought 
up by people or companies in anticipation of its change from agricultural to urban use, as the 
city's built up area expands. There is a lack of effective public control of such changes in 
land uses or on the profits which can be made from them. 
Vanous urban activities and influences led to transformation of rural agricultural land to 
non-agricultural purposes, as required by the city. New industries and some old industries of 
city which find spaces and city by laws as restraining growth, shift to adjacent villages Land 
in villages is also withdrawn from agriculture rewarding and brings, quite large amount of 
money to farmers. 
Table 4.3 and Figure 4.8 shows the villages encroached upon and unnecessary loss of 
agricultural land by the expanding Aligaiti city. 
The urban area of Aligarh has grown more than 6 folds since 1951 eating into the 
surrounding agricultural areas and absorbing more than 40 villages A perusal of table 4 3 
shows that in 1951, about 13 villages were absorbed by the expanding Aligarh city, thereby 
consuming 68.3 percent of fertile cultivated land. By 1971, the city absorbed 9 villages and 
consumed another 74.3 percent of good cultivated land By 1991 the city absorbed 9 
another villages and consumed 81.5 of agricultural land By 1996, another 8 villages were 
absorbed and 67.9 percent of fertile cuUivated land was consumed. Thus, during the last 
forty five years the expanding Aligarh city absorbed nearly 40 villages and consumed 73 
percent of good fertile cultivated land 
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Table 4.3: Milages encroached upon and unnecessary' loss of agricultural land by 
the expanding Aligarh city (1996). 
Yeai Name of Villages Unnecessary loss of AgricuHutal lands (ha) 
Total Area Total Cultivated 
(ha) 
Percentage 
of cultivated 
area to total area 
1 
«B1 
B71 
1SB1 
1996 
1 Jamalpur Ka Nagia 
2 Dodhpur 
3 Jeewangarh 
4 Begpur Kanjaul 
5 Kishanpur 
6 Chandanya 
7 Naurangabad 
8 Gambhirpura 
9 NagIa Masani 
10 NagIa Bhamola 
U Mian Ka NagIa 
12 NagIa Uallah 
13 NagIa Tikon 
2 760 63 1.88642 683 
B Jafarabad 
NagIa Kalar 
Chauharpur 
NagIa Maulvi 
NagIa Mohabob 
Rorawar 
Bhojpur 
Pala Sahibabad 
NagIa Pala Sahibabad 
Dhurra Uuafi 
Sarsol 
Jalalpur 
NagIa Asakati 
Hamarayan Ki Sarai 
Bhuj Ki Sarai 
Kuwarsi 
Alhadpur Nivri 
Dalchand Ka NagIa 
Hajipur Chauhatta 
Dhanipur 
NagIa Shyam 
Bihari 
Parha\Mi 
Devi Ka NagIa 
Masudnagar 
Krie Ka NagIa 
Allahpur garia 
Allampur Subaka 
Muafi 
2.29319 1705.83 743 
207216 1,68945 
171712 116765 
815 
67.9 
Tctal 8843.1 6449.35 73 
Source: Based on field survey. (1996) 
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Source. Based on field survey, (1996). 
Figure 4 ^ 
The loss of fertile cultivated land is an imptMtant consequaice of uncontrolled growth 
of cities often expand over most fertile land as in this case. Aligaiii distrirt is an agriculturally 
prosperous district of Uttar Pradesh and eating away of fertile land by the ejqjanding city is 
a great loss especially for a country like ours. A perusal of table 4.4 shows that there has 
been a decrease in the cultivated area and the highest decrease in the cultivated area and the 
hi^est decrease(7.8 percent) was observed in zone fl. As one moves outward from the city 
center the decrease becomes less. As the zone of urban land expands, agriculture is pushed 
outwards. Most of the previously cultivated area is used fcwr residential or industrial purposes. 
Such type of changes were seen in zone II about (84 percent), zone in about (64 percent), 
zone rv about (51 percent) and in zone V about (25 percent). Unplanned and uncontrolled 
city expansiwi produces a patohwork of different developments including many high density 
residential settlements interspersed with vacant lands. The expansion usually has serious 
social and environmental consequences, mcluding the segregation of the poor in the worst 
located environmentally most dangerous areas and in areas which have greatly increased 
costs of providing basic infrastructure such as roads, water, sewage pipes, electocity, transport, 
schools, hospitals etc. These newly developed residential areas have no services and 
infrastructure and those which do exist are grossly inadequate. One sees the paradox of 
extreme over crowding, chronic housing shortage, acute shortage of infrastructure and 
services and yet vast amounts of land are left vacant or only partially developed vnth ail that. 
This implies in teims of increasing the cost of providing infrastructural services. 
4.9. As the built-up city area expands development occnrs through legal 
and illegal actions by various landowners, builders and real-estate 
Arms. 
4.10. Uncontrolled physical growth of Aligarh city especially in the northern 
part has led to intensive loss of fertile agriculliiral lands near Dliuarra 
Mitiifi. 
4.11. Most of the previously cultivated land is now being used lor residential 
purpose. A newly developed colony near Kuwarsi by pass. 
"•I 
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4.12. Most of the previously cultivated land is now being used for industrial 
purposes. A newly developed industrial unit '^Talanagri'' (Lock 
manufacturing area) on the Ranighat road. 
4.13. Airport Authority of India has also ac(]iiire(l agricultural land lor 
developing colony near Kinvarsi along Ranighat road. 
4.14. Spacious bunglons are being constructed on fertile agricultural land 
very fast. A view of village Ramnagar in the fringe area along 
Annpshahr road. 
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Table 4.4. Zone - wise decrease 
Loss of Agricultural Land 
1. Total No. of villages 
2. Total area of villages 
3. Percentage of cultivated 
area to the total area (1996) 
4. Percentage of decrease 
in culti\ated area to the 
total area of the 
zone (1991-%) 
5. This land is now 
being used for 
(i) Residential/Industrial 
purpose 
(ii) Borrow pits 
(iii) Brickkilns. 
In cultivated area in the fringe areas of Aligarh city (1996). 
ZoDcIl 
(2-4kms) 
1 
11 
3 ^ 6 
53 
7.8 
7.8 
(100) 
m 
14 
2 
Zonem 
(4-6 kms) 
2 
30 
5,615 
78 
25. 
25 
(100) 
64 
25 
11 
Zone IV 
(6-8 kms) 
3 
41 
6^2 
^ 
1.8 
1.8 
(100) 
51 
30 
19 
ZoneV 
(8-lOkms) 
4 
48 
9.196 
75 
0.9 
0.9 
(100) 
25 
40 
35 
Source: Based on field survey (1996). 
The loss of agricultural land can usually be avoided if the government guides to the 
physical expansion and ensures that vacant or under utilized land is iully used. In Aligaih city, 
the problem is not of lack of vacant land but a lack of government action to guide new 
developments on land other than the best fertile cultivated lands. The natural landscape close 
to the city is also destroyed The need to preserve sudi areas might seen less urgent than the 
need for land for housing. But once an area is built-up it is almost impossible to remedy a 
lack of open spaces 
4J LAND DEGRADATION AROUND ALIGARH CITY 
4.3.1. Brickkilns: 
The economy of the frmge villages is based pnmarily on agriculture. The availability of 
fertile agncultural land is of vital importance, but the last few decades have experienced a 
continuos degradation in good quality land due to urbanisation and modernisation 
complimented by brick-kilns as each one of them consumes big chunk of fertile land 
Agnculture is the basic activity in which most of the villages are participating, but due to 
urban influences, social norms keeps on changing, thejoint femily system, disintegrating 
leading it to a change in economic activities. Field survey shows that the new generation is 
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unable to continue the agncultural acti\nties and they have leased out their fertile and {deductive 
land to the brick-kiln owners on a 4 to 5 years contract basis Once the lease is over they 
are left barren, unlevelled and unproductive. About 1.21 mt to 3.04 metre deep and 5 to 10 
acre long ditches are observed On the other hand the older generation is still continuing with 
agriculture to produce good quality crops 
Population of Aligarh city is soaring. About 36,000 people are added annually to the 
population who need additional houses. The old part of the city which was already congested 
and now even the new parts are getting over crowded. Hardly any Lawns and open spaces 
are observed. To overcome this pressure, person who have amassed wealth are building 
new houses in the open areas, in the outskirts. Slums are also developing at a fast rate. Even 
the new migrants are building new houses in the suburbs. Of the 36,000 new faces, 6000 
lives in temporary hutments in slums, live in open spaces cff in unfinished houses at constmction 
sites This does not include the additional diurnal population who are engaged in various 
occupations in the city during the day time and return home in the evening. Again, nearly 
5000 people accommodate themselves in already built-up houses gradually increasing the 
over congestion in the city. The remaining 25,000 are building new shelters Which vary 
from small houses to comfortable big mansions. It is estimated that about 0.5 million square 
meters of lands is annually getting covered under residential areas. Equal area is being 
covered by connecting roads, public utility services etc. 
A rough estimate gives that 1 million cubic meter of earth in the form of brick is 
required for constructing these houses. Other things such as sand, gravel, cement, limestone, 
iron, wood etc are additional. Another 0.5 million cubic meter of earth is required to raise 
the levels of these residential plots and connecting roads in addition to huge quantity of 
stone, gravel and other materials. 
The country side is dotted with brick- kilns. Table 4.5 and Figure 4.15 is showing the 
zone-wsie location of bnck kilns both abandoned and in working condition l>ing in the fringe 
areas of Aligarh cit>'. It is observed that zone I (0-2 kms) had seven brick kilns located in 
the villages of Zone I Begpur Kanjiila, Achal Sarvvar, Naurangahad, Jamalpur, 
Gandhinagar, Kalideh All these brick kilns have now been abandoned Zone H (2-4 
kms), has 12 brick kilns of which 8 are abandoned and 4 are in working order These 
working brick kiln are located in the villages of Allahdadpur, NaglaAsakali, Parhmtli, 
RoroMat; Kailashpui; Chauherpur, Kwarsi, Devika nagia, Kishanpin; Dalchand Ka 
nagala, Nagla Shyamhihan. Zone HI has 10 brick kiln in the villages ofKheriya Khyvja, 
Masi4danagar Kile Ka Nagla. Jama/piir; Chilkaura, Nagla Mallah. Zone I\' has 8 brick 
kilns in tlie villages of Alwiadpur, Mukundpur, Gingharpur Loharapisawan, Bhikampiir, 
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Table 4.5: Zone-wise location ofBrick-idlns in the fringe areas of Aligarh city (1996). 
Zone 1 
(0-2kms) 
Begpur 
Kanjaula 
Achal sarovar 
Naurangabad 
Jawalapuri 
Gandhi Nagar 
Naurangabad 
Source Base 
Zone 11 
(2-4l(ins) 
Allahdadpur 
Nagia Asakali 
Parhawali 
Rorawar 
Kahdeh 
Kallashpur 
Chauharpur 
KwarsI 
Devi ka NagIa 
Kishanpur 
Dalchand ka NagIa 
NagIa Shyam Bihari 
d on field survey, (' 
Zone III 
(4-«kms) 
KK Buddha 
Hajipur Chohatta 
Haibatpur Phagoi 
Allahadadpur Nimh 
Bajidpur Nadha 
Jalalpur 
Sarsaul 
M Kile ka NagIa 
Jamalpur 
Chllkaura 
NagIa Mallah 
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Zone IV 
(6-8kms) 
Ahmadpur 
Mukundpur 
GIngharpur 
Loharapisawan 
Bhikampur 
Mehrawal ke Nagliya 
Manzoorgarhl 
Maheshpur 
Talaspur 
NagIa pusa 
Zone V 
(8-10kms) 
Jaroth 
NagIa Jhau 
Bhaimfi 
Nadroi 
Bhankn Khas 
Cherat Sudal 
Rathgawan 
Pa net hi 
Gadrana 
Rustampur Elampur 
Bhaimti 
Mehrawal Ki Sagalia. Manzoorgarhl, Mahespur. Jalalpur NagIa Pusa and zone \ ' has 
11 brick kilns in the villages o^ Jaroth. NagIa Jhau. Bhaimfi, NacJroi. Bhakri Khas. 
Bhakvoli. Cherat Sudal, Rathganan, Fanethi. Gadrana, Rustatupui; Elampur Bhaimti 
All of them are in working order. About 49 brick kilns are located in the \'icinit> of the cit> 
These kilns are not sufficient in meeting the demands of the using population so new ones 
are being made. Where a bnck kiln is made, the land gets degraded and when the old ones 
are abandoned, the land becomes a waste land. It cannot be used for any other purpose 
and a huge hollow is left which during the rain>- season becomes a pond usually infested with 
mosquitoes sometime this pond is used as dumping sites. 
A perusal of table 4.6 shows Zone wise supply of bricks from the fringe areas of 
Aligarh cit\ shows that maximum supply of bricks (2 million) is from Zone V and then from 
Zone r\' more then (1 .Smillions) of bncks are supplied. As the zone of urban land expands 
the brick kilns are pushed outwards There has been a decreased in the cultivated area in 
e\er\ zone and this area is now being utilized for the purpose of bnck kilns 
Table 4.6: Zone-wise supply of bricks from the fringe areas of Aligarh cit\ (1996). 
Zones 
U (2-4km) 
in (4-6km) 
IV (6-8km) 
V (8-10km) 
Total 
Supply of bricks (in million) 
0.8 
1 
15 
2 
3.3 
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ALIGARH CITY 
LOCATION OF BRICK KILNS, BORROW PITS AND VILLAGES 
OF THE FRINGE AREAS SUPPLYING EARTH 
1996 
7 /00 ' 
ABANDONeO 
EARTH 
AiiGARH art 
MONCIPAL nOUNOARV 
I # I CITY HEAOQUARTCK 
KILOMETRES SOURCE : BASED ON FIELD SURVEY (19*() 
FI6i*.15 
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All the brick-kiln owners who were questioned have generally agreed with the fact 
that soil quarrying activities affect the agriculture land to a great extent The study explains 
the quantity of bricks produced from one hectares of land as mentioned in table 4 7, these 
figures are calculated on the basis of field survey Annually on an average 4 5 rotations takes 
place everv' year and at one time 1.5 to 1.6 millions of bricks are backed in a kiln 
Accordingly 1.5 million bricks are produced from the 4 hectares of land which requires 1.3 
meters deep soil. Due to this the problem of land degradation is very severe and needs 
Table 4.7: Quantity of Bricks and land required in the fringe areas of Aligarh city, (1996). 
Quantity of bricks 
(in million) 
1 
1.5 
3.0 
4.5 
6.0 
7.5 
Land required (in ha) 
1.3m deep 
2 
0.4 
0.8 
0.2 
1.6 
2.0 
Source: Based on field survev, 1996 
Table 4.8. Consumption of top soil in making bricks (1996). 
Quantity' of bricks (in million) 
1 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
Top soil require in (Cu.m) 
2 
9,000 
12,000 
15,000 
18,000 
21,000 
24,000 
27,000 
30,000 
Source: Central Building Research Institute. Roorkee (1996). 
immediate concern The central Building Research Institute, Roorkee (CBRI) has calculated 
the amount of soil per day used in the making of a single brick. According to the calculation 
bnck consumes 0.003 cu m of soil from the agricultural land. They use it to demonstrate the 
4.16. The new generntioii is iiii:iblr lo ('oiitiiinc llie il^li(-|llfllre so fhry lease 
out tlicir land to brick-kiln oniicis. A HOikiiig brick-kiln at Maheshpur 
village. 
4.17. Once the lease is over the land is left barren, nnlevelled and 
nnprodnctive. 
4.18. When the brick kihi is nbanduiicd n hii!>e hollow is left which usually 
becomes a mosquito inTested pond or a duiii|)ing site. 
4.19. A view of IJorrow-pit in Hajipur Chohtilta, along Agra road. 
4.20. When a brick-ki ln is abnndoned, (lie land ge(s degraded and becomes 
a waste land. 
^ ^ \ r 
m\ I *' 
•V. 
*)"«' 
- —1 -t—» 
4.21. Tons of carl l i needed lo raise (he p l indi level of <he bnildings and 
roads. 
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impact of brick making industry' on the agricultural lands. Table 4 8 shows the consumption 
of quarried soil and the quantity' of bricks produced from the kiln This table is based on the 
fact provided by the pioneer agency which deals with the building materials. The average 
brick kiln produce 4 million bricks annually in 5 to 6 rotations One brick requires on an 
3 3 
average 0.003m of top soil. Thus each kiln on an average uses 12000m of top soil ever>' 
year. If these figures are applied to the villages where Brick kiln industry is flourished, then it 
shows the serious condition of agricultural land. 
4.3.2. Supply of earth: 
There is a continuos supply of earth from the fringe areas of Aligarh city (Table 4.9 
and 4.10) 
Aligarh has a saucepan shaped topography and before undertaking any construction 
work people raise the le\"el of ground by approximately 1 meter Roads are also needed to 
be raised correspondindy. Count of vehicles bringing earth to cit\' from surrounding villages 
3 for one day showed that about 1000m earth was brought into the city. By truck, tractor, 
buggies and donkevs Excluding rainy season. On this basis the yearly inflow of earth 
3 
comes out to the about 265,000 m . Assuming that on an averaee the borrow pits are 1.5 
3 
metre deep. 50 about 173,000 m land area is lost every year. 
Table 4.9. Zone-wise locations of villages supplying earth to Aligarh city (1996). 
Zones 
Zone II (2-4km) 
Zone III (4-6km) 
Zone IV (6-8km) 
Zone V (8-10km) 
Name of villages, supplying earth 
1. Devi Ka Nagia 
2. Parhawli 
3. Allahdadpur Nivri 
1. Bajeedpur Nadha 
2. Haibatpur 
3. Chilkaura 
4. KuwarsJ. 
1. Mukundpur 
2 Maheshpur 
3. Mehrawal ki Nagalya 
4. Ahmadpur 
5. Panethi 
1. Nadrol 
2. Jaroth 
3. Rathgawan. 
Source: Based on Field Survey, (1996). 
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About 0 5 million cubic metre of plots is required to raise the level of residential plots and 
connecting roads 
Field sun, ey showed that some farmers who own much land find it economically 
profitable to sell their soil from their land At the present rate, which is Rs 10 (about 3 8$) 
per cubic metre of land, soil from 1 hactarearea, I metre deep will fetch about 0 1 million 
rupees which is quite a big sum. Some small and marginal farmers are also engagged in this 
business because they want a lump sum of mone>' to divert to some other more profitable 
acti\ it\' Result of the activity is that a stage comes when the land becomes useless i e highly 
degraded The land is sold off to nch farmers or private developers on throw away prices. 
Thub unplanned and uncontrolled expansion of Aligarh cit>- has been accompanied by the 
expansion of brick kilns, with fertile top soil being used to make bricks and other construction 
works Assessment were also made to understand the losses of land due to digging of earth 
and hence land degradation. 
Table 4.10. Zone-wise supply of earth from the fringe areas of Aligarh city (1996). 
Zones 
II 
III 
I\ 
V 
Supply of earth (in percent) 
14 
25 
30 
40 
Source: Based on Field Survey, (1996) 
4.4. LOSS OF BIOMASS DUE TO EXPANSION OF ALIGARH CITY: 
Uncontrolled physical expansion also destroys the natural landscape of the fringe 
areas Cities demand a high input of resources, the more populous the city the greater its 
demand on resources and in general the longer the area fi^ om which these resources are 
drawn Urban activities in Aligarh cit>' has muhiplied many folds and so the demand of 
different commodities has also increased 
In Aligarh city, wood is still widely used for cooking mostly by the lower income 
households cit>' based demand often pere-empt supplies formerly used by rural inhabitants 
where once poor rural inhabitants gathered wood from the common land now they are 
barred from doing so as the fuelwood is harv ested for sale. High demand of fiielwood is the 
true cause of deforestation in this area Deforestation may be considered as rural problem 
but it may be intimatety linked to the demand of fuelwood from the city Soil erosion linked 
with deforestation is destroying rural inhabitants livelihood with the result that they migrate to 
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the city. Zone wise supply of fuelwood shows that most of it is coming from Zone IV (762 
tonnes). Zone V (408 tonnes) and Zone III (210 tonnes). Table 4.11 and Figure 4.22. 
About 50 percent of the city dwellers still use wood for cooking and heating. Timber is in 
great demand in city because it is used in fijmiture manufecturing. Together with fixelwoods 
many houses in city depend entirely on cowdung, which is cheapest source of fuel and in this 
way cowdung which is an important organic matter is being lost. Zone-wise supply of 
cowdung cake reveals that most of it is coming firom Zone IV (61.5 tonnes per year) 
Table 4.11. Zone - Wise supply of Biomass (Fuelwood, Cowdung, Mflk and Grains) 
from the fringe areas of Aligarh city (1996). 
Supply (rf° Bioamss 
1. Fuelwood (in ton's) 
2. Cowdung (in ton's) 
3. Milk (in ton's) 
4. Grains (in ton's) 
ZoaeH 
-
27.5 
1.496 
946 
Zonein 
210 
39.0 
53.10 
2^80 
Z M K I V 
762 
613 
2.173 
3772 
ZoneV 
408 
-
.408 
5;!18 
Source: Based on Field-Survey (1996). 
ALIGARH CITY 
Suppfy of Bkmtass From the Frm^ Areas 
(1996) 
E2 
6000 n 
5000 
4000 
3000-
2000-
1000-
0-
fl 1 fl 1 ' 1 1 
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-
OFuelwood •Cowdung DMIlk • Grain 
Source; Based on Field Survey, (1996). 
Figure 4.22 
B-
Zone V 
followed by Zone HI (39 tonnes) and Zone 11 (27.5 tonnes per year). The distance factor is 
again observed as in the case of fuelwood. As the zone of urban land expands the supply of 
fuelwood and cowdung cake is pushed outwards i.e. it is mainly coming form outerzones. 
cowdung is still used by 35 percent city dwellers as a source for cooking and heating. 
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You will not get a drop of milk in even in the morning hours when you visit these 
\ illages Zone wise supply of milk reveals that zone ID is supplying the highest amount of 
milk to the city (5,310 kilolitres per year) followed by zone FV (2,173 kiloliters) and Zone 11 
(1,496 kilolitres). Since milk is a perishable items, the supply of foodgrain show a different 
picture i.e. highest supply coming from zone V (5,218 tonnes) since it is not a perishable 
item the supply comes from far off areas 
A change in their landuse of the villages located near Aligarh city is seen Table 4 12 
shows the change in land use pattern 
Table 4.12. Zone-wise landuse pattern in the fringe areas of Aligarh city (1996). 
1. Total number of villages 
2. Percentage of culti\ ated 
area to total areas 
3. Percentage of area under 
noD-agricultural use to 
total area 
4 Area under orchards (ha) 
5. Area under vegetable (ha) 
ZoneD 
1 
11 
53 
38 
2 
6 
Zonem 
2 
30 
78 
14 
2 
1 
ZoneI\' 
3 
41 
75 
15 
4 
0.5 
ZoneV 
4 
48 
75 
15 
6 
-
Source; Based on field survey, (1996) 
Farmers of the fringe \illages are no more growing traditional crops With the rise in the 
demands of vegetable, fruits, cereals, they have switch over from subsistence mode of 
agriculture to commercial farming, which fetch them good returns in short span of time. 
Table 4.12 reveals that the percentage of cultivated area is \ arving in different zones. It is 53 
percent in zone D, 78 percent in zone in zone HI, and 75 percent each in zone W and V It 
was also observed that the percentage of area under non-agricultural use has also increased 
especially in zone Die 38 percent to 14 percent in zone HI and 15 percent each in zone IV 
and V. With the expansion of city, the area under the orchards in the fringe villages has 
shrunken. Now this land is being used for residential as well as for agricultural purposes 
about 2 hectare of land is under orchard in zone H, and zone IE 4 ha in zone FV and 6 
hectare in zone TV. Due to heavy demand of vegetables from the city, fanners especially of 
nearby village preferring to grow vegetables which provide them good return in short time, 
they are growing vegetables likes cauliflower. Cabbage brinjle. tomato, etc .Area under 
vegetable in zone II in maximum i e. 6 hectare which decline to 1 hectare is zone HI, and to 
0.5 hectare in zone FV 
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Thus, we found that city has expanded ver> fast durine last 4 decades and in this 
process Its area increased from 11.08 sq km m 1951 to 68 69 sq km in 1996 This 
unplanned expansion has resulted in hea\7 losses of good agricultural land About 40 
villages gets absorbed in the city since 1951 It caused land degradation in a big way, 
besides ruthless exploitation of natural resources i e supply of earth and bricks as a 
construction material to city, expansion of city has also resulted in land degradation Vast 
amount of changes in landuse pattern is also noticed and now farmers of nearby villages are 
growing only those crops which provide them good return in short time Supply of biomass 
in bulk from the fringe villages is also a cause of concern This continous exploitation of 
biomass has caused tremendously to their existing natural resources. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
UQUID, SOLID AND GASEOUS WASTES GENERATED BY 
CITY BASED ENTERPRISES AND CONSUMERS AND TVS 
IMPACT ON THE FRINGE AREAS OF AUGARH CITY 
lOR 
Cities are also major centres for resource degradation, liquid, gaseous and solid 
wastes generated by city based enterprises and consumers often have significant 
impacts in the region surrounding the city. Water needed for industrial processes, for 
supplying residential and commercial buildings, for transporting sewage and for other 
uses is returned to rivers, lake or the sea at a far lower quantity than that originally 
supplied. Solid waste collected from the city households and businesses are usually 
disposed off on land sites in the region around the city while much of the uncollected 
solid wastes finds its way into the water bodies, adding to pollution and creating 
health problems. 
This chapter is in continuation of previous chapter in which the uncontrolled 
expansion of Aligarh city, absorbing of villages, loss of fertile agricultural land, land 
degradation due to city's demand of bricks, earth and loss of biomass have been 
discussed. It was observed that the built up area of Aligarh has nearly increased 6 
folds fi'om 1951, eating away the surrounding ^ricultural areas and absorbing more 
than 40 villages. This unplanned and uncontrolled expansion has been accompanied 
by the expansion of brick making kilns with fertile top soils being used for making 
bricks. 
In this chapter an attempt is made to study the liquid, solid and gaseous wastes 
generated by enterprises on the environment of the fringe areas. This chapter has 
been divided into three parts. The first part deals with liquid wastes, second part 
deals with solid wastes and the last part deals with the gaseous waste. 
5.1 Liquid Wastes : 
With rapid rise in urbanisation, the requirements of water have increased many folds. 
Liquid wastes from city activities have environmental impacts not only in the fringe 
areas but it may be stretch beyond the immediate hinterland. River pollution fi'om city 
based industries and untreated sewage can lead to serious health problems. Water 
contaminated with effluents make it totally unfit for drinking, cooking and for agricuhure. 
It may damage crops and pose risks to human health. 
SA.l. Sullage: 
SuUage or gray water is the liquid waste water discharge from households and 
industries. It consists mainly of used water with hardly about 0.1 percent of organic 
and inorganic solid matter is called sewage or sullage. Fresh sewage has only slight 
odour and is slightly alkaline and contains a little dissolved oxygen, faeces, urine, 
soapy wastes, garbage, rags, grit etc. It also contains living matter especially bacteria. 
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viruses and protozoa It is thus an excellent medium for the development of micro-
organisms. When sewage becomes septic or stale, its alkalinity decreases It has no 
dissolved oxygen, its organic matter (Nitrogenous material. Carbohydrates, Fats and 
Soaps) being unstable gets decomposed producing unpleasant odours and bubbles of 
gas. 
5.1.2. Sewage system of Aligarh city: 
Waste water is collected mostly through a system of open drains and also through 
a system of open drains and also through closed drains and covered sewers. 
The drainage system of Aligarh city is divided into four zones (Figure 5.1) only 
zone I, II and III are partly sewered, zone IV is totally unsewered. The main sewer 
from zone II is completely choked for the last few years resulting in spreading of 
sewage and overflowing surface drains. There are ten small drains crisscrossing the 
city. The open drains which carry storm water as well as domestic waste-water are 
partly tapped into the sewage system which also cause choking of sewer lines due to 
silt load The drains are connected to main drain along the periphery of the city which 
joins a small tributary of river Yamuna since their is hardly any ground slope available, 
flow in the drain is sluggish and there is large scale spreading of sewage 
The existing drainage system, which covers only 60 percoit of the dty population 
is not at all sufficient. Since, there is hardly any ground slope available, the flow in the 
drain is sluggish. Even a light spell of rains results in the drain overflowing, blocking 
vehicular traffic on the roads, most of the city waste are dumped into gutters, Nallahs 
and along roadside causing public nuisance. 
5.1.3. Disposal of Aligarh city sullage: 
There is no proper waste-water disposal of city. Today the age old womout 
Aligarh drainage system reached their design capacity and now burdened with increa»ng 
industrial and civic efQuents discharged into its flow so much so that it caused foul 
and pungent smell and make it difficuh for people to pass through that area 
The city generated 10,000 tons of waste-water in a year, about 65 percent of 
waste-water is generated by houses, and 35 percent of waste-water by twenty industrial 
units. Toxic waste-water generated by 250 industrial units including heavy metals, 
chloride, chromide, zinc, some dyes and inorganic acids. There is dangerously high 
level of lead and zinc, in water which is used in the electroplating in a big way causing 
poisoning of water, which enters into the village territory and later on enters the food 
chain 
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There is no proper waste-water treatment facility for the city There are 4 pumping 
stations The largest one is at Iglass road, having a capacity of 30 acre to cater to a 
sewage flow of about one third to half of total waste generated which reaches Igias 
roads pumping station There has not been any increase in the size of the farm 
commensurating capacity of this sewage farm results in backup of waste-water in the 
sewers leading to silting and hence this excess water finds its way into open Nallahs 
along Iglas road. Besides Iglas sewage farm there is another small sewage treatment 
plant of SOOOmVday capacity to serve the northern part of the city, but this is not in 
working order, so the existing sewage system is inadequate for the city needs, and 
this shortage results in the overflow of sewers at many places. This overflow find its 
way directly into the surrounding villages through Kalcha drains (Table 5 1) Thereby 
causing pounding of waste-water in the fields and this leads to environmental problems 
for the villagers (Table 5.2 and Figure5.2). 
Table 5.1: Villages lying along the different drains in the fringe areas of Aligarh cit> (1996). 
Zonts 
1! 
II' 
IV 
V 
Total 
No. of 
VWagos 
8 
5 
9 
14 
3C 
Jafri Drain 
1 Chamrolla 
2 Haibatpu-
3 Dauiatabad 
4 Ramgarh 
Panjupur 
5 Sar&aul 
6 Ba'aula 
Jafrabad 
7 Ibrahimpur 
8 Hajipur 
Fateh Khan 
« 
Aligarti Drain 
1 BanpdrGar*i.a 
2 Alapcii-Garhia 
3 Ashrafpur 
Jala' 
4 Bajidpu^ 
Nadha 
5 Shahpur 
Kutub 
1 Ibrahimpur 
2 Tajpur RasulpL' 
3 Ajitpur Asna 
4 Bhakroi 
5 Boner 
6 Mjkutgarhi 
7 Mamath 
12 
Mohraval Drain 
1 Mahua Khera 
2 Devsain 
3 Maheshpur 
4 Sukhtawti 
5 Nijabatpur 
Borna 
1 Panettii 
2 Mehrawal 
3 BhanKr, Khas 
4 Sikanderpu' 
5 Bhakrol) 
10 
Lohtai Drain 
1 Sikanderpur 
1 Talaspur 
2 
Cht rat Drain 
1 Rathgawan 
2 Cherat 
3 Hetampui 
S 
Konchar Drain 
1 Konchor 
1 
Source: Based on filed survey, (1996). 
Field surveys were made to identif>- such villages which is afiected by waste-water. 
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Table 5.2: Zone-wise ponding of wastewater in the villages of the fringe areas 
of Aligarh city. 
Zone 
n 
III 
rv 
V 
Total 
No. of villages 
8 
5 
9 
13 
35 
Percentage of total villages 
22.85 
14.28 
25.71 
37.14 
100 
Source: Based on field survey, (1996) 
5.1.4. Sewage water for farming: 
The sewage of city including household waste-water and industrial effluent is 
realeased into the drain and flows without any treatment directly into the main drain 
One sewage farm located in the periphery of city along Iglas road utilized the waste-
water, treated it and utilized this water for irrigation purpose Maximum amount of 
this water is used for growing vegetable like cabbage, potato, tomato, raddish, spinach 
which are produced in bulk to fulfil! the city's need 
Besides sewage farm, where the waste-water is used after treatment for 
cultivating vegetable, some villages of the fringe area are using city waste-water directK' 
for irrigating their fields without any treatment. Table 5.3 and Figure 5 2 shows the 
percentage of villages using waste-water for agriculture 
TABLE 5.3:Zone - wise use of waste water in the fringe areas of Aligarh city 
(1996). 
Zones 
n 
ni 
rv 
V 
Total 
No. of villages 
using waste water 
5 
2 
3 
4 
14 
Percentage of total villages 
using waste water 
35.71 
14.28 
21.42 
28.57 
100 
Source: Based on field survey, (1996) 
l l f i 
The \\;istc water portion that is retained in the soil is Icnown as "soil solution" 
and tends to become more concentrated with dissolved constituents since plant take 
water with relatively lesser concentration of salts in the root zone of the soil solution 
prevents water by plants and instead losses its water from the roots to the soil due to 
osmotie etTect Field surveys of the villages of the fringe areas of Aligarh city shows 
that in man\ \illages the crops growth is affected tremendously due to continuos use 
of sewage water in crops villages like Htyipiir Chohalla, Khcnya Khanjaiila. 
Shahpiii: Miikundpiii: Parhawli, llJIa llyaspw etc (Figure 5 2) reported symptoms 
of diseases in the plants i.e. curls in the leaf structure, stunted grou th and insects 
borers especially in tomato and cauliflower, besides thousands of micro-organisms 
were found with in vegetable. 
.As a result of waste-water disposal in the villages of the fringe areas of .AJigarh 
city. se\ere damage to ground water is taken place To determine the ground water 
quality deterioration some experiments were made. Before a site is selected a great 
deal about the groundwater should be known including depth, variation of depth, 
direction of groundwater flow and groundwater quality Selecting a natural groundwater 
recharge area for irrigation may pose serious negative results poor drainage condition 
and run oll^  would soon resuh and soil may become water logged This could cause 
the biologically active zone to shift from an aerobic to anerobic state causing a 
destruction or alteration of physical-chemical-biological treatment processes and 
ultimately a degradation of soil, groundwater and surface water quality 
Use of raw sewage in the villages of fringe areas of .Aligarh city has also resulted 
in groundwater contamination. This is illustrated by the result of analysis for 
concentration of chloride in water samples drawn from handpumps located along a 
NE-S\\' transect passing through the city and the sewage farm which is located in the 
fringe areas of .Aligarh city is shown in Figure 5.7 Chloride is a stable ion present in 
all metals Sewage contains a higher concentration compared to water supply because 
of consumption of common sahs in foods. For Aligarh these values are about 350 
and 30mg/| respectively. It is seen from the figure that chloride concentration in 
handpump water in the city area is in the range of 200 to 400mg/l with a few samples 
having even a higher concentration The values comes down to the background level 
about 4 kms in either side of the farm. The value higher than the sewage value are 
due to e\ aporation of water, the figure also shows concentration of bacteria in the 
samples which is almost parallel that of chlorides 
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5.2 SOLID WASTES: 
Rapid population growth, urbanisation and industrial growlh never led to severe 
problem of waste management in cities, the traditional role of a municipality is to 
keep the streets clean, collect garbage from public places and ensures its safe disposal 
Most city corporation have the largest number of their employees engaged in these 
tasks, yet only about half to two-thirds of the waste generated is collected by the 
staff Broadly solid waste are generated mainly from two sources i.e household wastes 
and industrial waste 
Residential domestic waste form the bulk of all resources of solid waste produced 
in the city Household solid wastes includes organic and non-organic materials, tins, 
cans, paper, polythene bags, food crop, wornout ftirnitures, broken toys, old appliances, 
old news papers, a variety of plastic bottles, utensils, glasses and furnace ashes and a 
lots of other items etc Disposal of faecal matter also constitute the main ingredients 
of solid waste Residential domestic waste is estimated to form a greater proportion 
of all resources of solid-waste produced in Aligarh city of the total solid waste 
generation, about 65 percent waste comes from households 
Wastes from commercial and industrial establishment is also important. Aligarh 
city is having many factories, both small and large. About 160 lock factories existed 
today Besides lock manufacturing, there are many more of other types, electroplating 
of gold, black brass chrome, ferrous and non-ferrous alloys, tyre retreading, rolling 
mills etc. All these industries generate a wide range of waste causing nuisance in 
terms of pollution but also generating noxious chemical substances as the waste which 
occupy its place in the city. Industrial waste generally includes waste leather pieces 
used for bright process of lock manufacturing, scrapes, waste paper, cloth, ash etc 
Hospital waste contains disposable needles and syringes which are sold by 
scavangers to people who recycle them The waste is thoroughly over turned by 
ragpickers often with bare hands and feel to get some thing which could be sold. The 
waste from Jawarharlal Nehru Medical colleges, Malkhan Singh hospital, Gandhi eye 
hospital and other private nursing homes also becomes the part of the local city waste. 
Characteristics and composition of different waste differs fi"om one another. The 
percentage contribution, to total waste of different waste products shows that ash/soil 
constitutes maximum weight of total waste generated i e. 30 percent Wood/grass 
constitute 20 percent, paper and cardboard accounts for 10 percent and plastic account 
for 2 percent Other waste product account 3 8 percent and which include, rubber/ 
leather, textile, demolition debris and bones (Table 5.4 and Figure 5.8). 
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It is found that the total city waste is an amalgamation of various items i.e. 
moisture contents, combustibility, and ash content. Of all the city waste about 40 
percent have moisture content, another 35 percent have ash/soil and 25 percent account 
for combustible items account for 25 percent (Table 5.5 and Figure 5.9). 
Table 5.4: Physical Composition of Solid Waste Generated by Aligarh 
city (1996). 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Waste items 
Ash/Soil 
Wood/Grass 
Paper/Cardboard 
Plastic 
Others 
Metal 
Rubber/Leather 
Other Textiles 
include Demolition debris 
Bones 
Total 
Percentage Dry Height 
30 
20 
10 
02 
38 
4 
6 
5 
20 
3 
100 
Source. Based on field survey, (1996). 
ALIGARH CITY 
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Table 5.5: Composition of solid waste of Aligarh city, (1996). 
Composition 
Moisture 
Ash/Soil 
Combustion 
Total 
Percentage to total waste 
40 
35 
25 
100 
Source: Based on field survey, (1996). 
ALIGARH CITY 
Physical Composition 
(1996) 
25% 
40% 
35% 
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5.2.1. Disposal of solid waste: 
Aligarh city generated tremendous amount of solid waste daily Based on 
capacities of the transport vehicles and the number of trips, the estimate of municipality 
collection is 950 tonnes per day garbage. This amounts to garbage generation of 1.5 
to 2.0 kg per person per day, assuming 100 percent collection. These inflated values 
which are 2 to 3 times the usually accepted values, are reported every month to the 
government since the transport fleet was purchased under world bank assistance scheme 
and municipality is obliged to fiirnish information regarding utilization of equipment. 
Garbage is collected and disposed by the Aligarh municipality in a two stage 
operation primary collection is done by the individual households who deposits their 
domestic solid waste in bins placed at designated collected points and sweepers 
employed by municipality who are responsible for cleaning the streets and drains. 
Areas of the city where dry latrines are used, night soil is also carried to the collection 
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points by sweepers employed by the concerned person. Secondary collection and 
transport is done by a fleet of about 25 motorized vehicles of various types and an 
equal number of buffalo drawn bins and transport them to the official disposal sites 
collection and disposal of solid waste is not proper at some places. At many places 
human excreta is flushed directly into open drains which further deteriorated the 
condition of already choked drains and hence it stinks and emits bad smells causing 
many water born diseases. 
The collected solid waste is transported to different dump sites (Figure 5.10) 
All of them are along roadsides, some are within the populated residential areas. There 
is no organised sanitary landfills or composting, with rapid expansion in city, the disposal 
sites have been pushed fUrther away. As a result, the limited number of municipal 
vehicles have to traverse a longer distance. This limits the total number of trip that 
can be made and reduces the quantum of garbage that can be send to the official 
dumping sites. Instead most of the solid waste is dumped where they wish, i.e non 
official sites (Figure 5.10) generally in those villages, which are quite close to the 
municipal limits, i.e fringe areas, this continues dumping of Aligarh city solid waste on 
village territory has caused adverse environmental conditions there. Field survey shows 
that about - a number villages are suffering a lot due to dumping of huge amounts of 
solid waste. Only 30 percent of solid waste is collected and disposed off at official 
sites daily and rest of the solid waste is transported to unofficial sites in a phase 
manner. Table 5.6 and figure 5.15 shows that maximum amount of solid waste is 
dumped in Zone II (40 percent) followed by zone III (29 percent), zone IV (21 
percent) and zone Vth (10 percent) Field surveys shows that about 13 villages were 
suffering greatly due to unwanted disposal of city garbage, huge piles of solid waste 
Table 5.6: Dumping of solid waste in the fringe areas of Aligarh city (1996). 
Zone 
n 
ni 
i\^ 
V 
Total 
Garbage in percent 
40 
29 
21 
10 
100 
can be seen all along the important roads i.e. Agra road, Mathura road, G T 
road etc. The municipality employs nearly 1000 sweepers and garbage loaders The 
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5.11. There is continoiis dumping of cily solid waste in the fringe area 
villages. Village children are seen playing on the dumping site. 
5.12. Village children seen sorting from the garbage. 
5.13, Dumping of city grabage near Rustampur Saket Khan along Agra 
road. 
5.14. Heaps of grabage lying in llie fields near hhetiyii Khiin'ja Ihtddlta 
near Iglass road. 
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cost of primary and secondary collection is calculated in the range of Rs. 1.5 to 1.75 
per tonnes and Rs. 3 to Rs. 3,5 per tonnes respectively. In the absence of facilities 
for separating the organic and non-biodegradable waste there is little demand for the 
dumped material from ryots. 
5.3. GASEOUS WASTES: 
Consideration must be given to the impact of air pollutants from city based 
activities. Air pollution can cause serious losses to crops and animal husbandry although 
the levels of loss under different circumstances are difficult to assess. The air pollutants 
which causes the most damage to forests, soils and agriculture are sulphurdioxide, 
oxides of nitrogen and ozone in certain instances fluorides. 
Sulphur dioxide and oxides of nitrogen coming from the fossil fuel combustion in 
cities can be deposited directly from the air on the farmer's yield (dry deposition) or 
from rain, clouds/food acidified by these chemical, both sulphur dioxide and the oxides 
of nitrogen are associated with reduction in yields and growth of many crops. Soils 
are also at risks for instance alluminium in acid soils disrupts the metabolic processes 
of roots and inhibits their growth. 
Ozone is produced by complex photo chemical reactions involving air pollutants 
which is common over Aligarh city (oxides of nitrogen, carbon monoxide and 
hydrocarbons) reacting in sunlight. The most direct impact on plants is the reduction 
in the amounts of light caused by the photochemical smog. Ozone causes invisible leaf 
damage, reduces crop growth and yields for a wide range plants including wheat, 
rice, lemons, grapes etc. 
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Florides are emitted as hydrogen fluoride from brick, glass and tile works, steel 
works, potteries, alluminum smelters, phosphate factories and some industries Particular 
industries can cause acute damage over considerable distances, if no measure are 
taken to limit emissions For vegetation far from emission sources, the hazard arises 
from long term exposure to very low levels, trees and perennial plants are most likely 
to suffer damage than animals Fluorides may directly damage fruits or accumulate in 
forage and so present a particular risk to grazing livestock. 
Soot or dust may affect plant growth by reducing the rate of photo synthesis or 
damaging the plant mixture of pollutants may produce synergistic affects. Gaseous 
pollutants may also stimulate more serious attract by pests such as aphids and white 
5.3.1. Air pollution as a result of vehicular trafTic: 
Ever increasing use of roads for multifarious activities of people is affecting the 
environmental quality which in turn reflects on public health and quality of life the 
increase in environmental pollution is not only due to increasing quality of pollutants 
poured into atmosphere by increasing number of vehicles but it is also the result of 
bad roads which leads to additional wastage of fuel. Ill maintained and outdated vehicles 
also play their role by increasing pollution in slow moving traffics in congested and 
narrow roads. Vehicular traffic thus is a major source of air pollution Large amount 
of air pollutants such as carbonmonoxide, unbumt hydrocarbons and oxides of nitrogen 
are emitted from vehicles into the atmosphere. Apart from these major pollutants, 
vehicles are also discharge particulate matter and sulphur dioxide in the atmosphere 
but there quantity is meager. Carbonmonoxide is the main pollutant discharged from 
the exhaust of petrol driven vehicles. For diesel driven vehicles it is the density of 
smoke which is important in respect to health as it obstructs visibility and soil structure, 
public property etc. To study the nature and extent of air pollution in the fringe areas 
of Aligarh city survey was conducted along the entrance of the city, along national 
highway and along bypasses. The roads on which such studies were conducted are 
G.T Road (Delhi Kanpur road), Agra road (Anupshahr - Agra road), Khair road 
(Aligarh Khair road), Ramghat Road (Aligarh Harduaganj roads (Figure 2.1) 
1. The G.T. Road (Delhi - Kanpur Road): 
The G.T. Road (Grand Trunk Road) is one of the oldest road made by 
Shershahsauri. This road runs from Amritsar to Calcutta It enters the fringe areas of 
Aligarh city from the Delhi side in the north. Running in a south - easterly direction 
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this road passes throuuh the centre of Ahyarh city and uhimately it leaves the fringe 
areas in the south - east for Kanpur In its whole stretch in the study area it covers 
35 Kilometers Table 5 7 shows that from 1981 to 1996 there was highest increase 
i e nearly 25 percent invehicular traffic on this road of the total number of vehicles 
plying in Aligarh city 27 12 percent were plying in 1985, 42 95 percent were plying 
in 1996 on this road 
2. Agra Road (Anupshahr-Agra road): 
Enters the fringe areas of Aligarh city from north and running towards south 
passes through Aligarh city fringe areas Traffic wise it is the second busiest road of 
the study area with 1,352 vehicles per da\ in 1985, which increase upto 2,592 vehicles 
per day in 1996, recording an increase of 20.08 percent from 1985 to 1996 as 
revealed by table 5.7. 
3. Khair road (Aligarh Khair roads): 
This road was an important road before 1990, when after joining palwal. it 
becomes a state highway. This road from Aligarh runs towards northwest direction 
Joins Tappal and finally enters into Har>ana state in the northwest. Total number of 
vehicle on this road was 950 per day in 1985 and increase upto 1 581 per day in 
1996 Thus registering an increase of 12 24 percent between 1985 and 1996. 
4. Ramghat Road (Aligarh - Harduaganj): 
This is another important road of Aligarh city district. It enters Aligarh cit\ from 
north east words, this road is also having heavy traffic all the time. There was only 
290 vehicle per day in 1985 which increase to 540 per day in 1996, the overall 
increase was 4 18 percent between 1985 - 1996. 
There is a network of roads passing through Aligarh city. The fringe areas of 
Aligarh city have been crissci ossed by these roads. Thus affected by gaseous w astes 
The assessment of vehicular pollution in the fringe areas of Aligarh city has been 
studied by applying emission factors laid down by the Worid Health Organisation 
(WHO) based on kilogram of pollutants emitted per thousand kilometre running of 
different types of vehicles 
The data used for this purpose were those collected by public works department 
of-Aligarh and pertains to three different t\pes of vehicles, viz. those with spark ignition 
engine using diesel and vehicles with two stroke ignition using lubricating oil mixed 
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petrol (two or three wheelers). The classification is based on types of fiael used as 
after burning it emits different types of pollutants both quantitywise and quatit>'wise. 
The vehicles plying on different roads of the fringe areas of Aligarh city are 
recognised classes and then the quantity of various emissions on each roads has been 
calculated by applying standard prescribed by WHO. It should however be kept in 
mind that standards were for vehicles of good condition. The vehicles plying on roads 
of .\ligarh in majority of cases are poorly maintained and therefore the pollution load 
emitted by them is found through applying standardised emission rates. 
s 
AUGARH CITY 
Year-wise increase in the number of vecbiles in the frii^e areas 
(1996) 
G.T. Roads Agra road Khair Road Ramghat Road 
0 Ptercentage of vehicles in 1985 • Percentage of vehicles in 1996 
Figure 5.16 
The total number of different categories of vehicles plying per day on the roads of the 
fringe areas of Aligarh city from 1985 to 1996 is given in table 5.7 and the same is 
shown by graph in Figure 5.16. It is observed that the vehicular traffic in the main 
road increased day by day and as a consequence are accelerating the rate of pollutants 
accumulation in the atmosphere as shown in table 5.9. 
On G.T. Road (Delhi Kanpur road) the emission from vehicle in 1985 was 
1236.2 kg per day of carbon monoxides, 137.55 kg of particulates 285.95kg of 
hydrocarban. 1351 kg of nitrogenoxides, 73.5kg of sulphudioxide which increased to 
2,061.5kg of carbon monoxide, 212.45 kg of particulate, 457.8 kg of hydrocarbons, 
1,610 of nitrogen oxide, 112kg of sulphur dioxide per day in 1996. 
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Table 5.7: Number of vehicles plying on roads of fringe areas of Aligarh city 
1985 to 1996. 
RoacK 
1 G T Road« 
(D«M-Kanpur rcwd) 
2 A { ^ road 
(Anupahafv - Agra road) 
3 Khai- Road 
(Khajr - Aligarh road) 
4 Ram^at Road 
(Atrauf - Ahgarti ) 
Tola 
Langlh 
in Km 
1 
35 
31 
19 
13 
ryp« and no. 
of vahidas 
•llrtnS P. ' a^v 
2 
a-) 2«S 
bl 1,371 
c) 350 
a) 175 
b) 9B2 
c) 185 
a) 135 
bl 710 
c) 105 
a) 45 
b) 210 
c) 35 
i n 5 
Total no. of 
vahidas 
3 
2.020 
1.352 
950 
290 
4612-(7446) 
Parcantaga from 
total vahiclaa of 
tha daalricfs 
4 
27 12 
1615 
12 75 
3 S9 
-00 
Typa and r>o. 
of vahictas 
plyBig par day 
5 
al 589 
b) 2 100 
c) 510 
al 397 
b) 1.920 
CI 275 
a l231 
bl 1.175 
CI 176 
a) 95 
b| 380 
c) 65 
1996 
Total No of 
vahiclas 
s 
3199 
2.592 
1.581 
540 
7912 (12 9081 
Parcamaga from 
total vahiclas of 
district 
7 
42 95 
34 SO 
21 22 
7 25 
100 
in5->e 
Parcar«aga 
incraasa in 
no of vahtclas 
I 
24 78 
20 08 
1224 
4 18 
*(a) light duty gasoline powered; (b). Heavy duty diesel powered; (c). Motorcycles 1 scooters 
** Total vehicles 
The Agra road (Anupshahr - Agra roads received per day an emission load of 
585.28kg of carbonmonoxide, 387.42kg particulate, 172, 98kg of hydrocarbons, 
663.4kg of nitrogendioxide, 47.43kg of sulphurdioxide in 1985 there emission further 
increased to 1,392.83 kg for carbonmonoxide, 169.26kg particulate, 282kg 
hydrocarbons, 1,288.05kg nitrogen oxide, 91.76kg of sulphurdioxide by 1996. 
Table 5.8: Emission factors for various types of vehicles per 1,000 kilometre 
distance, 1996. 
Type of vthielas 
Light duty gasoline povi^ered 
Heavy duty diesel powered 
Motor cycles, and other tgnttion 2 stroke vehicles 
Particulatts 
(kg) 
1 
0 33 
2 75 
0 20 
Sulphurdioxide 
(kg) 
2 
0 08 
150 
0.20 
Nitrestn 
(kg) 
S 
3 20 
2100 
n 07 
Hydrecarbens 
(kg) 
4 
6 00 
210 
10 00 
Carbon men oxide 
(kg) 
• 
40.00 
12 70 
1700 
Source: WHO offset publication, No. 61. (1996). 
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The figures of pollutants added into atmosphere per day from 1985 to 1996 
also increased tremendously. In 1985 carbonmonoxide in the atmosphere increase to 
307 8kg. particulate matter to 38 19kg, hydrocarbon to 63.65kg, nitrogen oxide to 
291 46kg, sulphurdioxide to 22.61kg and by 1996, these figure further accelerated, 
carbon monoxiode increased to 515 47kg, particulate to 63 4kg, hydrocarbon to 
106 4kg, nitrogen oxide to 482 98kg, sulphurdioxide to 20.9kg. 
The pollutants emitted from the vehicles on Khair road (Aligarh - Khair road) 
per day were 65.78 kg carbonmonoxide, 7.67 kg particulate, 13.78kg hydrocarbons, 
58 5kg nitrogendioxide, 4.16 sulphurdioxide in 1985 which increased by 1996 in greater 
proportion, carbon monoxide to 126 49kg, particulate to 14.04kg, hydrocarbon to 
26kg, nitrogen oxide to 107.64 kg and sulphurdioxide to 7.54 kg. 
Thus the vehicular traffic in the fringe areas of Aligarh city is constantly on an 
increase thereby releasing heavy loads of emissions The G T Road (Delhi - Kanpur 
road) contained. Heavy pollution load of about 4453.75 kg per day in 1996. The 
road next in order of pollution load is Agra road (Anupshahr-Agra road) getting a 
load of about 3224kg per day Such high doses of pollutants are injurious for these 
\'illagers and city dwellers, who line in close to vicinity to these roads and are exposed 
to such pollutants adversely The emissions from automobiles may be reduced by 
properly adjusting the carburetors, checking over-loading of engines and generating 
public awareness to use, where\er possible, cycles and other non-smoke producing 
vehicles. 
Table 5.9: Pollutants emitted by vehicles on different roads of Aligarh city fringe areas 
in kg/day, (1996). 
N a m * o f Road 
1 Deini-Kanpur Road 
2 Anupshah^-Agra Road 
3 Khai r -A i igarh Road 
& A t rau l i 'Ahgarh Road 
Total 
Carbonmsnoxida 
1MS 
1 
1236 2 
585 28 
307 6 
65 76 
2 1 N M 
1»C« 
2 
2C61 5 
1392 83 
51547 
126 45 
409C.29 
Parliculatts 
1W6 
3 
137 55 
367 t l 
5619 
7 67 
670.83 
1»4C 
4 
-. - _.^  
• 6 5 26 
e: -.6 
- 4 34 
463.21 
H y d n c a i t o n s 
19W 
C 
285 95 
172 98 
63 65 
13 78 
63S.3C 
IMC 
« 
457 8 
282 
106 4 
26 
872.2 
NMrogcRoxitfe 
198S 
7 
1351 
6 6 3 4 
291 46 
585 
23«4.3S 
IMC 
8 
1610 
1288 05 
462 98 
•37 64 
3488.C7 
S H l ^ w d i e x i d c 
1886 
8 
73 5. 
47 43 
22 61 
4 16 
MTJ 
18CC 
10 
112 
91 76 
20 9 
754 
232 .2 
T o t a l pol lutant 
1886 
t 
3084 23 
155651 
722 91 
149 89 
i61XC4 
1888 
12 
4453 75 
3224 
1189 21 
28171 
8148.87 
5.17. Brick kiln chimneys empty huge amount of smoke and causing air 
pollution. 
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5.3.2. Air pollution as a result of Industrial emission: 
Air pollution as a result of Industrial emissions in recent times has acquired new 
dimensions. With the increase in industrialization, a wide array of particulate and gaseous 
pollutants have been added into the environment. As a result of Industrial development 
in and around Aligarh city, an increase in the gaseous emission is observed This is 
also helping in deteriorating the environmental conditions of the fringe areas. HF, NO^, 
H^S, NR,, HCl, CL are some of the of the gases whose contionous exposure results 
into many diseases. 
Many residents of fringe areas especially in zone Ilnd have rented their residential 
units partiaDy or fully for establishing industries. Many of these are noxious and hazardous 
industries. The pollution level at certain place, reached danger level, thereby causing 
problem in breathing. In many villages plastic recycling, rubber, tyre retreading, emits 
chemicals foam and smoke which contain hazardous chemical in it. Besides one can 
see the brick-klin chimneys all along the important road in the fringe areas, which are 
also emitting heavy amount of smoke Thus gaseous wastes generated by industries 
and brick kilns increasing continuously and maximum amount of this pollution is observed 
in zone II and III. 
Thus, we see that liquid, solid and gaseous wastes generated by city based 
enterprises and consumers has acquired new dimensions and as a result of this the 
environmental conditions have deteriorated. 
CHAPTER SIX 
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This chapter is in continution with the previous chapter dealing with city's impact 
Till now we had seen that due to rapid growth of city's population and built-up area, there 
is countinuous eating away of villages and absorbing of agricultural lands There is also 
rapid increase in bquid, solid and gaseous wastes generated by city's population and city 
based enterprises Aligaili city is naturally having an impact on the fringe areas The villages 
lying in the immediate hinterland are being eaten away by the growing city and they are 
&cing socio-economic, cultural and heahh inq)acts. 
EXiring thausand years of existence, the villages have undergone tremendous structural 
and functional changes The Indian village system traditionally buih on the domestic union 
of agriculture and cottage industries has been distorted The handloom and the spinning 
wheel, the pivot of the old village industry, stand totally destroyed Today, the dty dominates 
and drains the villages, so that they are crumbling to ruins Now, we are baffled and 
bothered by the ill effects of industrialisation and urbanization What we realize today was 
visualised by Gandhiji, the father of nation long back, "if villages perish, India will perish 
too" 
In this chapter an attonpt is made to assess the socio-economic, cultural and health 
impact, in the fringe areas of Aligarh city. 
6.1 SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACTS ON THE FRINGE AREAS: 
Influence of Aligarh dty is seq)ing irtto the villages which are located in the fringe 
areas, bringing about a change in the socio-economic life of villages. Some of the changes 
are obvious and can be noticed such as change in the social structure, frimily life, occupation, 
dress, buildings, schools, hospitals, concrete houses, pucca roads etc, 
6.1.1. Changes in social structure: 
As a result of close co-living, co-working the solidarity of the members in a rural 
family has been organic and less togehter and spend only a fraction of the day in 
associations. Earlier, the members of a rural femily were engaged in work connected with 
the peasent housdiold. Now, they are being increasingly engagged in different occupations 
away in the city. They earn independently separate incomes which they retain as their 
own Changes in femily structure come about in the life of villagers who come and stay in 
the city and also through their active contact with the village carry these changes. 
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Anionu different and prominent changes in famiK' structure is when relations between 
husband and wife gets stranged instead of 'pulling on' under pressure from prevalent village 
morality and under pressure from parents and elders, as was the case in the traditional 
village life, some villagers cease to 'pull on" and have abandoned their wives This feature 
is the outcome of strain that are put on the family life of villagers who go to the city and 
work and stay there and come under various social influences These strains originate 
because of staying away from the family and sometimes because village workers come in 
contact with only women. Another thing which has stopped some \illagers from 'pulling 
on' and abandoning their wives is that they observe such things in the city, in their new 
social circle and secondly, the moral and parental pressure which were so strong and 
which prevented seperations are not so strong for those villagers who have migrated to 
the city, and are exposed to its influence 
Table 6.1:- Zone-wise Social impact in the fringe areas of Aligarh city, (1996). 
iTKkcaiors 
Zonel 1 & n e l | ZomlV j ZoneV ToUvAmes 
(24gns) 1 |4«m5) (&«gns) (S-IOkms) | and pwcarc^ie 
»to.of 
vilages 
1 
•• Tora' i c : ' . ege^ 
2 Le*l the • za-e-'.i 
3 BreaK uc " jO'rt lamuy system 
4 Decease of oatr ia'ci ia ' 
sysieT-
5 Left w'fe 
6 Warned a : t> *omer-. o' 
vice versa 
c 
1C 
9 
7 
7 
Psrcanlag* 1 No. of 
{ vUages 
1 
2 j 3 
81 81 
90 90 
8181 
63 63 
63 63 
3: 
25 
:: 
ie 
16 
Percentage j Na of 
vllages 
4 f 5 
6'3 66 
80 6« 
73 ' 3 
53 53 
53 53 
4" 
15 
32 
36 
10 
Percefitege No. of 
vllages 
6 7 
4£ 
36 56 £ 
i 
78 04 ; 3£ 
1 
85 36 ; 42 
i 
1219 j 4 
! 
24 39 4 
Percentage [ No. of 
1 vllages 
8 9 
i 1X 
104 ' i 46 
79 16 j 105 
87 6 106 
8 33 1 32 
6 33 1 37 
Percentage 
10 
35 3E 
80 76 
82 6-
24 6-
26 46 
Source Based on Field Survev. d'^^) 
Table 6 1 and Figure 6.1 show s the zone-wise social impacts in the fringe areas of 
Aligarh city It is observed from this table that the social impacts are more prominent in 
zone II. Social changes like leaving parents behind in the villages, not living in a joint 
family, decreases of patriarchial system, leaving the married wife behind and remarrying a 
city girl etc were observed more strongly in the villages lying near the city .As one proceeds 
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ALIGARH CITY 
Social Impacts in the Fringe areas 
(1996) 
Zone II Zone 111 Zone W Zone V 
Dl£ftwfe Dl£ftt>Brpererts 
QMerriedadtywonBiofvioevesa DDgreBBeofp^ cfchdsystem 
• BrB^minidrt f3iiv9/^an 
Source: Based on Field Survey, (1996). 
Figure 6.1 
away from the city in the rural areas this change diminishes. Parents are left because of 
friction in opinion on occupational and other matters. Young migrants who come under 
city's social influence try to diversify' their activities, occupations and habits and do not 
want to remain cultivators and rustics. This diversification they may attain while living in 
the villages and sometimes they try to leave their ancestral activit>' and go to the city ibr 
other activities. This is represented by the older generation and frictions with oiFsprings 
and finally seperation takes place. Sometimes the fiiction is due to economic imperatives 
especially when a young villager is engaged in non-agricultural activity. He finds it difiicult 
to support his parents and family so he leaves them. There is decline in the patriarchial 
authority. In the traditional society elders decides all things regarding various agricultural 
operations, occupation, marriage. This situation is eroding among people who are under 
city's social influence In about 82 jjercent villages a decline in the patriarchial system is 
observed. This decline is maximum 81 percent in those villages which are located in close 
proximity to city i.e. in zone II. 
Villagers get married quite early, when they come in contact with the city, they see 
the difference between a city and a village women. So, they prefer leaving their village 
wife and marrying a city girl who is modem. In about 28 percent villages lying in zone II 
such type of cases were observed. Family system is a hall-mark of traditional rural society. 
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Table 6.2: Degree of influence on social relations in the fringe areas of Aligarh city, 
(1996). 
Drngrt of fffNuanc* 
No Of vilages 
Very weiK 
Weak 
Strong 
Very strong 
Mo. of ktdiemor 
with positive 
Indie olor 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4-5 
Zarwl 
No. of 
vllages 
2 
r 
1 
2 
6 
r 
Porcentaoe 
3 
9 0S 
i B i e 
54 54 
63 63 
Zonea 
44knK 
No. of 
vHagac 
4 
30 
1 
6 
12 
TT 
Percentage 
5 
3 33 
20 00 
40 00 
36 66 
ZoneW 
1 • a m 
No. of 
vllayaa 
e 
41 
2 
23 
4 
13 
Parcanlaoe 
7 
153 
56 OS 
9 75 
31 30 
ZoneV 
t-IOimt 
No of 
vilages 
> 
46 
4 
29 
2 
T 
Percentage 
a 
3 07 
60 41 
4 16 
14 58 
To>«««age« 
parcertage 
No of 
vilages 
10 
1 » 
8 
60 
24 
38 
Perce rnege 
« 
615 
46 15 
18 46 
29 23 
Source: Based on Field Suney. (1996) 
This system started weakening morally because there in an urge to lead a better, free and 
more private life which is not possible in a joint family The phenomenon of single family 
living in the city spread to \illages of the fringe areas of Aligarh city. In about 80 percent 
of villages a decline in this system was observed, variations in various zones were seen. 
Aligarh is exerting its influence on surrounding villages and as a result of which social 
relations are undergoing considerable changes. But the impact of .Aligarh connot be judged 
only on the basis of villages reflected by this or that indicators. For example if in a village 
patriarchial system has decreased and no other change is noticeable it means that the 
influence is there but it is fragmented and becomes weak. On the other hand all the five 
indicators have positive scores then it means the influence on villages of the fringe areas of 
Aligarh city is very strong Table 6.2 reveals that very weak degree of influence is found 
in 6 percent and 46 percent villages showed weak degre of influence. In about 18 percent 
villages strong and 29 percent viDages had very strong influence. Degree of influences vary 
greatly in all the zones In zone Ilnd, maximum number of villages felt strong and very 
strong degree of influences which diminishes upto last zone. Whereas, it is very weak to 
weak in faroff villages (Table 6.2 and Figure 6.2). 
Table 6.3 is showing change in social relations in terms of number of persons 
involved. Influences were categorised from very weak to very strong For very weak and 
weak influences three and less persons per thousand of population were taken into 
consideration, whereas, for 'strong' and "very strong' influences this figure is four persons 
per thousand. 
Very strong to ver>' weak influences for various social relations vary a lot. For very 
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weak influences it is 9 percent for those who left their parents, break up in joint famil> 
system 4 percent, decrease of patriarchial s>'stem 3 percent, left wife 14 percent, married 
a city women or vice versa 11 percent ver>' strong influences for those who left their 
parents is 8 percent, for break up in joint family system 26 percent, decrease of patriarchial 
system 36 percent, left wife 3 percent, married a city woman 6 percent. In about 65 
percent villages no influence is observed for those who left their parents. Similarly it is 7 
percent for breakup in joint family system, left wife 73 percent and married a city women 
65 percent. 
6.1.2. Rural-urban Migration: 
In modem period, the phenomenon of migration is clearly associated with industrial 
urbanisation. The creation of new and specialized division of labour and conditions of 
work Combined with improved modes of transportation and communication have fostered 
the process of migration in particular. 
Migration fi-om villages to cities is a wide spread phenomenon, its rate, however, 
depends on various socio-economic conditions. The migrations that Aligarh generates in 
its fiinge areas are of two types i.e. the permanent and periodic migration and commuting. 
The pull of the city is an important factor generating city-word migration in villages of 
fiinge areas of Aligarh city A significant number of households have migrated to the cit>' 
permanently. A large number of households are affected by the periodic migration to the 
cit>-. These migration are generated for various reasons Some households have migrated 
to educate their children in the city and breed them in a better socio-cultural environment. 
Some have migrated because the bread owner of the family has got job or business in 
Aligarh and is unable to commute daily. Several households have migrated because of 
fi"agmentation of land which makes the land of the migrants much too small to sustain their 
families. Some households of landless labourers have migrated because they have nothing 
to loose in the village. They get work and are involved in petty business opportunities in 
the city and they percieve that wages and income are much better in the city than that in 
the villages several households are affected by seasonal or periodic migration. Some of 
members of medium, small or marginal farmers take jobs in the city as rikshaw puller or 
vendors. 
These people come to the city when agriculture work is over and labour requirements 
on the field is the least. So far as the permanent migration is concerned the feedback 
effect of urbanisaton of the rural economy is little less than that of periodic migration as 
many of the permanent migrants usually relinquish their village ties However, in case they 
have their family and land in their village as in the case of absentee landlords, the feed 
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back efl'eci of" the urbanisation is ver\' strong on the \illages of these fringe areas of Aligarh 
city They not only invest part of their earnings in agriculture but also are innovative A 
large number of villagers learn about innovatons. market informations etc. from them and 
adopt their urban economic behaviour, these people become a modernising force of village 
economy and enhance the urban influence in their village. As far as periodic migrants are 
concerned, they have small savings from their earnings in the city but these meagre savings 
are surels' invested in purchasing farm appliances and inputs making small holdings capital 
intensive leading towards modem form practices. .As a whole rural to urban migration can 
be considered a modernising force in the the villages enhancing urban influence 
In order to determine the magnitude of periodic and permanent migration, only those 
households were taken into consideration where either all members or some have migrated 
to .Aligarh or usually migrate seasionally to the city during 1995-96. Percentage proportions 
of these households in the total households of each village are given in table 6 4 and 
figure 6.3 
Table 6.4: Zone-wise pattern of rural-urban migration in the villages of the fringe 
areas of Aligarh cit>, (1996). 
Category 
Very high 
High 
Medium 
Low 
Total 
Percent household 
affected 
1 
>2A& 
170-2.48 
0.92-1.70 
<0.92 
Zone II 
(2-4kms) 
2 
6(54.54) 
5 (45 45) 
6(54.54) 
-
Zone III 
(4-6kms) 
3 
7 (63.63) 
6(20) 
21(70) 
9(30) 
Zone IV 
(6-8kms) 
4 
4 (9.75) 
5(1219) 
19(46.34) 
18(43.90) 
Zone V 
(8-10kms) 
5 
1 (2.08) 
2(4.16) 
8(16.66) 
32 (66.66) 
No. and percent 
of villages 
6 
18(13.84) 
18(13.84) 
54(4151) 
59(30) 
30 (100) 
Source ; Based on field survey, (1996). 
The pattern of migration from the villages of fringe areas to Aligarh reveals that it is 
not area or location specific but is diffused spatially and can be attributed to both push 
and pull factors. There are 18 \illages or 13.48 per cent where a very high rate of migration 
to the city is observed, in these \illages, more than 2.48 percent house holds are affected 
by city word permanent and periodic migration.Most of these villages are situated in the 
extreme north of the city while some villages are loacted at medium distance in the east of 
the city, zone - wise distribution of migrants also vary, 54 percent from zone II, 63 percent 
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in zone III. 9 percent in zone IV and only 2 percent in Vth zone Another 18 villages i e 
13 84 percent are having high rural-urban migration where 1 70 - 2 48 percent household, 
gets affected, with maximum migration from zone II i e 45 jjercent followed by 20 percent 
in zone 111. 12 percent in zone IV and 4 percent in zone V 
A large number of villages i e. 54 constitute 41 51 percent of total villages and 
where 0.92 - 1 70 percent households are affected by the cit>'word migration this is the 
medium level of rural-urabn migration These villages are found in all direction from the 
city and at every distance. However, majority of these villages tends to agglomerate in the 
eastern and south-eastern part of the city. There is great variation of migrants zone wise, 
54 percent in zone II, 70 percent in zone III, 46 percent in zone IV and 16 percent in 
zone V. There are 59 villages i.e 30 percent in which a low percentage of households 
less than 0.92 is affected by this migration stream. Like those of medium rate, village of 
this rate are also found in all directions from the city and are situated in all directions from 
near to very far 
-As observed earlier the distribution of these villages according to the volume of city 
word migration does not show any clear and distinct spatial pattern However, on a very 
high level of generalisation it mav be concluded that intensity of city-word permanent and 
periodic migration increases with the distance from the citv'. 
6.1.3. Commuting: 
As long as villagers were self -sustained, the need to go out from villages very often 
did not arise, now with economic and soical life of rural population linked with that of 
urban, they go to urban places more frequently and often regularly. Self sufficiency and 
isolation of the villagers is breaking and winds of urbanisation are reaching in the villages 
of the fiinge areas 
In order to measure the intensitv- of commuting all those households were enumerated 
whose one or more persons go to .•Migarh at least once a week. Percentages of such 
households are calculated in the total households of each villages. On the basis of these 
f)ercentage proportions of commuter's households villages were classified into four classes 
of very high, high, medium and low level of commuting. The villages where more than 
32 49 percent households have commuters fall in the category of very high commuting. 
The high class includes those where 22.99 to 32.49 percent households have commuters 
The village in the medium class have 13.49 to 22 99 percent commuters households. The 
low level of commuting consist of all those villagers where commuters households are less 
than 13.49 percent of all the households. Bhadesi nruafi, Keshopur-Jafri, Ramgarh 
6.4. Daily Coniinuters at Aligarh Junction to earn their bread. 
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Pivifupur. laktspw Khurd BXQ villages from where a large number of households have 
commuted, therefore the level of commuting in these villages is very high, such villages are 
25 in number or 19 percent (table 6 5, figure 6 5). and zone wise, village percent 
proportion are 6.1 percent in zone II, 30 percent in zone III, 17 percent in Zone IV and 
2 percent in zone Vth These villages are situated in the south, west and north in close 
proximity to city as shown in figure 6.5 Another 21 villages i.e 16 percent of total villages 
show a high level of commuting, showing higher percent of villages in nearby zones i e 45 
percent in zone II, 20 percent in zone Ilird etc. These villages are situated in the south 
and east of .-Migarh About 54 villages i e 41 percent of all the villages show a medium 
level of commuting, another 30 villages i e 23 percent have low commuting 
Table 6.5: Zone-wise pattern of commuting in the villages of fringe areas of Aligarh 
city, (1996). 
Category 
Very high 
High 
Medium 
Low 
Total 
Percent household 
in a week 
>32 49 
22 99-32 49 
1349-22.99 
< 13 49 
Zone II 
(2-4kms) 
7(53 63) 
5(45 45) 
3(27.27) 
1 (9.09) 
Zone III 
(4-6kms) 
9<30) 
6(20) 
17(56.66) 
13(43 33) 
Zone IV 
(6-8kms) 
7(17.07) 
7(17.07) 
20(66.66) 
9(21.95) 
Zone V 
(8-10kms) 
1 (2 08) 
3 (6.25) 
14(2916) 
7(14.58) 
No. and percentage of 
Total V i l lages 
25(19.23) 
21(1615) 
54(41.53) 
30(23.07) 
130 (100) 
Source: Based on Field Survey, (1996). 
It is thus noted that Aligarh by virtue of its functions attracts a large number of 
persons even from distant villages A large number of commuters moves daily from their 
village to cit\' However, it is found out that villages situated near the citv' are more strongly 
affected by commuting than the distant and remote villages. 
6.2. CULTURAL IMPACTS IN THE FRINGE AREAS: 
Cultural habits and attitudes of villagers have undergone a certein amount of change 
under urban influences. For ages villagers had been using earthen wares or wares made of 
copper or bronze But now they are using plastic goods like plastic buckets, tubs, basket, 
tumblers and all daily use item like utensils etc. This change is due to urban influence, the 
colourful and attractive nature of these products and their unbreakable property and low 
lAf> 
cost appealed to the villagers who make a trip to Aligarh bazaars to purchase It was 
noticed that villagers who possessed these items look a vague pride in possessing these 
items and in showing off their modernity and urban connections. Spending habits of villagers 
are also changing. Customarily they spend more money on necessities of life like food, 
clothing etc. but frequent contacts with Aligarh city has inducted them to spend on items 
of recreation such as Cinema and restaurants. Villagers go to Aligarh on festivals and 
spend considerable amount of money on enjoyment. 
Attitude towards dress has also changed a great deal. 'Dhotf or 'Limgf and 'Kurtd 
are no longer the main dress worn by these villagers but trousers, bell bottoms, jeans,T-
shirt, jacket, three piece suit. Safari suits and a wide range of designed clothes have taken 
the place of traditional dresses. A number of young villagers are frequently using these 
dresses even village tailors have learnt about the latest trends in fashion designing. 
Attitude towards literacy is also changing and the urge is such that if facilities for 
higher education are not available in the village, parents send their young boys and girls to 
Aligarh for high schools and degree courses. Table 6 6 and Figure 6.6 shows cultural 
impact on the fringe areas. 
Table 6.6:- Zone-wise cultural impacts in the fringe areas of Aligarh city, (1996). 
mcftcolors 
1 No of villages 
2 LIse of paste goods 
3 Spend mc*tej o^ Onema 
4 Spend money restaurauts 
5 l/Vea- at) d-esses 
6 Going to Aigam to attend festival/ 
cjtura: proyammes 
7 Going to Aiigarti for studies 
aanal 
( » * m > 
No. of 
vBagas 
1 
11 
e 
s 
7 
10 
10 
s 
Parcantage 
2 
8181 
8161 
63 63 
90 90 
90 90 
8181 
2bf»( 
Wamt) 
Naof 
vSagas 
3 
30 
17 
23 
22 
IS 
29 
27 
Percantafle 
4 
66 66 
T6 6e 
73 33 
63 33 
96 66 
go oc 
aavM 
t u r n ) 
Naof 
vflagas 
5 
41 
23 
31 
27 
14 
40 
33 
ParvafUaga 
6 
56 09 
7 5 6 0 
65 85 
34 14 
97 56 
80 48 
2»iaV 
d-IOMm) 
No. of 
vfagas 
7 
48 
21 
25 
21 
16 
46 
35 
Parcafilaga 
8 
43 75 
52 06 
43 75 
33 33 
95 83 
72 91 
No. of 
ifSagas 
> 
I X 
70 
68 
77 
59 
125 
104 
rari 
Parcamaga 
« 
53 84 
67 69 
5411 
45 3C 
96 15 
8C OC 
Source: Based on Field Survey, (1996). 
Use of plastic good is widespread in about 70 villages i.e. 53 percent of the total 
villages. In zone 11 use of plastic good is maximum i.e. 81 percent followed by 56 percent 
each in Illrd and, IV zone and least i.e. 43 percent in zone Vth 
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(1996) 
Source: Based on field survey, (1996). 
Figure 6.6 
Spending habits are also changing very fast and now villagers are very keen in going 
to cinema and eating in restaurent. In about 88 villages i.e. 67 percent of the total villages, 
villagers spend money on watching cinema. Zone Ilnd village constitute maximum percent 
proportion who spend money on cinema which diminishes in later zones. More or less 
same picture was true for those villages who spend money on restaurent, it was observed 
that from 77 villages i.e. 54 percent, villagers used to go restaurent and maximum were 
from zone Und 
It was observed in 59 villages i.e. 45 percent, that people prefa" to wear modem 
city dresses rather than the traditional \illage dresses. It was also observed that in most of 
the fringe villages i.e. 125 or 96 percent villagers used to go to city to take part in 
various festivals and cultural programme from all the zones. 
Aligarh is exerting a great deal of influence with regard to education Being a seat of 
a famous central university, many degree and und^graduate collages and scores of higher 
secondary institutions, it draws students from many villages which are within its sphere of 
influence. It was observed that students used to come to Aligarh city daily from about 
104 villages i.e. 80 percent, maximum being from zone Ilnd. 
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In order to asses the influence of city which has brought change in the cukural 
habits and attitudes of people it has to be seen as to how many elements are affecting the 
village (Table 6 7 and Figure 6.7). There are only 9 villages where none of the 7 elements 
registering change in cultural habits and attitude has had any influence 
Table 6.7: Zone-wise degree of influence on cultural habits in the villages of the fringe 
areas of Aligarh city, (1996). 
Degr** of mflu«nc0 
No In l j e ^ce 
Very we»" 
WeaK 
S t r o n j 
Very Strong 
Total 
Ho. of IndicMOf 
Mtft positive 
score 
1 
1 
2-3 
4-5 
6-7 
Zonal 
No. of 
vilagas 
2 
2 
6 
e 
3 
1616 
54 6< 
72 72 
14-ainis) 
No of 
vilagas 
4 
3 
1C 
12 
16 
Percanlage 
5 
1C00 
33 33 
40 OC 
60 00 
ZoneW 
(C •u l i l l 
No of 
vilagas 
6 
4 
8 
4 
23 
Pareeniaga 
7 
9 75 
1951 
9 75 
56 09 
ZoneV 
(S-iOiinsI 
No of 
vilagas 
S 
3 
e 
3 
12 
Percentage 
a 
6 25 
I?". 
6 25 
25 
Tow 
No. of 
vilages 
« 
9 
•C 
2€ 
2J 
e-
130 
Percentage 
« 
e 7 
•r C 
20 
19 23 
46 92 
100 
Source Based on Field Survey (1996) 
About 10 villages i.e. 7 percent are categorised as ver>' weak because in these 
villages only one indicator influenced much out of 7 indicators. In about 26 villages i e 20 
percent the influence is weak where 2-3 Indicators out of 7 score positive. 25 percent 
villages shows strong influences (i.e. 19 percent) where 4-5 indicators influences these villages 
and in 61 villages i e 46 percent these influences are very strong with all the 7 indicators 
scored positive influences. Both strong and very strong, influences is maximum in zone II 
because of its closer proximity to city which diminishes in later zones. Villages having 
strong and very strong influence show a marked clustring arround Y\ligarh as shown in 
figure 6.7 Southern part also shows a concentration of such villages and the north-western 
part too has quite a few such villages. As far as degree of influence was concerned it 
was found that a very large number of villages show a high degree of influence. Even in 
V illages where the influence is weak and less than half of the indicators have positive 
score, the fact remains that atleast one or two aspects show that change has begun and 
gradually taking place in the fringe areas of Aligarh city 
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The amount of influence has to be measured by the number of persons involved in 
the changes Table 6 8 shows the number of persons influenced by various elements 
Use of plastic goods in place of or in addition to the traditional house utensil is 
becoming popular in some villages while in others it is not so. There are 60 i.e 46 percent 
viUages where no one is using them In all 54 percent villages people are using them but 
their number varies in various categories and also in zones. About 12 villages or 9 percent 
show very weak influence. 18 villages or 13 percent have weak influences, 12 villages or 
9 percent have moderate, 14 villages or 10 percent each have strong and very strong 
influences. Zone II has maximum percentage of people who are using plastic 
Spending money on cinema and restaurent by villagers who live in close proximity 
to city also shown a lot of variation. In about 41 villages or 31 percent of the total 
villages, it was observed that no villagers spend money on cinema. In very weak category 
about 8 villages or 6 percent are found who spend money on cinema, it is 33 villages or 
25 percent in weak category and it is 14 villages or 10 percent in moderate category. 
About 12 villages or 9 percent have strong and 19 villages or 14 peercent have ver)' 
strong influences, with maximum percent of influence from zone II both for strong and 
very strong categories. Spending money on restaurent also varies a lot In 70 villages or 
53 percent no influence is obser\'ed, it is 14 villages or 10 percent each where the influence 
is very weak, and weak. In 8 villages or 6 percent influence is moderate in 6 villages or 
4 percent it is strong, and in 3 villages or 2 percent it is very strong. 
Most of villagers wear city dresses and their percent is maximum in zone II and m. 
More or less same is true for villagers who used to go to Aligarh city for entertainment 
and they participate in various festival and cultural programmes with their kith and kins 
Beside this it was also observed that most of the villagers send their children for study in 
Aligarh city. In 59 villages or 45 percent it is very weak to weak influence, where as in 
24 villages or 18 percent the influence is very strong to strong. 
6.3 HEALTH IMPACTS ON THE FRINGE AREAS: 
The link between the environment and health is not new. In the early 19th century, 
cholera was recognised as a water-bom disease. Yet in the succeeding years, a medical 
view of such diseases stressed curative rather than preventive aspects and saw social and 
environmental conditions as merely contributory factors to the spread of disease bearing 
pathogens. In the late sixties the "book of infectious diseases" was declared closed Less 
than 20 years later, old and new diseases emerged rendering even the best health care 
systems inadequate. In 1993, there were 16.5 million deaths due to infectious diseases 
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world wide. The process of development itself appears to contribute to the spread of 
diseases. Unplanned urbanisation and the resulting deterioration on basic services has 
increased respiratory and gastro-intestinal infections in Rural and Urban areas. Chemical 
pesticides have spread resistant-strains of malaria 
Field surveys of fringe areas of Aligarh city revealed that those villages which are 
located in close proximity to city were suffering from various types of diseases During last 
one year the prominent diseases which were reported were largely water-borne diseases 
like Cholera, Dysentry/Dirrhoea, Jundice, Intestinal worms. Typhoid, Malaria, Skin diseases. 
Hypertension, Ashthma and few cases of Tuberculosis and Cancer were also reported. 
Outlet of city open drains, dumping of city garbage in the open territory of fringe 
villages and in the depressions which developed as a result of abandoned brick kilns and 
digging of soils for construction purposes and which now remain filled with water are the 
main breeding ground for mosquitoes and flies. This caused many varieties of infectioous 
water-bom, viral, bacterial and protozoan diseases. 
Depletion of natural vegetation has created serious problems for the womenfolk and 
small children,as they cannot go out for defecation most of them are forced to build toilets 
inside their residences. This certainly soKes the problems, but without proper sewage or 
networks and drainage systems in the surxeyed villages the toilets have led to severe 
enNironmental deterioration in the villages It is a common sight to find children defecating 
in front of their houses on blocked open drains. This exposes the \illagers to serious 
health hazards.Children in these villages imariably suffer from above mentioned diseases. 
In many fringe villages, most of which are found in the End zone have plastic recycling, 
rubber, tyre, chemical and foam units which are highly polluting, emits both smoke and 
liquid effluents, this industrial effluents coupled with city waste water acquired a greater 
volume of waste water, get into the open drain of villages, spilling on the roads/lanes and 
agricultural fields thus exposing the residents of these villages to serious health hazards. 
The application of waste water on to land for irrigation purpose and as a method of 
treatment and disposal, poses the possible risks of virus contamination of ground water 
already discussed in chapter V. 
Most of the fringe villages are using heavy doses of insecticides and pesticides in 
their fields, resulting into seepage of these harmful chemicals into groundwater and later 
into food chain. During field surveys it was found that many people are suffering from 
different kinds of skin ailments and eczema are quite prominent among them; besides 
allergies also resulted 
6.8 A child is seen defecating in tiont of his house in blocked open drain passing through tlie 
village Salimpur Muafi. 
(>,9 Cal)l)iige produces on sewage waler near Iglas Farni. IIHter'te people use, this cabbage without 
treating it properly. 
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With the rise in traffic fleet on those roads which are passing through fringe villages 
rise in air pollution resulted, beside traffic, smoke from few industrial units, coupled with 
smoke from households resulted into formation of bad environment, there has been spurt 
in the number of cases of asthma, bronchitis and other pulmonary disorders Field survey 
revealed that skin irritation and allergic conjunctivitis is found in many people in due course 
of time. About 4.1 percent people of fiinge villages are suffering from Asthma as mentioned 
in table 6.9 and figure 6.10. In few villages some people are also suffering from 
Hypertension i.e. 3.2 percent and Tuberculosis i.e. 4.3 percent 
The study revealed that more than half the population of surveyed villages lacked 
proper facibties for disposal of faeces, lack of safe drinking water, housing and sanitation 
were found to be the main reasons for the poor health of the people of fiinge areas of 
Aligarh city. 
Table 6.9: Zone-wise influence on health of the villagers in the fringe areas of Aligarh 
city, (1996). 
Oi lM lM 
1 Citoleii 
7 Jiundce 
3 Dysentry / Dicrrtiaes 
4 Typhoid 
5 Intcstitinal worm 
6 M l l i n i 
7. Stan diseases 
6 Hyper tension 
S Asthma 
10 Tuburciiosis 
Total 
a n s l 
(24Mns| 
Naof 
vflagsrs 
1 
21 
15 
27 
19 
23 
115 
a 
7 
11 
6 
Percantege 
2 
3e 18 
27 27 
49 09 
34 54 
41 81 
4 3 3 9 
16 36 
12 72 
20 
14 54 
Bona! 
l«»si»l 
NOLOt 
vHagars 
3 
19 
17 
23 
13 
17 
79 
H 
6 
9 
9 
Percantaga 
4 
12 66 
1133 
15 33 
8 6 6 
11.33 
52 66 
7 3 3 
4 
6 
6 
b s H 
H»a i» l 
Naof 
vMagar* 
i 
V 
e 
18 
5 
9 
45 
8 
5 
6 
5 
Percantaga 
e 
5 36 
3 70 
8 78 
2 43 
3 6 
1198 
3 09 
2 43 
2 92 
2 43 
anaV 
(s-ntiB) 
No. of 
vBagars 
7 
9 
5 
8 
1 
6 
2i 
7 
3 
2 
6 
Percentage 
> 
3 •'6 
2 8 
7 33 
041 
2 5 
9.81 
2.91 
125 
0 82 
2 5 
Ma.o( 
> Bagsra 
a 
60 
45 
76 
38 
55 
265 
35 
21 
27 
28 
6S0 
TOM 
Percentage 
10 
9 2 
6 9 
1169 
5 8 
8 4 
40 76 
5 3 
3 2 
41 
4 3 
Source: Based on field survey, (1996). 
Table 6.9 reveales that most of diseases are quite pronounced in zone II and III as 
compared to other zones as these villages were in close proximity to Aligarh city, that's 
why they are more prone to various kinds of diseases. 
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Figure 6.10 
Thus, it was noted that Aligarh by virtue of its rapid urbanization has caused 
tremendous changes in social and cultural environment in the fringe areas, besides change 
is also brought up in occupation of these villages. And in recent decades we find that 
villages of fringe areas are breaking all the traditional norms as a result of their close 
interaction with the city and they no longer remain to be called villagers, that is why the 
migration between Aligarh to its fiinge villages has acquired new dimension. 
CONCLUSION 
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'The process of development will go on but it should not be the cause of our nemesis'. 
The main conclusion that arises from the forgoing analysis is that the process of city 
development has acquired new dimensions resulting into uncontrolled physical growth, 
impacts of which is felt in the immediate fringe areas of the city. As the built-up city area 
expands agriculture disappears or declines and development occurs through legal and 
illegal action by various landowners, builders and real estate firms. As the city expands 
there is not only loss of agricultural land but there is also loss of biomass and land 
degradation occurs. Cities demand a high input of resources and all the goods and materials 
that their population and enterprises require. The more populous the city the greater is the 
demand on resources and the larger the area from which these are drawn. Cities are 
major centres for resource degradation liquid, solid and gaseous wastes generated by 
city-based enterprises and consumers have significant impact on the fringe areas. All this 
has helped in influencing the socio-economic, cultural and health of people living in the 
fringe areas. 
The author has made extensive use of primary data which was drawn from a 
comprehensive survey of 130 villages lying in the fringe areas of Aligarh city (within 10 
kilometres from the city head quarter) with the help of questionnaire (appendix -1) during 
1995-96. A simple procedure was adopted to demarcate the fringe area by drawing a 
circle of 10 kilometres radius from the city headquarter. For a clear understanding of the 
citys impact the circle was ftirther subdivided into 5 zones taking a radius of 2 kilometres 
(Figure 3.1) for every zone. 
The city of Aligarh was chosen as the study area because earlier work on various 
aspects of the enviroimient of fringe area has been conducted in large metropolitan cities 
only a little attention has been given to small cities. Small cities could be described as 
"temples of modem India". More than 10 percent of urban population reside here. These 
small cities are no longer small but by International standards, they would qualify to be big 
cities, if not megadties. They are also fast developing big problems not orJy inside the city 
but also in the peripheral zones. 
In the foregoing chapters we have tried to analyse our data to test the hypothesis 
that we had set before us while undertaking this work. The following general conclusions 
may be drawn from the study: 
1. With rapid urbanisation, Aligarh city has developed tremendously in all respects 
from 1971 to 1996 whether it is population, marketing, transport and industries 
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etc Since 1971, population has increased three times (0 6 million. 1996) The 
number of houses have doubled, educational facilities have increased four times, 
marketing and transport facilities both have inaeased six times each A very amazing 
picture has emerged in case of industrial development Small scale industries have 
increased 42 times in their number and 28 times in the number of employed workers 
Whereas, large scale industries have increased 3 times in their number and 5 times 
in the number of workers employed. Thus, it is seen that the small city of Aligarh 
is no longer small but by International standards it is fast developing mega city 
setting new standard of economic affluence and quality of life. 
Aligarh city demands a high input of resources and all the goods and materials that 
its population and enterprises requires. Since the city population is increasing very 
rapidly there is greater demand on resources which are drawn from both nearby 
and far off areas. Sixty five villages were identified for investigating the interaction 
between Aligarh city and the surrounding villages on the basis of survey of inflow 
of commodities like bricks, earth, flielwood, cowdung cake, milk, vegetables, 
fruits, foodgrains and poultry. The survey was conducted by monitoring the nine 
entry point for 12 hours (Figure 2.1). The inflow of various goods to the city were 
by bus, truck, tractors, three wheelers, motorcycle, huggi, tonga, donkey, cycle 
and on foot. The Aligarh city is bursting at its seams concrete structures are taking 
over the land which were once green or agricultural areas. So there is tremendous 
demand of construction material which includes bricks and earth. Nearly 36 villages 
were supplying bricks and about 300,000 pieces of bricks were supplied to the 
city per day. About 23 villages were supplying earth and nearly 620 tonnes perday 
of earth was supplied to the city. Urban demand for fijelwood, timber and cowdung 
cakes still exists. Nearly 33 villages are supplying fuelwood to the city per day. 
Timber was coming from 20 villages and about 750 quintals of timber was supplied 
to the city per da>'. Nearly 25 villages were supplying cowdung cakes and about 
330 quintals per day was supplied to the city. As the population increases urban 
demand for food items like milk, vegetable, fioiits, foodgrains and poultry has also 
increased. Nearly 48 villages supply milk to the city and nearly 33,000 kilo litre of 
milk is supplied per day. About 41 villages supply vegetables and about 21,000 
kilogram of vegetable is supplied per day. nearly 25 villages supply fruits, on an 
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average per day supply to the city is 13,000 kilogram Nearly 43 villages supply 
foodgrains to the city per day supply is 3,000 quintals 
3. Aligarh city's impact has occured just outside the built-up area and often outside 
the city boundary. Data for assessing the impact on the environment of the fringe 
areas were drawn from a comprehensive survey of 130 villages (Table 3 1, 
figure 3.1) lying within 10 kilometre radius from the city headquarter with the help 
of a questiotmaire (appendix). 
It could be aptly concluded that these villages are no more rural but still they are 
not even fully urban but they are in the process of becoming urban centres. It was 
observed that zones which are very close to city have a high density of population, 
high literacy rate, more workers, good network of metalled roads, hospitals, schools 
and telecommunication facilities and more land under vegetable and cash crops 
As one moves outwards towards the rural areas there is an increase in cultivated 
area, number of cultivators, agricultural labourers and food grain production 
4. Like other cities of India, Aligarh has a humble begning as a trading centre but 
with rapid urbanization and industrialization, large scale urban sprawl has taken 
place resulting in loss of agricultural land, land degradation and loss of biomass in 
the fringe area Rapid expansion of the city area has occured during last 5 years 
which intensified along the G.T. Road going to Kanpur, G.T. Road going to Delhi, 
Anupshahr road, nortem railway line going to Bareilly and Ramghat road. But it is 
more pronounced along the Anupshahr road and Ramghat road in the north. Lowest 
urban growth has taken place in the southeast along the Mathura road. The 
development along the main transportation lines has created wedges within the 
builtup area, with vacant lands (Figure 4.2). 
City area has increased from 11.08 square kilometre in 1951 to 68.69 square 
kilometre in 1996. Due to this rapid expansion about 40 villages got absorbed in 
the city there by consuming 73 percent of good fertile cultivated land. Now this 
land is being used for residential and industrial purposes. 
Unplanned expansion of city and demand of construction materials have caused 
severe land degradation along the city margins. A rough estimate gives that 1 million cubic 
metres of earth in the form of brick is required for constructing houses About 49 brick 
kilns are located in the vicinity of the city. Where a brick-kiln is made, the land gets 
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degraded and when the old ones are abandoned, the land becomes a wasteland It was 
observed that maximum supply of bricks (2 million) is coming from far off zones 
Aligarh has a sauce-pan shaped topography and before undertaking any 
construction work people raise the level of ground by approximatily 1 meter. Roads are 
also needed to be raised correspondingly. Counts of vehicles bringing earth to city from 
surrounding villages for one day showed that about 1000m earth was brought into the 
city. On this basis the yearly inflow of earth comes to be about 265,000m excluding rainy 
season. Assuming that on an average the borrow pits are 1.5 metre deep, about 173,000m 
land area is lost every year. It was observed that about 1.21 metre to 3.04 metre deep and 
5 to 10 acre long ditches were formed as a result of continous supply of earth to the city 
and today one can see, barren, unlevelled and undulating land in the fringe areas. 
Expansion of city has also destroyed the natural landscape of the fringe areas. 
With the rise in the population the demand of various commodities has also increased. 
Wood is still widely used for cooking mostly by the lower income household, maximum is 
coming from zone IV (762 tonnes). Many house hold in the city still use cowdung cake for 
cooking purpose most of which is coming from zone IV (61.5 tonnes per year). Besides 
milk, timber, foodgrain, vegetable and pourtry items are also supplied from a number of 
villages of fringe areas, 
5. Aligarh City is also major centre for resource degradation liquid, gaseous and 
solid wastes generated by city based enterprises and consumers have significant 
impact on those villages which are located in close proximaty to the city. The city 
generates 10,000 tons of waste water in a year. About 65 percent of this waste 
water is generated by houses and 35 percent by 250 industrial establishements. 
This waste water contains toxic waste and there is no proper waste water treatment 
facility for the city. There is only one pumping station located at Iglas road but this 
does not fiicntion properly and is unable to pump all the waste water. Therefore, 
excess waste water finds its way into open nallahs. The existing sewerage system 
of city is inadequate for the city needs and this results in the overflowing of sewers, 
ponding of waste water at many places and waterlogging in the villages which are 
located very close to city. As a result, 37 percent villages suffers from this problem. 
The consequence of this was change in the soil profile and ground water quality 
The city generates 950 tonnes of solid wastes per day which includes ash / soil 
(30 percent), wood/grass (20 percent), paper cardboard (10 percent and other 
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waste products 38 percent which includes metal scrapes, rubber / leather, textile, 
demolition debris etc. There is no organised sanitary landfills or composting. There 
are only few disposal sites, with rapid expansion of city the disposal sites have 
been pushed further away. As a result, the limited number of municipal vehicles 
have to traverse a longer distance This limits the total number of trips that can be 
made and reduces the quantum of garbage that can be send to the dumping sites 
Huge amounts of solid waste debris was found lying openly in the nearby villages 
located along the important roads. 
Generation of gaseous wastes has also acquired greater dimensions as a result of 
rapid urbanization Number of vehicles on important roads passing through the fringe 
areas have increased considerably. Most of the vehicles run by diesel and are also old, 
that is why they emit poisonous gases. The G.T. road (Delhi - Kanpur road) contained 
heavy pollution load of 4,453 kilogram per day, Agra road (Anupshahr.Agra road) 3,224 
kilogram per day in 1996. Besides many industrial units and Bricle-kilus have also emit 
noxious gases like HF, No , H S, NH , HCl, CI etc., leading to health problems. 
X 2 3 2 
6. The villages lying in the fringe areas of Aligarh city have undergone tremendous 
structural and functional changes. Today, city is dominating and draining the villages 
lying in the fringe areas so that they are crumling to ruins. Nov we are baffled and 
bothered by the ill effects of city expansion, industrialization and urbanization and 
today most of the fringe villages are passing through a transition phase. 
The close knit family system of the villages have disappeared. The family bonds 
have become weak and all the family members live less and less together and spend only 
a fraction of the day in association. Changes like leaving the parents and married wife 
behind and migrating to the city, not living in joint family, decrease of patriarchial system, 
and remarrying a city girl etc have become a common feature of these villages. Migration 
and commuting from villages to Aligarh city has also become common, it is not area or 
location specific but is difilised spatially and can be attributed to both pu^ and pull factors. 
Changes in cultural habits of villagers like use of plastic goods, spending money on 
watching cinema and eatings in restaurant, wearing modem city dresses, taking part m 
festivals/cultural programmes of the city, going to the city for education is widespread in 
the fringe villages. 
Today, fringe villages are also confronted with health problems which are the result 
of unplanned expansion of city, outlet of city open drains, into the villages, dumping of city 
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garbage in the neighbouring villages near roads and in depressions which developed as a 
result of aboundoned brick-kilns and digging of soils for construction purposes and which 
now remain filled with water are the main breeding ground for mosquitoes and other 
vectors for various diseases It was observed that few villages are using drain water for 
farming without any treatment and supply their product especially vegetables to city, which 
cause disease. Most of the villages are using heavy doses of insecticides and pesticides, 
resulting into seepage of these harmful chemicals into groundwater and later into their 
food chain. 
It was found that villagers of the fringe areas are suffering from a number of diseases 
such as malaria (265 households) dysentry/diarrhoea (76 households), cholera (60 
households) Intestinal worms (55 housholds), jaundice (45 households), typhoid (38 
households), skin disorder (35 households). Besides, hypertension, asthma and tuberculosis 
was also resported by few households. 
A successful wivironmental strategy for the fringe areas of Aligarh city should include 
the environmental problem which the environment face The goverrunent caimot afford to 
tackle all the problme so the choice have to be made with the help of villagers. The non-
governmental organizations (NGO's), voluntry organizations of villages, \\Xi&gQpcmchc^ts 
and all local bodies should also be involved. An integrated strategy for the management 
and development of the firnge areas of Aligarh city is needed. The result of the study 
could be employed in the policy development process 
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APPENDIX 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. Name of village 
2. Code Number 
3. Name of Block 
4. Distance from Alilgarh city (in km) 
(1)1-2 
(2) 2-4 
(3) 4-6 
(4)6-8 
(5)8-10 
(6) more than 10 
5. Connectivity 
(1) Railway 
(2) Road 
(3) Other means 
6. Population of the village 
7. Religion (Number) 
7.1. Hindus 
7.2. Mudims 
7.3. Others 
8. No. of households 
9. Type of houses, (Number) 
9.1. Pucca 
9.2. Mixed 
9.3. Kuchcha 
10. Housing Conditions 
10.1. Seperate bedroom (1). Yes (2). No 
10.2. Bathroom in the house (1). Yes (2). No 
]76 
10 3 Latrine Provision (1) Yes(2) No 
10.4. Windowsand Ventilators (1) Yes(2) No 
11 Occupational Structure, number 
111. Cultivators 
11.2. Agricultural labourer 
11.3. Livestock, fishing, plantation etc , workers 
1 ] .4. Mining and quarrying workers 
11.5. Household industry' workers 
11.6. Industry, other than household 
n.6 1. Inthevillage 
11.6.2. In Aligarh City 
11.7. Construction 
11.7.1. Inthevillage 
11.7.2. In .Aligarh city 
11.8. Services 
11.8.1. Inthevillage 
11.8.2. In .Aligarh city 
11.9. Trade and Commerce 
1110. Non-workers 
11.11. Marginal worker 
12. Means of Communication 
12.1. Raihvays 
12.2. Roads 
12.3. Others (Tempo, horse-drawn, bicycle) 
13. Types of roads 
13.1. Dagar 
13.2. Khararga 
13.3. Pucca 
13.4. Both 
14. Post office (number) 
15. Telephone available (number) 
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16 Bank/Co-operatives (number) 
17. Educational attainment (school) 
17.1. Primary 
17.2 Junior 
17.3. High School/Graduate 
17.4. Uneducated 
18. Electricity connection (number) 
18.1. TubeweU 
18.2. Domestic/houses 
18.3. Industrial 
19. Source of drinking u ater supply (number) 
19.1. Hand pump 
19.2. Open wells 
19.3. Tube wells 
19.4. Piped water. Stand posts and House connections 
20. Quality of drinking \\ ater supph' 
20.1. Satisfectory 
20.1. Unsatisfactor> 
20.1. Not applicable 
21. Family data, number 
21.1. Family members 
21.2. Childrens 
21.3. Children going to schools 
21.4. Literate members 
21.4.1. Male 
21.4.2. Female 
21.5. Earning members 
21.5.1. Male 
21.5.2. Female 
21.6. Total Family Income, Rs.'Year 
21.7. Total expenditure. RsA'ear 
17R 
22 Which of the follow inu heaUh serxice do you consult*^  
22 1. Private Doctors 
22 2. Locally available R M.P/Hakim/Vaid 
223 JN.MC 
22.4. Malkhan Singh 
22.5. Other 
23 Health facilities available (unit) 
23.1. Govt, dispensary 
23.2. No of doctors (Private and Government) 
23.3. Family planing centre 
24. Immunization in last 6 months (1) Yes (2) No 
25. Disease in your family during last 6 month 
25.1. Tuberculosis 
25.2. Cholera 
25.3. Malaria 
25.4. Asthma 
25.5. Jaundice 
25.6. Polio 
25.7. Skindiaease 
25.8. Dysentry/Diarrhoea 
25.9 Others 
26. What is the main reason of migration to city. 
26.1. Employment 
26.2. Educate 
26.3. Business 
26.4. Services 
2 7. Type or migration 
27.1. Dairy 
27.2. Periodical 
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28 Dail\ migration in the form of 
28 1 Labour 
28 2 Business 
28.3. Services 
284 Others 
28.5. AD 
29 Land use, ha 
29. L Total area 
29.2. Total cultivable area 
29 3. Cultivable waste 
29.4. Non-cultivable 
29.5. Total cultivated area 
29.6 Forest/Grassland 
30. Land holdings(ha). number 
30.1. Uptol 
30.2. 1-2 
30.3. 2-4 
30.4. 4-10 
30.5. Greater than 10 
31. Special activities of the village, if any 
31.1. Vegetable cultivation, (ha) 
31.2. Orchards, (ha) 
31.3. Poultry, birds numbers 
31.4. Fish Farming, ha 
31.5. Flower cultivation 
31.6. Dairy, cattle number 
31.7. Other 
3 2. Organised Industry 
32.1. Agro-based 
322. Others 
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33 Ownership of IndustiA'. (number) 
33 1 Lx)cal 
33.2 Outsider 
33.3. Cooperatives 
34 Agricultural machinery in village (number) 
34.1. Diesel pumping set 
34.2 Electrical pumping set 
34.3. Threshers 
34.4. Tracters 
34.5. Sprayers 
34.6. Combined harvesters 
35 Net -Irrigated area, ha or % 
36. Source of Irrigation 
36.1. Canals 
36.2 Tube wells 
36.3. Hand pumps 
364. Wells 
3 7 WTiich of the following fertilizer you are applying in your field. 
37.1. Urea 
372 DAP 
37.3. Potash 
37.4 Traditional manure 
3 8. Amount of doses used in Agricultural field (kg/ha) 
3 9 Most preferred fertilizer and why. 
39.1. Natural 
39.2. Artificial 
40. Which of the following pesticides/insecticides most preferred or easily a> ail.-b!-
farmers. 
40 1. BHC 
40.2. DDT 
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40.3 Gamaxene 
40.4. Mdrin 
40 5. Others 
41 Ways of Introduction of Insecticides/pesticides in the field. 
41.1. By bare hands 
41.2. Through Sprays 
41.3. Other Methods 
42 Land use, ha 
42.1. Total area 
42.2. Total Cultivable area 
42.3. Cultivate waste 
42.4. Non-Cultivable 
42.5. Total Cultivated area 
42.6. Forest/Grassland 
4 3. Area under (Afferent crops 
Name of crop 
Cereals 
Pulses 
Vi^etables 
Fruits 
Sugarcane 
Oilseeds 
Vidd 
and their yield. 
Season Production Rank 
44. Supply of biomass to city kg/year, month, day or as applicable 
44.1. Straw 
44.2. Timber 
44.3. Dung cake 
44.4. Fuel wood 
44.5. Grain 
44.6. Milk 
44.7. Fniit 
44.8. Vegetable 
44.9. Green Fodder 
44.10.Chidcen 
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4 5 Encroachment of Rural land areas sighted. (1) Yes (2) No 
if yes then which type of lands etKroached. 
45.1. Agriculture land 
45.2. O-var land 
45.3. Others 
46 Which type of people approach you to purchase your lands. 
46.1 Businessinan 
46.2. Govt. authcHides 
46.3. Goondas/middleman 
46.4. Others 
47 Why you want to sell your land? 
47.1. Because of financial Problems 
47.2. Because oflow profit from Agricultural Practice on land 
47.3. Under threat 
48. Do You think your decision to sell your land beneficial to your family in fiiture to come 
(1). Yes (2). No 
49 Brick kilns found in your village. (1) Yes (2) No 
if yes, then nature of such Brick Kilns 
49.1. Dormant 
49.2. Working 
50 How long your Brick kilns became abandant? 
51. Uses oflands surrounding to abandant Brick kiln 
51.1. Laid vacant 
51.2. Reclaimed 
51.3. Residential development 
51.4 Others 
52 - Location of these Brick Kiln 
52.1. On Agricultural land 
52.2 On Residential Areas 
52.3 Non-cultivable land 
] R 3 
53 Owner ofthe working brick kiln and its area __________^ 
54 Where the Brick goes from your viUage? ^__ 
55. How much Rs. ^ you get whiJe working on brick kiln, 
mention wage/day? _ 
56. Number oflabourers employed on such Brick kilns 
57. Did your village sell Earth'' (1). Yes (2). No _ 
if yes, thai how many farmer selling thdr lands earth to city people. 
5 8 What type of earth you gaierally sell? 
58.1. SCMI from Agricultural fields _ 
58.2. Soil from Osarlands 
59. At what rate you are selling your earth? 
60. Decrease in agricultural land in last 10 years, (1) Yes (2) No 
60 1. Residential 
60.2. Industrial 
60.3. Ccmima-cial 
60.4. Borrow pits 
60.5. Kept vacant 
61. Did your village have some forest cover? (1). Yes (2). No 
if yes, then type of vegetation 
61.1. Tress (Types) 
61.2. Shrubs 
61.3. Others 
62. Did you sell wood? (1). Yes (2). No 
if yes, thai at what rate and what type of wood. 
63. City garbage or solid waste dumping took place in your village 
(1). Yes (2). No 
if yes, thai location of dumping 
63.1. On the main road 
63.2. Directly into the lands belonging to rural areas 
]R4 
64. 
65. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
63 3, On the authorities (municipal) directions 
63.4 Directly into Nallah 
Nature of Garabage 
64.1. Plastic waste 
64.2. Paper 
64.3. Metal and metal scrapes 
64.4. Others 
Is cit>' wastewater coming/passing through the village? (1) yes (2) No 
If yes 
65.1 Is it used for agricultural purpose? (l)Yes(2)No 
65.2. Is it harming agricuhre? (l)Yes(2)No 
65.3. Is it causing flooding'' (l)Yes(2)No 
67. No. of vehicles alonge important roads passing through the fringe areas 
Name of road Type of vehicle No. of vehicle 
Condition of vehicles 
68.1. good 
68.2. bad 
Environmental effect of industries located in village and sunrcmnding area, (1) yes (2) 
no 
If yes 
69.1. Polluting watersupi^y 
69 2 PoHutii^surfece water 
69.3. Gases, fiimes, smoke 
69.4. Solidwaste and ash 
(1) Yes (2) No 
(1) Yes (2) No 
(1) Yes (2) No 
(1) Yes (2) No 
Is there any diange in speandig habits (1) Yes (2) No 
Has clothii^ pattern changed'' (1). Yes (2). No 
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72. Do you use household appliances? 
73 Do you use plastic goods? 
74 Do you go to city for entertainment/festival? 
75. Do you spend money on watching cinenia? 
76. Do You spend money on eating in Restaurant? 
77. Istiiereanydiat^inreiationwith&nilymenibeis. 
78. Nfairiage with dty girls 
79. Leavii^ the village girl as wife 
80. Any change in the patriarchial Authority 
). Yes (2). No 
). Yes (2). No 
). Yes (2). No 
). Yes (2). No 
). Yes (2). No 
). Yes (2). No 
). Yes (2). No 
). Yes (2). No 
). Yes (2). No 
****** 
